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Let us train our minds to desire what the situation demands
(Lucius Annaeus Seneca)

ABSTRACT

In our fast-paced society, time has become a critical factor in numerous fields of human activity. In the
field of natural hazard management, time has always played an important role, particularly in those
phases shortly before, during and after the occurrence of hazardous events. Combined with relevant
spatial information, time is one of the most important factors in preparation for these events. The
extent of caused damage is closely connected to time: the more lead time available prior to the event,
the more time is available for any stakeholder to take damage-minimizing measures.
In this dissertation, the investigated natural hazards are flood hazards. The stakeholders primarily
addressed are operational hydrologists who are members of crisis management during floods. These
experts need the most actual information in very flexible, dynamic and geo-referenced form to better
advise peers or external parties. The targeted increase of lead time may be achieved by improving the
methodology in the domain of meteorological and hydrological forecasting. In the presented thesis,
another complementary approach is pursued. It is based on the idea of providing interactive, visual
methods in an optimized, cartographic monitoring infrastructure, allowing hydrologists to retrieve
and bundle their desired flood information in a time-saving way.
Hence, the two principal objectives of this thesis are likewise hydrological and cartographic. From a
hydrological point of view, the principal objective is to valorize of the vast amount of real-time data
by novel methods which facilitate their integral, interactive and individual use in time-critical
situations. From a cartographic point of view, the principal objective is to develop novel data
modeling and data access methods of such vast amounts of real-time data. A series of cartographic
work steps that used to be achieved manually – such as data collection, storage, processing,
visualization and archiving – has to be accomplished in a fully automated way. According to the
module principle, the involved problems are tackled (1) by a central spatiotemporal database which
handles historical, real-time and forecast data; (2) by a decentralized Web-based cartographic user
interface drawing on the atlas metaphor, i.e., using maps to access the database; and (3) by various
tools on this interface for map manipulation and data exploration.
This thesis is based on eight scientific research papers, encompassed by an introductory and a
concluding chapter. The structure of the papers consists of three major parts: (1) concept and data
model; (2) data access and real-time hydrological visualization; and (3) further data access and
visualization approaches. In the overall data model, data values, their temporal, attributive, and
spatial properties are held separate for each hydrological variable while relationships between these
properties are modeled explicitly. Successful generation of real-time maps largely depend on the
implementation of the data model in terms of a relational spatio-temporal database, in which multiformat data undergo a first harmonization. Three Web-based data access modes are developed in
which these maps play a central role: monitoring, comparing, and retracing of real-time data.
Automatically generated real-time hydrological visualizations include a wide range of point, line and
area symbolizations. Further value is added by interactive methods that allow to query both vectorand raster-based visualization, as well as to further explore spatiotemporal dynamics of hydrological
data. Complementary data access and visualization methods for real-time hydrological data are then
discussed. Opportunities for data access in atlas platforms and the suitability of real-time threedimensional visualization are examined.
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Three main development strategies were followed from the start of the thesis: (1) close collaboration
and exchange of ideas with practitioners, (2) use of true data originating from different institutional
sources, covering the entire country of Switzerland, and (3) implementation of the developed concept
(proof-of-concept). Owing to this practice-oriented approach, the usefulness of the methods, the
graphical quality, and the high degree of interactivity of the generated maps received very encouraging
feedback from operational hydrologists.
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ZUSAMMENFASSUNG

In unserer schnelllebigen Gesellschaft ist Zeit in diversen Betätigungsfeldern ein immer kritischerer
Faktor. Im Bereich des Naturgefahrenmanagements hat die Zeit immer eine wichtige Rolle gespielt,
insbesondere in jenen Phasen kurz vor und während eines Ereigniseintritts. Zusammen mit den
relevanten räumlichen Informationen ist Zeit einer der wichtigsten Faktoren bei der Umsetzung von
Vorsorgemassnahmen für solche Ereignisse. Es besteht ein enger Zusammenhang zwischen der Zeit
und dem Schadensausmass: je grösser die Vorwarnzeit vor dem Ereignis ist, desto mehr Zeit steht
allen Akteuren für schaden-minimierende Gegenmassnahmen zur Verfügung.
Bei der in dieser Dissertation untersuchten Naturgefahr handelt es sich um Hochwasser und die
Akteure sind operationelle Hydrologen, welche während Hochwasserereignissen in Krisenstäben
arbeiten. Solche Experten brauchen die aktuellsten Informationen in einer sehr flexiblen,
dynamischen und geo-referenzierten Form, damit diese ihre Berufskollegen oder externe Stellen
informieren können. Die anvisierte Ausdehnung der Vorwarnzeit kann durch eine Verbesserung der
meteorologischen und hydrologischen Vorhersage erreicht werden. In der hier präsentierten
Dissertation wird ein komplementärer Ansatz gewählt. Dieser besteht darin, operationellen
Hydrologen einen zeitsparenden Abruf und Gebrauch ihrer gewünschten Informationen in einer
optimierten kartografischen Monitoringinfrastruktur zu ermöglichen.
Daher sind die zwei Hauptziele gleichermassen kartografischer und hydrologischer Art. Aus
hydrologischer Sicht ist das Hauptziel die Inwertsetzung der umfangreichen Echtzeitdaten-mengen
durch neuartige Methoden, welche den integrierten, interaktiven und individuellen Gebrauch dieser
Daten in zeitkritischen Situationen vereinfachen. Aus kartografischer Sicht ist das Hauptziel,
neuartige Methoden für die Datenmodellierung und den Datenzugang zu solch grossen Datenmengen
zu entwickeln. Ein Reihe von kartografischen Arbeitsschritten müssen daher vollautomatisch
erbracht werden, Schritte, die zuvor lediglich manuell oder semi-automatisch ausgeführt werden
konnten. Dazu gehören das Sammeln, die Speicherung, die Verarbeitung, die Visualisierung und das
Archivieren der Daten. Die damit verbundenen Probleme werden entsprechend eines
Baukastenprinzips angegangen: (1) mit einer zentralen raumzeitlichen Datenbank, welche mit
historischen, Echtzeit- und Vorhersagedaten umgehen kann; (2) durch den Einsatz einer Webbasierten kartografischen Benutzungsoberfläche, welche sich stark an die Atlas-Metapher anlehnt,
d.h., einen Zugang zur Datenbank über aufbereitete Karten herstellt; und (3) durch das Bereitstellen
von verschiedenen Kartenmanipulations- und Datenexplorationswerkzeugen in dieser Oberfläche.
Diese Dissertation basiert auf acht wissenschaftlichen Veröffentlichungen, umfasst von einem
einführenden und einem schlussfolgernden Teil. Die Gliederung der Veröffentlichungen lassen sich
drei Hauptteilen zuordnen: (1) Konzept und Datenmodell; (2) Datenzugang und Echtzeitvisualisierung hydrologischer Daten; und (3) weitere Datenzugangs- und Visualisierungsansätze. Das
Gesamtdatenmodell basiert auf der Trennung von Datenwerten, deren temporalen, attributiven und
räumlichen Eigenschaften. Die logischen Relationen zwischen diesen Eigenschaften werden jedoch
explizit modelliert. Die erfolgreiche Erzeugung von Echtzeitkarten hängt zu einem grossen Teil von
der Implementierung dieses Datenmodells in Form einer relationalen raumzeitlichen Datenbank ab, in
welcher multi-formatige Daten einer ersten Harmonisierung unterzogen werden. Drei Web-basierte
Datenzugänge werden entwickelt, bei welchen Karten die zentrale Rolle spielen: Das Begleiten,
Vergleichen und Rückverfolgen von Echtzeitdaten. Die automatisch generierten hydrologischen
Echtzeitvisualisierungen umfassen eine grosse Anzahl an verschiedenen Punkt-, Linien-, und
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Flächensymbolisierungen. Zusätzliche Mehrwerte werden mit interaktiven Methoden geschaffen,
welche einerseits erlauben, sowohl vektor- als auch rasterbasierte Visualisierungen direkt abzufragen
und andererseits die raumzeitliche Dynamik von hydrologischen Daten näher zu erkunden.
Darüberhinaus werden komplementäre Methoden für den Zugang und die Visualisierung von
Echtzeitdaten diskutiert. Möglichkeiten des Datenzugangs in Atlasplatt-formen sowie die Eignung
dreidimensionaler Echtzeitvisualisierungen werden untersucht.
Von Beginn der Dissertation wurden drei Strategien verfolgt: (1) enge Zusammenarbeit und
Ideenaustausch mit der Praxis; (2) Verwendung von Echtzeitdaten aus Messnetzen von nationalen
Instituten, welche die ganze Schweiz abdecken; und (3) Implementierung des entwickelten Konzepts
(Proof of Concept). Dank diesem stark praxisorientierten Ansatz haben die verwendeten Methoden, die
grafische Qualität und der hohe Grad an Interaktivität der produzierten Karten sehr
vielversprechende Rückmeldung von operationellen Hydrologen bekommen.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Rationale of the Research and Research Questions
One of the most important problems in dealing with environmental data for natural hazard
management is constituted by the lack of efficient visual methods. While large amounts of
spatiotemporal data are available in real time, their use would be much more sustainable and
immediate, if they were provided by interactive cartographic visualization methods.
Security, from natural hazard and other dangers, is a fundamental human need and a basic condition
for a prosperous society. Owing to various causes – population growth, increases and concentrations
of economic assets, vulnerable infrastructures, increased mobility require-ments, and uncertainties
related to climate change – the extent of damage in our society is continuously increasing. Effective
response to detrimental effects of natural hazards, before and during their occurrence, is connected to
the availability of real-time information integrated in early warning systems. Such systems constitute
an essential and very cost-effective component in long-term national and international natural hazard
management strategy plans (e.g. Casale & Margottini, 2004; Zschau & Küppers, 2005). In many
countries, installations of permanent or mobile data measuring devices in hazard-prone areas have
increased. Modern technologies are deployed to collect huge amount of environmental data from
ground gauges and from air-borne sensors in real time, and to transfer them in an automated fashion.
With the exception of sparse numbers of automatic gauges in mountain regions, the problems of data
availability and low measuring network densities are receding in importance altogether. In this thesis
it is argued that the real-time data availability problem has shifted to new challenges, which could be
circumscribed by ‘data accessibility’ and ‘data visualization’.
Obviously, saving time before the occurrence of natural events, such as floods, mainly depends on the
quality of meteorological forecasting models, since floods are most commonly triggered by rainfall.
Meteorological forecast models issue spatially distributed probabilities of occurrence, or absolute
values, of rainfall over a certain segment of space and temporal horizon. This horizon can be roughly
looked at as the lead time to the event peak, i.e., the time available for taking counter-measures. The
coupling of such meteorological forecasts with hydrological models shows promising results (e.g.
Cloke et al., 2009; Renner et al., 2009).
Providing time saving methods to counter floods, however, is not only about increasing lead times
prior to events. It is also about providing easy access and well-readable visualizations of such forecast
and real-time data in a user-friendly monitoring infrastructure. Hence, the main research questions
are formulated as follows:
o

How to provide time-saving information retrieval methods?

o

How to structure large amounts of raw, unstructured hydro-meteorological data?

o

How to transform real-time data immediately into useful information?

o

How to make real-time data accessible to operational hydrologist?

o

How to visualize hydro-meteorological data, particularly in case of floods?

o

How to automate cartographic production processes using real-time data?
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Methodological Overview
Accelerated provision of hydrological information call for the provision of several innovative data
access and visualization methods. As compared to existing ways of hydrological information retrieval,
a three-tiered concept – outlined as monitoring, retracing and comparing hydrological information – is
developed in order to create the following added values to hydrological users: (1) means to clearly and
quickly identify and examine flood risk areas on different spatial and temporal scales; (2) means to
gain new insights into flood processes and comprehension of the involved hydrological factors; and
(3) means to more comprehensively assess given hydrological situations by drawing on past and
future situations. This three-tiered concept requires the possibility to structure and link large
amounts of data for controlled access and automated generation of cartographic visualizations.
Implementation of the above requirements is accomplished by a database-driven real-time
cartographic system, which produces interactive maps, and which is capable of self-updating at
certain periods of time. The overall methodology is split into three main subareas:
1) A spatiotemporal data model that considers all the relevant real-time and historical data from
various institutional sources in a way that allows for fast retrieval and updating.
The following problems have to be solved: (a) due to growing amounts of data, data
availability today has changed from ‘too few’ to ‘too many’. A data model is needed that allows
easy selection, and filtering out, of data sets; (b) the immediate and concurrent handling and
storage of vast amounts of spatiotemporal data. To ensure concurrent operations such as
querying, updating and joining of data, the chosen data model is a relational data base model;
(c) the data sets have various data formats and temporal resolutions. A harmonized and
congruous data basis is therefore indispensable to automate visualization.
2) A Web-based graphical user interface in which real-time maps are generated which, in turn,
constitute the central point of data access and data visualization. Such an interface is called a
cartographic user interface hereafter.
The following problems have to be solved: (a) saving precious lead time for users by not
exposing them to complex underlying data workflows. Data access and visualization is
provided in an environment that allows for communication with the database. At the same
time, this environment represents the processed outputs of these data workflows; (b) georeferencing the workflow outputs to offer overviews and present them in real-time maps. In
the style of the atlas metaphor, a Web-based cartographic interface generates the maps which
are the point of access to the real-time data; (c) creating captivating maps in real-time in
order to convey information in a faster way than numerical and tabular data. In the real-time
map creation process, cartographic design principles are considered; (e) making Web-based
maps available error-free on any computer connected to the Internet. Hence, compliance with
current Web-standards is targeted to minimize the occurrence of errors.
3) Interactive functionalities and tools to further visualize and explore data on the maps and in the
cartographic user interface.
The following problems have to be solved: (a) better meeting the requirements of hydrologists
(paper two and six). A system is realized that contains dynamic Web-maps, and interactive
functionality for improved analysis, interpretation and exploration; (b) considering that
different users work with different maps. Using the same database, the cartographic user
interface is equipped with interactive functionality to individual-lize map use as to content,
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layout, spatial sections and time states; (c) finding ways to better reveal the spatiotemporal
dynamics of hydrological data, especially during floods, by map animations; (d) developing
interactive functionality for ‘time slicing’ on the time axis in order to retrieve additional maps
representing historical and future states. The database is extended by historical and forecast
data to contextualize and compare real-time data so that decision-making may be further
improved.
The split into these three subareas (spatiotemporal data model, cartographic user interface,
interactive functionalities) greatly facilitates the development of the overall methodology. A more
targeted development is possible, and weak or erroneous points can be better detected and rehandled.

State-of-the-art and Research Gaps
Processing and manipulation of real-time data are gaining in importance in various scientific domains.
For example in biology, chemistry, or medicine, visual methods are essential to analyze modeling
procedures in real-time (e.g. Levin et al., 2005; Luo et al., 2010). Prominent examples of systems – apart
from hydrology – that produce geo-referenced visual output in real-time are traffic surveillance
systems, weather information systems, and reporting systems of national emergency operations
centers (e.g. Claramunt et al., 2000; Feidas et al., 2007; Kwan et al., 2005). Existing approaches related
to real-time cartography in operational hydrology have been reviewed in literature. Paper one of this
dissertation (Lienert et al., 2007) and paper two (Lienert et al., 2011) discuss these approaches.
However, only little scientific research has been carried out on this very topic, pointing out the
relevancy of this thesis.
Real-time cartography: Systems and devices which produce geo-referenced visual outputs in real time do
oftentimes not fully adhere to cartographic design principles, particularly as to colorization and data
classification. They are also mostly limited to raster-based formats, therefore lacking in high visual
quality on different map scales. Paper two of this dissertation (Lienert et al. 2011) and paper four
(Lienert et al. 2009b) address these problems in more detail. The discussion in literature on real-time
cartography, if at all, is held rather theoretical than solution-oriented (e.g. Aigner et al., 2007; Dykes et
al., 2005; Laurini et al., 2001; Moellering, 1980), and only few concepts have been brought into a usable
or prototypical state (e.g. Fuhrmann, 2000; Jia et al., 2009). Thus, in the literature that has been
reviewed for writing any of the papers presented in this dissertation, three following main challenges
are pointed out when representing geographic phenomena: (1) determining the limits and the
advantages of both traditional and novel representation methods; (2) creating meaningful graphics to
represent very large, spatial data sets that include time; and (3) developing, using and evaluating
innovative tools in order to take full advantage of interactivity, animation and dynamic object
behavior. The domain of cartography is still rightly concerned with geometric accuracy of their map
products. However, as is debated in literature, visualization produced from scientific data must not be
viewed as the end result of an analysis. Tools to spot and examine patterns and process dynamics in
real time are increasingly important to handle huge and ever-growing quantities of data (e.g.
Openshaw et al., 2000; Laurini et al., 2005; Yang & Weibel, 2009).
Decision support for operational hydrology: With the breakthrough of the internet in our everyday life,
Web-cartography holds great potentials to contribute to an improved spatial understanding and
decision support, in operational hydrology as well as in other domains (Cartwright et al., 2007;
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Peterson, 2008). Approaching the problem of real-time cartographic systems in operational hydrology
resembles, to some extent, the approach pursued for decision support systems (DSS). The origin of
DSS in hydrology is participatory watershed management but flood forecasting became another
important field of hydrological DSS applications, see paper one (Lienert et al., 2007). Because flood
management is a holistic undertaking that requires a huge coordination effort among various
stakeholders, user perceptions of the proposed cartographic real-time system are as decisive as the
development of the system itself. There is also a move from mere analysis systems towards systems
considering policy contexts by integrating various models into the decision-making process. Webbased, interactive decision support systems are viewed as a viable solution to interface several users
having varying expertise, skills, preferences and perceptions. When such systems are able to provide
processed information in a well readable and intuitive way, more potential users may participate in
the decision-making process, leading to better, i.e., more broadly based decisions (Al-Shaban et al.,
2003; Engel et al., 2003; Horak et al., 2008; Matthies et al., 2007).
Hydrological real-time data are still predominantly represented by graphs and tables. Such nonspatial representations are important in exploratory data analysis, but they are more suitable when
available on a secondary visual level, in form of an auxiliary window which can be switched on or off.
At the beginning of paper two of this dissertation (Lienert et al., 2011), the outcomes of preparatory
interviews with targeted users are discussed. The results show that maps as the primary point to
access hydrological data are absolutely necessary to effectively support operational hydrologists, since
flood management activities start with spatial overviews of the current situation.
Research is therefore needed to create hydrological real-time maps. Dealing with hydrological realtime data does not mean to reinvent hydrological visualizations and map representation. Research
gaps rather derive from the challenge to process data in real time, i.e., to perpetually as well as to
automatically adjust the data base and the entire cartographic work flow (Hoel, 2008). The main
analysis, data management and visualization challenge arise from the fact that the quality and data
values are uncertain, i.e., they are not known in advance and they are unknown at specific places.
From their source to their visualization, data having an uncertain quality are to be handled with
statistical methods (e.g. Laurini et al., 2005; Schiemann et al., 2010) and then passed through several
processing steps such as acquisition, harmonization, storage, cartographic visualization, and
archiving. So far, this process flow was either only partly accomplished in an automated fashion, or
accomplished entirely off-line with human editorial work.
Robust methods have to account for harmonization of such dynamic data and for exception handling
in case data is erroneous. Various data sets must be uniformly integrated into one single data access
and visualization framework, and eventually be presented to the user. In compliance with
cartographic design principles, coordinate systems, classification schemes, coloring schemes, and
cartographic symbolization have to be provided in a fully automated mode. To achieve this automated
workflow, single processing steps have to be individually adjusted in many cases because of the wide
variety of supplied real-time data formats. The resulting outputs of the processing chain, however, are
to be wrapped up and converted to Web-enabled map formats in order to be available on any online
computer terminal.
Visualizing hydrological real-time information for operational hydrology must be guided by the
principle of simplicity, accuracy and timeliness. A main challenge in the field of visualization is the
combination of complex data sets and the display in a manner that they can be grasped quickly and
intuitively (Cartwright et al., 2007). Yet, user should not only unambiguously understand “what is”,
but also understand “what this means”. Suitable visualization forms therefore also have to provide
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assistance in interpreting the hydrological situation by presenting hydrological hotspots, extreme
values, alarm thresholds, event evolutions, and comparisons or classifications with historical data.
Latter idea is discussed in detail in paper six (Lienert et al., 2010a). Eventually, visual and interactive
methods have to facilitate, ease, and foster the gain of knowledge from the data. Without such
methods, a considerable part of the potential inherent to hydrological real-time data would remain
unexploited. With few exceptions (e.g. Holz et al., 2006; Soh et al., 2006; Todini, 1999, Leedal et al.,
2010), it appears, however, that interactive methods have not been widely applied in real-time flood
management systems so far.

Scientific and Societal Relevance
The methodology developed in this thesis contributes to solving problems related to the handling,
accessing and visualizing of real-time spatial data. The main novelty lies in the way of managing and
combining vast amounts of multi-source data, and its presentation in an interactive, customizable,
Web-based environment. Added together, a pragmatic, functional solution to the problem of
structuring and valorization of spatiotemporal real-time data is proposed. This is a problem that
affects science, public administration, and private companies alike. In science, it also affects many
other domains outside natural hazard management and hydrology. It has an impact on all
environmental-related domains that work with data in which time plays an important, if not critical,
role. An open and modular architecture of the overall system is intended in order to become a test bed
for further spatiotemporal data management and real-time visualization experiments. Depending on
its ability for scalability and portability, the proposed system may be utilized for other real-time
related scientific projects.
Captivating interactive Web-maps may become a viable methodological approach to improve and
complement efforts in natural hazard management. Discussions with hydrologist about the planned
thesis project have aroused great interest from the start. This is due to extreme and devastating floods
in Switzerland of the past years which evoked strong responses in high-level public administration,
and which placed optimization and warning activities high on the official agenda; but the interest
might also be based on the methodology which contemplates a straightforward extension of the data
base by additional real-time and historical data, the transferability to other geographic regions, and
the applicability of the planned interactive functionalities to new data sets.
A real-time cartographic system in operational hydrology may not create new hydrological data as
such, but offers a different view on these data. It valorizes existing data, and helps preventing
economic assets from being reduced, and it maybe – in extreme cases – even helps saving lives. In all,
the presented dissertation makes a contribution to the meaningful and beneficial use of existing
measuring networks and data sets.
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2 CONCEPT & SPATIAL REAL-TIME DATA MODEL

Real-Time Cartography in Operational Hydrology
Christophe Lienert, Rolf Weingartner & Lorenz Hurni
Proceedings of the 23rd International Cartography Conference, 2007, Moscow, Russia.
CD-ROM
(The text included is the author version. Please refer to the CD-ROM for the typeset version)

An interactive, web-based, real-time hydrological map information system
Christophe Lienert, Rolf Weingartner & Lorenz Hurni
Hydrological Sciences Journal
accepted for publication
(The text included is the author version. Please refer to the journal for the typeset version)
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Real-Time Cartography in Operational Hydrology
Christophe Lienert, Rolf Weingartner & Lorenz Hurni
Proceedings of the 23rd International Cartography Conference, 2007, Moscow, Russia.
CD-ROM
(The text included is the author version. Please refer to the CD-ROM for the typeset version)

Abstract The present paper describes a project in which real-time cartographic concepts are
combined with the needs in operational hydrology. First, the current state of research in these and
related domains are presented. Methodological considerations are made in term of the data and the
data models as well as regarding to their access, visualization and technical environment. Finally,
remarks are made as to the expected results of the project and the use for operational hydrology.

1.

Introduction

1.1. Aims, questions and problems
Cartographers follow certain rules which apply to map production work steps such as acquisition,
storage, processing, visualization and archiving of data in order to deliver spatial information. Up to
the present, these work steps were mostly accomplished off-line, with human supervision. For a webbased real-time cartographic application, however, the entire map production process must be
achieved in real-time, on-line and with as little human control as possible.
In the project which is described in this paper, real-time cartography is oriented toward operational
hydrology. The automated cartographic process will be implemented in a web-based prototype
application such that it can support decision makers in their task to monitor developments and actual
situations of looming flood events. While much effort in flood risk management is made in the field of
forecasting, the real-time monitoring component is likewise important in order to classify, document
and assess ongoing flood events in relation to historical data. For this purpose, up-to-date and
diversified, yet condensed and easy to grasp data visualizations are needed with which decision
makers can constantly revaluate actual hydrological situations.

2. Current research
2.1. Cartographic visualization
Even though definitions for cartographic visualization slightly differ in the literature (see e.g.,
BUZIEK 2000; DYKES et al. 2005; KRAAK 2007), the common denominator is that cartographic
visualization nowadays uses appropriate communication means and media, emphasizing the
importance of interaction, dynamic use of maps and graphical presentations linked with animations.
Closely associated with cartographic visualization in relation with ever-increasing data sets and
amounts is the field of data-mining. In short, data-mining is concerned with techniques such as
processing and analyzing very large data sets and filtering out important parts of it (BÉDARD et al.
2001). They may then be used for visualization.
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2.2. Hydrological maps and diagrams
In our project, maps are classified into those that represent either atmospheric or surface water.
Height is the measured quantity to capture precipitation, resulting in a volumetric representation
when combined with the area on which it falls. The key activity in precipitation mapping – and
mapping of all phenomena deriving from it such as soil moisture – is interpolation. Different
univariate and multi-variate interpolation techniques are applied to determine the spatial distribution
of precipitation (see e.g., SEVRUK 1985). Today, however, radar imagery is used to determine the
spatial extent of precipitation and intensities over a certain field. Ground station are more and more
used to calibrate and to raise the accuracy of radar data (ZHIJIA et al. 2004; CHUMCHEAN et al. 2006;
HABERLANDT 2007). All these data are used for the creation of hydro-meteorological maps. A good
source for such depiction (e.g., area-related discharge using choropleth maps, flow maps of discharge
quantities, extreme regional precipitation of varying duration and return period, etc.) are national
atlas systems (e.g. HADES 1992-2004; ADS 2004).
Signs, graphic structure, meaning, context as well as multi-functionality and data density are all
aspects to be considered in diagrammatic representations. In geo-spatial terms, choosing between
maps or diagrams in the data visualization process is crucial because spatial relations are lost.
Although only representative for a specific point, diagrams and numeric summaries are the most
significant tool in exploratory data analysis (DENT 1996). Beside these considerations, it must be
distinguished between visualizations of actual data (e.g., the most recent hydrograph) and those that
are made of actual data in combinations with existing data series, based on statistic inference (e.g.
intensity-duration diagram). For the former, multi-dimensional query functions must be developed in
order to show the existing situation at various measurement points and eventually suggest change
and evolution over time. The latter require robust routines and rules that act on existing data models
so that statistics can quickly be re-calculated.

2.3. Web cartography, web-GIS and decision support systems (DSS)
The growth of map distribution through the internet has been especially dramatic since 1997
(PETERSON 2003). To tap the full potential of web cartography, technical receivables (interactivity,
dynamic and multimedia) as well as information demand (accessibility, timeliness, authenticity) must
result in two main effects: a more comprehensive information communication and enhanced
cartographic exploration and analysis. While web maps can be classified into static, interactive and
animated, designing them is associated with technical restrictions and specific semiotic requirements.
Effective web map design is constituted by a balanced composition of the map’s form and function
(CARTWRIGHT 2003). The form of the initial web map should be simple but user should then be
enabled to interactively make visualizations more complex (e.g., by increasing the level of detail) or
less complex (e.g., by removing visualization elements through aggregation).
DSS, particularly in real-time flood forecasting, are widely discussed in scientific literature
(MATTHIES et al. 2007). Originally developed to support business management, DSS are regarded as
computer-based information systems furnished with interactivity, flexibility and adaptability. They
support the recognition and solution of a complex, poorly structured strategic management problem
for improved decision making. Such systems often include one model or several coupled models,
databases and assessment tools and integration of a GUI. A GIS provides the data management
functionalities. After SALEWICZ and NAKAYAMA (2004), the basic concept of a DSS applies well
to purely technical environments, yet it falls short of considering the role of the human factor. Today,
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DSS research focuses on model management (allow uncertainty, see e.g., MOLINA et al. 2005), group
support (clarification of user’s needs, see e.g., TODINI 2004), design (choose from more than “yes” or
“no”, see e.g., ALOYSIUS et al. 2006) and implementation (client-server architectures, see e.g., ALSABHAN et al. 2003).

2.4. Real-Time Cartography
Programmes of a typical real-time system control the overall operations of the system, enable the
program to synchronize with time itself, specify times at which actions are to be performed and
completed and handle situations when timing requirements can not be met. Translated into
cartography (see MOELLERING (1980) for a early discussion about theoretical strategies), temporal
aspects bring about the difficulty of the representation of time (LAURINI et al. 2001; VALPREDA
2004). Due to the fact that time can not be tackled as a continuous entity, techniques such as timestamping, time slicing or chaining are employed. Data storage and accessing voluminous time series
data are identified to be a potential problem and updating in a GIS remains a challenge to this day,
particularly in terms of maintaining the system’s flexibility. Summarized, the critical steps for which
the date of storing and updating information is very critical are:
o

Input (data must be immediately taken into consideration),

o

Storage (storing the maximum information in the main memory, flushing elderly data into data
warehouses),

o

Output (graphic semiology for real-time environments),

o

Inter- and extrapolation (for representing spatial data between their acquisition time),

o

Integrity (automatic check and maintenance of spatial and temporal integrity in case of system or
sensor failure),

o

Interoperability (reading and writing the same file formats and using the same protocols).

3. Methodology and technologies
3.1.

Data and test area

Real-time data processed in the project are river discharge, precipitation (ground gages and radar
imagery) and temperature. Temporal resolution is not lower than one hour and available no later than
one hour after its measurement. The test area to which the planned prototype is geared is the Thur
basin in northeastern Switzerland, roughly between Zurich and Lake Constance (see Fig. 1). Its area
amounts to 1750 km2 and its highest point is 2501 m a.s.l. At the estuary into the Rhine the altitude is
336 m a.s.l. A special feature of the basin is that it is the largest tributary to the Rhine in Switzerland
without a lake which could have a retentive effect on the discharge. Severe precipitation events
therefore are quickly perceivable.
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Fig. 1: Overview map of the Thur basin (own representation).

3.2.

Structure of the prototype

The methodology to develop a cartographic prototype for operational hydrology is based on, and
guided by, three main questions which eventually result in a threefold prototype structure. The three
questions are: what visualizations or functionalities are needed in order that operational
hydrologists…
1. …are enabled to quickly grasp and explore the overall picture of the hydrological situation in realtime.
2. …may retrace short-term developments of the hydrological system status.
3. …could learn from former events by comparing real-time data with, and statistically relating realtime data to, historical data.
In Fig. 2, the conceptual framework is shown which addresses these questions. The first of these
layers requires hydrological maps on the one hand and summarized, calculated information on the
other. Thus, apart from spatial distributions of relevant phenomena, click-on features must be
provided at certain locations that show measured or modelled values (such as tabular or graphical
data at gage locations or the areal precipitation for sub-basins). Functions and rules are needed that
recalculate all relevant statistics and render associated visualizations. Since the real-time’s data range
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of dispersion is not a priori known, special attention must be paid to statistics of historical data and
flexible algebraic-to-graphic transformation when producing, for example, graphs or choropleth
maps.

Fig. 2: Conceptual framework of the project (own representation).

The second layer allows a user to retrace the hydrological developments on the event-scale (past few
days) from a chosen moment up to the present. Methodically, animations and multi-views in widgets
are intended to visualize developments and different development stages (ANDRIENKO et al. 2005).
Fast forward, backward, repeat, fix images and slow motion are options to provide interactivity on
this layer. In order to contrast different frames, features will be developed such as dragging a desired
representation from the main display area and dropping it over a target area next to it. This, way maps
or graphs can be contrasted side by side.
The third prototype layer eventually offers functionalities to compare real-time data with historical
data (past few years). If actual, measured data resemble historical data, routines retrieve historical,
measured data from an archive and pass them to visualization routines. Visualizations may come in
form of the actual datum being plotted eye-catching in an extract of a historical hydrograph or even in
a frequency-probability diagram of the whole observation period. Related information such as text or
media products may also be accessible and displayed in a separate window. Realizing this prototype
layer certainly not only requires complex operations such as fast retrieval and rendering of archived
data but also demands keeping the archive up-to-date so that it becomes invaluable for operational
hydrologists.
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3.3.

System architecture

The planned prototype will have a client-server architecture where data and databases are tightly
coupled to data models and processing steps on the server. At this stage of the research, one main
database is set up which stores four different types of data: measured real-time data, measured archive
data, static base-data and metadata. This way, one database connection process (i.e., one client
connection) can access all available data. This, of course, requires meaningful indexing of these data
and attaching unique identifiers to each of the records in order to fully take advantage of the relational
concept of the database management system: joining and merging data that is related to specific
identifiers. However, these different types of data just mentioned need to be kept separately within
one single database in order to be more manageable. This is done by applying so called schemas (see
the descriptions of the database symbols in Fig. 2).
The way how real-time data and archive data correspond with each other is an important aspect that
must further be examined. These two data components may, under some circumstances, be merged
and managed together (BÉDARD et al. 2001). Alternatively, real-time data may also be periodically
migrated to the archive which requires a set of auto-scheduled tasks and rules. One of these rules
must always be alert for possible errors and handle them appropriately while another implements the
temporal dimension of the data as an abstract data type “queue”. Such a data type works according to
the “first-in-first-out”-principle: Those real-time data that are no longer actively manipulated are
removed in the rear while new data are included in the front. The combination of real-time data and
static data, such as the actual distribution of temperature in dependence of altitude, will be calculated
and visualized using server-side GIS-tools (NETELER and MITASOVA 2004). Metadata depend on
the archive data in that the former internally query the latter for certain attributes (e.g. the length or
the update of the archive, etc.).
As shown in Fig. 2, there are two possible components of the prototype which will be considered in
terms of providing an appropriate interface. The first component should allow for interposing
between the real-time data and the visualizations some additional models (e.g., a forecast model). As
to the basic cartographic workflow of the prototype, this should be doable since the same data types
(but other values) are used for the visualizations. The second possible component is an import
interface that enables a (super-)user to enrich the archive with additional information such as press
clippings or eye witness accounts. In order to realize this idea, one of the necessary provisions is to
create an additional schema to the existing database model.

3.4.

Experimental procedure and technologies

Owing to the intention to work with non-commercial software, we will use open-source products
and reuse programming code where it is possible. A variety of open-source products and libraries for
distinct aspects of web-cartography already exists and will be integrated into our project. The
intended configuration, running on a LINUX Redhat server, is shown in Fig. 3 and is incidentally
similar to the system architecture of the Austrian Atlas Information System AIS (KRIZ et al. 2007).
Imaginable are online analytical processing (OLAP) tools that employ a multidimensional data model
to serve as a basis for the planned data archive. For storing this archive as well as for storing metadata,
static geo-data and real-time data, we plan to use the object-relational database PostgreSQL. In-built
scripting languages allow for creating rules and triggers to pre-process real-time data. PostgreSQL is
run together with its spatial backend extension PostGIS which provides GIS functionalities and
which fully complies with specifications issued by the Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC). GIS and
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statistical analysis at the server-side are carried out by GRASS and R-Project respectively. There is a
variety of graphing options to choose from, such as PHPlot or JpGraph. At this stage of research, it is
most likely that the cartographic visualization task will be handled by the UMN-Mapserver. Its
output will then attain over the internet to a viewer (or rather a GUI). Designed in consultation with
operational hydrologists, the GUI is currently being developed in JAVA and distributed via JAVA
WebStart. However, other techniques such as PHP/MapScript will also be tested.
Acting as the core of the prototype, a system interpreter (i.e., an array of modular programmes)
handles user interactions, controls the overall procedure of the system and executes various processes
at certain times directly on the data or between them. Here, too, the technology that is finally used
will be the outcome of evaluating and testing PHP and JAVA techniques.

Fig. 3: System architecture and intended software to be used (own representation).

4. Discussion and expected results
On the one hand, we intend to gain deeper insight into parts of the automated, digital cartographic
modelling process and its implications for web-based, interactive cartography. On the other hand, we
expect to advance in the field of temporal cartography and temporal GIS, which is to this day a
challenge and leaves much to be researched for. With our prototype, we would like to make available
an application that significantly reduces offline work by automating large parts of the cartographic
design process. We also would like to make available a centralized tool that increasingly considers
the temporal aspects of thematic data in order that temporal dynamics can clearly be visualized and
examined.
The practical link to operational hydrology and potential users has already been addressed and is
obvious. Users of our monitoring system are decision-makers in crisis management groups who base
and revaluate their decisions according to their experience and the most actual hydrological
information of the basin the can get. In flood risk management, information is useful only if it is
passed on time and if its meaning can be quickly grasped to make further decisions. Major floods, as
they occurred in 1987, 1999 and 2005 in Switzerland had exhibited different previous histories (BWW
1991; BWG 2000; FREI 2005), yet they had had one thing in common: great damage. This is all the
more alarming as we have to prepare for similar or even more severe events in the future (BEZZOLA
and HEGG 2007). Monitoring ultimately helps to reduce damage as it improves the immediate
preparedness and the early detection in order to anticipate and counter a looming event. Thus,
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enhancing the monitoring process is not only in every operational hydrologist’s but in the whole
national economy’s interest.
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Abstract Hydrologists responsible for flood management need real-time data in order to manage
imminent or ongoing floods. In this article, innovative methods for accessing hydrological data and
their spatial visualization are introduced. A multitude of relevant real-time, forecast, and historical
information are provided in one single, self-updating hydrological map information system. The
system consists of a central database and a cartographic user interface, and it provides harmonized
and filtered data in the form of interactive, customisable maps. Maps may also be cross-referenced
with historical maps or may be animated for improved comprehension and decision-making.
Emphasis is placed on the development of the hydrological real-time database that manages large
amounts of spatial, temporal, and attributive data. The article focuses on the cartographic user
interface, its functionalities, and the resulting interactive hydrological maps.
Key words hydrological visualization; early warning; flood warning; flood forecasting; real-time
database; information system; spatio-temporal database; real-time cartography; interactive
visualization; Switzerland

Un système cartographique d’information hydrologique, en temps réel, interactif et sur le Web
Résumé Hydrologues responsables pour la gestion des crues ont besoin des données en temps réel
pour gérer des crues imminentes où celles qui sont en cours. En cet article, des méthodes innovatives
sont introduites concernant l’accès des données hydrologiques et leurs visualisation. Une multitude
des données en temps réel, prévisionnées, et historiques sont disponibles dans un seul, autoactualisant système cartographique d’information hydrologique. Le système consiste d’une base de
données centrales et d’une interface cartographique utilisateur, et il offre des données harmonisées et
filtrées sous forme des cartes interactives et personnalisables. Les cartes peuvent également être mis
en renvoi sous des cartes historiques, où ils peuvent être animées pour une compréhension et prise de
décisions améliorées. Emphase est placée sur la développement de la base de données hydrologiques
en temps réel qui est capable de gérer des grandes quantités de données spatiales, temporales, et
attributives. L’article se concentre sur l’interface cartographique utilisateur, ses fonctionnalités, et les
cartes hydrologiques interactives qui en résultent.
Mots clefs visualisation hydrologique; système d’alerte précoce; alertes des crues; prévisions des
crues; base de données en temps réel; système d’information; base de données spatio-temporelles;
cartographie en temps réel; visualisation interactive; Suisse
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1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Overview
The integration of real-time data in interactive cartographic visualization has gained little attention in
research to date, although the need for such integration workflows has been postulated (Openshaw et
al., 2000; Laurini et al., 2001). In hydrology and related environmental domains, visual real-time
applications assist in handling the huge and ever-growing quantities of data generated by automatic
gauges and remote sensing devices. Such applications also have the potential to support flood
management and forecasting tasks. Hydrologists advising crisis management groups, the potential
stakeholders of such systems, have a practice-oriented background and are pressed for time.
Additional to direct monitoring data in the form of tables and diagrams, their decisions can greatly
benefit from filtered and classified real-time information in the form of interactive maps. There are
different reasons why real-time maps built on well-structured hydrological data are valuable in flood
management. They generally allow for better readability and easier comprehension. More specifically,
flood risk areas can be identified and examined much more quickly. Also, better analytical assistance
and more objective assessment of a given hydrological situation are provided. In addition, maps that
visualize model outputs make modelling more accessible to users who may not have in-depth
knowledge of modelling techniques. Likewise, dynamic real-time maps may help in gaining new
insights into flood processes (Jamieson, 1996; Cutter, 2003).
This paper introduces novel methods for the development of a web-based, real-time map information
system. While efforts in flood management primarily concentrate on hydro-meteorological
forecasting, a complementary strategy is pursued with this system, emphasising novel data access and
spatial visualization methods for hydrologists. Forecast data, as well as real-time and historical
observations, are handled automatically and jointly. This greatly facilitates integrated assessment,
classification and documentation of flood events during occurrence. In the system presented here,
data are used which cover the entire area of Switzerland.
The paper is structured as follows: the introduction summarizes the main motivation for the
information system and the aims of the project, which is based on a survey of user needs, followed by
a review of previous research and related literature (Section 2). The next three sections describe the
methodology. First, the design of the system is presented: considerations are made concerning
temporal data modelling, system components and workflows between components triggered by the
specific system use. Special emphasis is placed on the conceptual distinction between the
hydrological database and the cartographic user interface. The second methodology section contains a
description of the hydrological database with emphasis on real-time aspects. This database is the core
of the presented map information system. Its purpose is to manage temporal, attributive and spatial
data of hydrological variables in a combined way. This specific database structure is decisive for data
linking, finally allowing conversion into cartographic visualizations. The third methodological section
is on the cartographic user interface and covers the conceptual design and implementation of the
web-based map interface, with maps serving as the central media for data access and visualization.
Paramount importance is attached to the visual quality of the maps, the usability of the interface and
the high degree of user interactivity. The paper closes with a discussion of the main results and
conclusions are drawn on the overall map information system.
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1.2 Motivation
Two main aspects motivated the development of the presented information system. First, we aimed to
alleviate the current situation with the increasing potential for floods to damage infrastructures. In
recent decades, vulnerability and susceptibility of infrastructures to floods have greatly increased.
Due to population growth, increased mobility and more expensive infrastructures, the damage
potential in flood-prone areas has increased (e.g. Petrascheck & Kienholz, 2003; Beniston, 2007). In
parallel, an increased frequency and intensity of extreme flooding and rainfall is being identified in
various parts of the world (Dettinger & Diaz, 2000; Schmidli & Frei, 2005). Climate models taking
into account different future climate scenarios indicate that existing trends will intensify even more
and flood risks will increase (e.g. Labat et al., 2004; KOHS, 2007). The second motivation is to better
meet the needs of users in order to facilitate decision making in critical situations. Semi-structured
interviews and workshops were held with administrative-level flood experts to assess the
expectations of potential users. The following statements were collected from the participants:

(a) Concerning the state-of-the art:
o individual experience is considered very important as decisions are often based on such
knowledge;
o there is an urgent need to jointly present flood-relevant information in a visual tool since the
amount and disparity between measurement and modelled data is overwhelming; and
o there is a need for better forecasts in order to provide longer lead times.

(b) Concerning the requirements of the map information system, there is a need for:
o storing both real-time and historical data to contextualize and compare with current data;
o thematic, spatial and temporal navigation capabilities to obtain individual maps in a fast and
user-friendly way;
o automated, self-updating routines during extreme situations to re-evaluate the current
situation with the most up-to-date data; and
o a modular architecture to integrate further observations and additional models.

The interviews and workshops made clear that, at least in Switzerland, three main deficiencies in
flood management exist: first, key indicators, such as streamflow observation at specific (upstream)
river sections or precipitation forecast data for specific parts of a basin, are stored on different
analogous and digital media, causing data compilation to become a time-consuming task. Automatic
data collection is needed in order to increase the lead times of flood peaks and to plan interventions
prior to event peaks.
Second, the key variables that need to be available in real time must include: streamflow (flood peak,
time of hydrograph rise); precipitation (spatial distribution, volume, intensity, duration);
groundwater (level); air temperature (distribution, 0°C line); snow (depth, water equivalent); and
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indicator data for soil moisture. These key variables were deemed suitable since they allow one to
infer instantaneous, antecedent, as well as interrelated hydrological information.
Third, field specialists are experienced in assessing a critical situation primarily on the basis of a few
hydro-meteorological gauging sites in the basin. Processed, spatially referenced data, presented in
high-quality maps, will facilitate better comprehension, and spatial overviews in cases of flooding, by
all responsible parties in flood management.

2 RELATED WORK
2.1 Related applications
For various reasons, existing hydrological information systems very often fail to meet the needs of
flood experts. Some contain maps and diagrams generated using data that have been averaged over a
certain time period, such as analogous and digital hydrological atlases and related visualization
systems (Spreafico & Weingartner, 1992–2010; Fuhrmann, 2000). These visualizations fully comply
with cartographic standards, but, since hydrological atlases are not intended to support real-time
flood management, real-time data are not involved in the map production. Other systems include a
wealth of high-value, real-time and forecast data, but the information is not primarily visualized in
maps, but rather in graphs and diagrams (e.g. Zappa et al., 2008; Jia et al., 2009). Again, other systems
use maps as the primary interface to data, but visualizations and interactivity are limited to a small
number of parameters, describing streamflow and groundwater conditions only (e.g. Soh et al., 2006);
thus, not all identified key parameters are integrated. Other systems focus on the historical
description of events and do not include spatial data (Black & Law, 2004), or on real-time
hydrographs, tables and charts (e.g. Cheng et al., 2004). There are also systems handling hydrological
data for purposes other than flood warning, such as evaluation of policy measures or land-use changes
(e.g. Engel et al., 2003; de Kort & Booij, 2007).
However, to summarize, at least one of the following characteristics is missing in each of these
applications. As a consequence, our goal is to incorporate each of these characteristics in the system
presented here:
o availability of real-time and historical data
o spatial referencing and visualization of data in maps
o high cartographic quality (e.g. map layout, readability, colour design)
o interactive methods to adapt map content and layout
o integration of multiple flood-relevant variables

2.2 Trends in related fields
Currently, information technology widely affects watershed and flood management, for example, in
terms of exchanging and distributing information (Ryan et al., 2004). The simplification of data
measurement and transmission through upgrading hydro-meteorological measuring devices is the key
prerequisite for our map information system. Also, the increased quality of weather forecasting data
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and its implications on flood hydrology is of particular interest. Of equal interest are the trends in
data processing brought about by hydrological information systems and spatial data sharing in the
form of visualizations through the Internet that have been carried over to our system. In Fig. 1 and the
following sub-sections, a chronological overview of the changes and current methods in these four
fields is shown.

Fig. 1 Current methods in hydro-meteorological network technology, forecasting, hydrological informa-tion
system architecture and data visualization. In the dashed rectangle, the proposed real-time map information
system is indicated (HY. INF. = hydrological information).

2.2.1 Upgrade of hydro-meteorological networks The automation and real-time operation of hydrometeorological observation networks is a necessity for improved flood management and other
operational research programs (e.g. Doraiswamy et al., 2000). In situ collection is complemented, or
entirely replaced, by automated gauges that measure and transmit data over radio or telephone
systems. Although the installation and maintenance of these automatic networks requires a lot of
resources, data processing is efficiently simplified and costs decline as the technology continues to
evolve.
Our real-time hydrological map information system needs to process and display these increasing data
amounts fully automatically and in an error-free manner. Both the database and the cartographic user
interface need automatic, continuous updating mechanisms so that the most actual information is
available to the user by default.

2.2.2 Weather forecasting In weather forecasting, the current state-of-the art is to combine several
forecast series and deduce probabilistic information on predicted changes (Lynch, 2008). Ensemble
prediction systems (EPS) have become the guide for many operational weather service centres.
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Limited area ensemble prediction systems (LEPS), which are EPS for smaller spatial domains, have
evolved for short-term forecasting. Currently, this concept is transferred to hydrological modelling.
The propagation of uncertainty from the meteorological predictions to hydrological models allows for
more differentiated assessments in early warning situations (e.g. Cloke & Pappenberger, 2009).
Our map information system therefore should be able not only to consider deterministic outputs of
hydrological or meteorological models, but also to take into account the associated ensembles. In the
maps and the graphics, both the deterministic and the stochastic values have to be made available, e.g.
by plotting confidence intervals together with the deterministic streamflow forecasts.

2.2.3 System architectures of hydrological information systems Over the years, a shift from standalone hydrological model systems towards integrated and distributed architectures could be observed
(Al-Sabhan et al., 2003). Databases and hydrological models are run on a server and results are
distributed over the Internet to various desktop computers (Longley et al., 2005; Holz et al., 2006).
Complex computations in environmental modelling, including hydrology, are outsourced to several
servers where data are processed in a step-wise manner. In such distributed technical environments,
users may control modelling processes via geo-portals where maps are, however, only a side product
of analysis procedures. Thereby, source data are processed and results are passed as basic parameters
to the other servers before being returned to users’ desktop computers over the Internet (Horak et al.,
2008; Granell et al., 2010). Despite some technical limitations (see below), the role of the Internet to
disseminate, exchange and communicate information is widely recognized as a means to reduce
adverse effects of floods and other natural hazards (Anderson, 2003).
In our map information system, interactive maps act as a central device to communicate with the
database. Users do not have to deal with underlying models or processing steps, but merely use the
fully cartographically processed output of the system.

2.2.4 Spatial data visualization Spatial data visualization used to be rudimentary, and visual support
was introduced primarily for data quality control purposes (Longley et al., 2005). Owing to the
advantageous topological–thematic structure of geographic information system (GIS) databases,
maps are increasingly produced on the basis of such spatial databases (Hurni, 2008). Current webmaps are provided in web browsers on desktop computers. The visualizations are prepared serverside, often directly from databases and are disseminated to users’ computers in web-compatible image
formats. Using the computer’s mouse and keyboard, interaction with the database and remote
programmes takes place via the web-map (Peterson, 2008).
The next consequential step for our map information system, shown in the dashed rectangle in Fig. 1,
is to acquire, manage and visualize real-time data automatically. Interaction with the real-time
database, as previously mentioned, has to take place by means of a cartographic user interface. It
should be noted, however, that the map display within the interface depends on network
bandwidths. During an emergency, system services are requested by a potentially large number of
users. Busy or interrupted networks may result in a poorly performing interface and erroneous map
rendering. This situation is continuously improving with the increase of Internet bandwidth. Another
viable solution is to perform the complex modelling server-side, and to visualize data client-side (Bo
& Michael, 2001).
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3 DESIGN OF THE MAP INFORMATION SYSTEM
Taking the statements made by flood experts into consideration, a system needs an integrated
modular base to perform the following functions: (a) render vast amounts of temporal, spatial and
attributive data manageable; (b) harmonize and structure data from various sources; (c) combine data
over selected regions and time periods; (d) make data easily accessible to users; and (e) extend the
system with further realtime data. In this section, a system design that meets these needs is presented
and specific considerations on temporal data modelling are made.

Fig. 2 Conceptual scheme of the real-time map information system. Continuous arrows denote manual database
manipulation options provided by user interfaces. Dashed arrows denote automatic real-time data insertions
and updates.

3.1 System design
The system design is shown as a conceptual scheme in Fig. 2. The scheme consists of three main
blocks: data sources, database and user interfaces. The data sources comprise real-time observation,
hydrological model and weather forecast data, data from gauges and radar, as well as pre-processed
data (including historical time series, statistical data, static geographical data and metadata). The
database is split into six main partitions which comprise real-time, forecast and historical data
(temporal partitions), static geographical data (spatial partition), and statistical data as well as
metadata (attributive partitions).
Three user interfaces to the database are available: the first, and most important, is the cartographic
user interface. It is incorporated in the web browser and provides interactive web-based data access
to all database partitions and returns (carto-)graphic visualizations. The second is a set-up and
extension interface for adept (administrator) users to initialize the overall spatio-temporal database
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and to extend it with new real-time measurement networks. The third user interface aims to facilitate
the import of preprocessed data and the export of data from any of the six database partitions (e.g.
time series or some metadata) in the form of text files.
Conceptually, the cartographic user interface is further divided into three data analysis and
visualization modes: monitoring, retracing and comparing (Lienert et al., 2009). Monitoring aims to answer
the question “what is currently going on?” in the basin, making use of overview maps and interactive
map elements. Retracing seeks to answer “how have events emerged?” over the last few hours and days,
offering animated map views. The question “when and how have other/similar events occurred?” is
covered by the comparing mode. The underlying idea of this third mode is to make the knowledge of the
past available through easily retrievable historical maps. Analysing the decisions made on the basis of
similar historic events may facilitate current decision making (Llasat et al., 2005; Brázdil et al., 2006).

3.2 The notion and modelling of time
From a hydrological viewpoint, the notion of time is greatly influenced by the spatial scale to which
hydrological processes are temporally related (Blöschl & Grayson, 2001). A map information system
handling real-time data may work technically in basins of any size. But, expected countermeasures are
effective only in hydrological basins which have runoff response times in the range of hours. In a small
basin, smaller time steps are required than in larger ones. Furthermore, effective countermeasures in
small basins can only be taken when a very reliable short-term meteorological forecast is available,
most notably from weather radar (Germann et al., 2009).
From the point of view of data modelling, the notion of time involves the consideration of a valid time
and a transaction time. Real time means that events are stored at the same time as they occur. More
specifically, the time during which a fact is true in reality (valid time) is synchronous with the time a
fact is stored as a data record in the database (transaction time). This is not always perfectly true in
our system, due to a small time gap of 5–30 min in the updating process. In such cases, transaction
time is later than valid time and our system is only close to real time. Storing projections of future
states, e.g. delivered by meteorological or hydrological forecasts, implies that valid time occurs later
than transaction time (Ott & Swiaczny, 2001).
From another point of view on data modelling, temporal data have to be differentiated into various
time instances, such as: (a) the time when data are measured; (b) the time when data are delivered; (c)
the time when the database system is updated; and (d) the time when users access the system.
However, including time in a database-driven information system does not require entirely new data
models. Rather, existing models need to be augmented in order to support more effective temporal
indexing and analysis. In our case, ideally, time is modelled as an attribute of entities that have
unchanging spatial properties (Ott & Swiaczny, 2001; Hoel, 2008). In other words, time may be
handled as columns in those database tables which represent static gauging locations.

4 HYDROLOGICAL DATABASE
A database can be thought of as an integrated set of data on a particular subject. There are several
database models, including the most widely used (object-)relational. Data sets are stored in files
which are only accessed by database management systems (DBMS) that organise efficient and
effective storage and access to data (Longley et al., 2005). In order to manage huge amounts of high-
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resolution data and to perform concurrent operations (e.g. inserting, updating, filtering, sorting,
linking, aggregating), an object-relational database system is deployed, along with a spatial extension
to include spatial geometry data. In this section, the available real-time data networks and the basic
data and their harmonization are addressed. The database scheme, its implementation and query
examples are discussed subsequently.

4.1 Overview and assessment of basic time series data
The basic real-time data consist of data supplied by various Swiss administrative offices that operate
hydrological, meteorological and snow observation networks, covering the entire country (see
Spreafico & Weingartner, 1992–2010, plates 2.12, 3.12 and 5.12). In parallel, an extensive archive of
high-resolution temporal data was compiled for the module comparing, which are thematically
identical to those collected in real time. Archive data were recorded at 10-min intervals and go back to
the 1970s. Table 1 shows an overview of the real-time data collection. Efforts were made to collect all
the data parameters that were favoured in the prior workshops. Complementing hydrological data
with meteorological, groundwater and snow information allows the bigger picture to be assessed
more coherently. Only a few existing real-time parameters are not (yet) included in the system: the
snow line and the snow water equivalent.

Table 1 Overview of available real-time variables.

The spatial density of data sources is considerable, as data from more than 500 individual ground
gauges were processed. From the hydrological viewpoint, however, mainly due to the complex
topography of Switzerland, some measuring arrangements have deficiencies. For example, the number
of automatic precipitation ground gauges is limited at high altitudes and is still too small to
sufficiently capture the nation-wide precipitation situation. Also, the three existing radar stations do
not entirely capture smaller inner-alpine precipitation cells. Both the ground gauge network and the
radar network are being extended for these reasons. The data quality of real-time data is generally
very high. Faulty data are infrequently delivered and gauge failures are usually remedied quickly. Yet,
all of the real-time data are provisional and accounted as such by the network operator. Historical
time series data, in turn, are checked annually and are therefore of very high quality. Historical
meteorological data were additionally homogenized where needed. Some data gaps do exist in the
historical snow depth time series.
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The availability of forecast data is deemed reliable. Forecast models are operated on separate servers
and their operation does not affect the performance of our map information system. Our system
directly uses the output of these models. Runoff forecasts are calculated by two different semidistributed rainfall–runoff models, which are executed in real time. The PREVAH (PrecipitationRunoff-EVapotranspiration Hydrological response unit) and the FEWS/HBV (Flood Early Warning
System/Hydrologiska Byrns Vattenbalansavdelningels) model of the Swiss Federal Office for the
Environment are coupled with meteorological forecasts (Zappa et al., 2008; Viviroli et al., 2009). The
outputs of these models are handled in the system like virtual real-time gauges.

4.2 Data harmonization and pre-processing: how to deal with imperfect data
By inserting supplier-specific data into one single database, a consistent, coherent and uniform base is
created for further processing, analysis and cartographic visualization. Periodically executed
programme routines fetch data files on various distributed remote servers of data suppliers, check
their creation time, convert data into data records and insert them into our central database. This
automated data flow is illustrated in Fig. 2 by the dashed arrows.

Table 2 Semantic data problems on different processing levels and suggested real-time solutions.

In contrast, data harmonization involving data semantics requires rule-based solutions beforehand.
These rules are based on the plausibility of the data and are deduced from descriptive statistics of the
hydrological data material. Table 2 summarizes the levels on which semantic problems may arise and
presents suggested solutions.
a) On the acquisition level, plausibility and validity checks are important, but modifications
should be kept to a minimum. For example, as stream flow data cannot be negative, checking
the algebraic sign, or converting supplier-specific void values into the data type required by
the database, is adequate at acquisition time. Other conditions might be verified and
additional data could be directly calculated, such as the adherence to data delivery intervals.
b) On the database level, semantic problems may be solved by database-internal functions. Data
integrity or data duplicate conflicts are best solved by functions provided by the DBMS that
work with constraints that disallow insertion of irregular data.
c) On the visualization level, problems of faulty, outlier and missing data are solved with
cartographic symbols in order to leave the real-time database undistorted. This is assured
since maps are created spontaneously in the cartographic user interface – after data have been
retrieved from the database. Specific symbolization for missing data or representing
uncertainty margins in time series graphs may be applied in case of faulty or outlier data.
When data are missing, either no data are retrieved or the most recent available data in the
database may be retrieved and visualized.
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4.3 Implementation scheme, data linking and data queries
To initialize the empty database, the database installation user interface (see also Fig. 2) is employed
in combination with text-based gauge files. Data providers keep overviews of their measurement
networks in such files, which usually contain the complete list of gauge names, identification number
(gauge ID) and geographical coordinates. As shown in Fig. 3, the conversion of gauge files results in an
inheritable organization of temporal and attributive data. The majority of data are stored in two child
database schemas (i.e. “folders”). To ensure their easy modification, they are directly linked to parent
tables. Parent tables act like mirrors and the changes and manipulations made on them automatically
take effect on the child tables. Operations such as data insertion and updates are greatly facilitated by
this parent–child approach. The much smaller amount of spatial data does not require such a superior
tool. Spatial data are therefore held independent from parent tables.

Fig. 3 Database implementation scheme. The gauge file is a text-based overview of gauges provided by network
operators.

Users may wish to access data in the system either by their spatial, temporal and attributive
properties, or by just choosing individual hydrological variables. These four data aspects are modelled
and implemented in the system, so that all possible interrelations are retrievable, depending on the
users’ needs. One might be interested in several hydrological variables at a certain time, or in several
time states of one single variable within a given spatial section, with reference to another spatial
section. Or users may want to retrieve the recurrence intervals of variables in a given basin during a
specific historical flood event. Aggregated historical information (e.g. precipitation sums, long-term
streamflow maxima) might be also required to classify actual or forecast data. Yet, in order to
visualize these different hydrological data combinations on maps—and also in order to improve
overall query speed—time, space and attributive data for each variable are held separately in the
database. The relationships between all the records in the database must therefore be modeled
explicitly, by either a main or a secondary link. No matter which of the four aspects (time, space,
attribute and variable) is retrieved first, any other of the three aspects has to be linked and visualized
instantly.
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In addition to the overall database implementation scheme, the linking concept and some examples
are shown in Fig. 3. Names of tables in the temporal and attributive schemas are gauge names, which
are just the main links in the tables of the spatial schema. In other words, spatial tables in the static
schema have columns containing these table names. As illustrated by the example, the table
“streamflow” in the schema “hydro” contains a record “zurich”, in which spatial reference data and the
table name “zurich” are stored. The table name is used both in the attributive and temporal schemas
to retrieve the respective data for “zurich”. The use of the equal table names in different schemas
greatly facilitates the query process, since linking between attributive and temporal data tables just
requires the gauge ID, provided in the initial gauge file. Statistical data, such as flood recurrence
intervals, can be used to classify real-time streamflow data immediately; or forecast precipitation
amounts at one or more gauge locations might be combined with existing precipitation alarm levels.
Querying and linking of data tables in other schemas is accomplished likewise.
For the purpose of sorting, filtering, classifying and aggregating temporal data in an efficient way,
time itself was chosen as the main link for temporal data. In each temporal data table, one column
named “Time of measurement”, stores time stamps of the measurement and issuance times of
observations and forecasts. Technically, a unique constraint is applied on the “Time of measurement”
column. It ensures that no measurements made by the same gauge have an identical “Time of
measurement” so that data duplicates are avoided. This way, database updating can take place at very
short intervals. The same concept applies to radar images, which are physically stored as images on
the server. However, their “Time of measurement” and the file paths to their physical location are
stored in the database.
During the course of database queries, the result sets are provided with a spatial reference in a
coordinate system. This is done either by the DBMS or through auxiliary, external files. In order to
present data at an appropriate generalization level in the cartographic user interface (discussed in the
next section), database queries have to be adjusted dynamically. Depending on the map scale, data are
either added or filtered so that overcharging or cluttering of the map is avoided. Also, during the
course of database queries, vector line data may be generalized by simplifying the line geometry.

5 THE CARTOGRAPHIC USER INTERFACE
Using additional visualization functions in the real-time workflow, raster data may be smoothed, and
point data may pass through areal interpolation and colouring. After any of these work steps between
database retrieval and visualization, intermediate data are automatically converted into graphic
formats so that they can be presented in the web-based cartographic user interface. In this section,
the features of this cartographic interface are discussed. The resulting hydrological visualizations are
addressed in terms of the three-tiered concept of monitoring, comparing and retracing. Within any of
these modes, additional visualizations are available in an auxiliary window.

5.1 Features of the interface and interactive methods
The cartographic user interface consists of four main components. (a) map manipulation tools to
create various types of representations; (b) an auxiliary window allowing the display of additional
graphical data; (c) a cartographic navigation panel; and (d) a status bar indicating the map mode and
whether the map is completely loaded.
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In the maps provided by the cartographic user interface, great importance is attached to interactivity.
Users should be able to compile map contents and modify map symbols according to their in-situ
questions. Spatial navigation controls such as map zooming, panning and re-centring are available.
Temporal navigation is provided by selecting time marks that use drop-down lists. Other interactive
methods, such as time sliders or clickable calendars, have been proposed for temporal navigation (e.g.
Aigner et al., 2007). Due to time constraints, these have not yet been implemented in the current
version of our system. The maps contain interactive symbols. On rolling over or clicking on symbols,
additional items are displayed in an auxiliary window (see examples in Figs 6 and 7). They include
small information boxes (tool tips), listings of attributes, time series graphs and linked legends. Since
nearly all map symbols have interactive functionality, map labelling was not deemed necessary.

5.2 Real-time monitoring
The intention of the following map and graphic examples is to show how hydrological practitioners
may extract and combine data according to their needs and requirements, and what additional values
are generated with this hydrological information when it is provided in a processed, combined and
interactive way (e.g. faster and more comprehensive understanding of flood processes). As shown in
the procedure in Fig. 4, the elements to be visualized are first selected by the user, or a default setting
is used. Hydrological variables, regions, time points and attributes are chosen on the cartographic user
interface, which leads to an extraction from the database. The initial or default visualization may be
adapted iteratively, depending on the users’ further specifications.

Fig. 4 Interactive map compilation and map viewing procedure.

Figure 5 presents the web-based cartographic user interface, extended by panels for further map
manipulation, opening or closing the auxiliary window, map navigation (top) and displaying the
current map mode (bottom). At the top left, the monitoring window is activated. Here, users may
choose the symbols and colours of the displayed map elements. The map fills the entire browser
window and other items are placed over it. The map example contains a series of real-time data
rendered into different map symbols. The forecast temperatures are displayed as an interpolated
surface with the associated legend shown in the auxiliary window (bottom right). Furthermore, the
boundaries of selected hydrological basins and sub-basins are also displayed in Fig. 5. One of them is
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highlighted and presents a tool tip that reveals information on the forecast runoff. In addition, various
geometric and pictographic map symbols are shown. The latter represent snow depths (snowflakes)
and groundwater levels (piezometric tubes). Geometric symbols depict air pressure and lake levels
(framed rectangles), square symbols denote streamflow, where size stands for absolute quantity and
colour for the current value’s probability of occurrence; thus, the darker the colour, the longer the
recurrence interval (see Fig. 7, example (a), for the legend). Precipitation data are represented by
triangles, each representing 20-day precipitation sums. On this aggregation level, precipitation acts as
an indicator for soil moisture (Mani et al., 2008). Other selectable aggregation levels include 10-min, 1h and 24-h sums.
The additional value in this example is to see the spatial distribution of the interplay of hydrological
factors at different times. Real-time snow depths are contrasted with forecast temperature data,
indicating if and where snow is likely to contribute to runoff. Likewise, forecast runoff is displayed
with the indicative soil moisture. Additionally, lake levels are shown in order to assess if their
retention effect is becoming important. In a critical situation, if some lakes had to be sluiced, real-time
streamflow data downstream of lake outlets would help to see if this is practicable.

Fig. 5 Map example showing real-time monitoring of streamflow, lake levels, 20-days precipitation sums, snow
depths, air pressure, forecast runoff and forecast temperature distribution.

5.3 Comparing the current situation with the past
In Fig. 6, the cartographic user interface is shown in comparing mode. It displays a map showing the
situation on 8 August 2007 around midnight. To add value in the system, drawing on comparable,
historical data must be user-friendly. To find and retrieve historical maps, users activate the comparing
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tab of the map manipulation window at the top left. They may select one of 11 predefined, major flood
events, or choose an individual date of interest and load the associated map. Within the cartographic
user interface, the historical and current maps may be compared either in parallel, i.e. next to each
other, or successively, i.e. one after the other. It is not yet possible to compare the current and the
historical situation directly in one single map.

Fig. 6 Map example for temporal comparing of historical streamflow, lake levels, 20-days precipitation sums, air
pressure, groundwater levels and precipitation radar. The map shows the situation of August 08, 2007.

The background of the map in Fig. 6 consists of the precipitation radar image and the delineation of
hydrological basins. As in the map in Fig. 5, the 20-day precipitation sum triangles, stream flow
squares, lake level rectangles and groundwater symbols are shown. The different symbol sizes,
proportions and colours clearly indicate the difference between the historical situation in Fig. 6 and
the current situation in Fig. 5. Additionally, the auxiliary window is activated that contains three
time-series graphs. The time point of the map corresponds to the values at the centre of the graphs.
The streamflow peak, the increase of the groundwater level and any overruns of the lake’s flood level
are easily comprehensible.
In this example, the additional value is, first, to retrieve historical data for comparison purposes in a
very simple way, without having to collect them externally. With the prior data integrated in the
existing database and the functionalities provided on the cartographic user interface, interactive
historical maps are very easily available. Time-consuming collection and representation of historical
data is avoided. With our map information system, users may instantly classify ongoing events in the
long-term context, load additional data such as the precipitation radar and – using various time-series
graphs – understand their formation and progress in more detail.
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5.4 Retracing flood events
Animating maps in combination with time-series graphs allows for improved understanding of the
spatio-temporal patterns and dynamics of floods. Animations may also be useful for communication
among peers in crisis management groups, and to prepare post-analysis documentation. In the current
version of the system, the retracing concept is not yet available interactively. However, the results of
this concept have been simulated in a semi-automated manner. Series of historical maps have been
retrieved, sequenced and then published online as movies (http://reticah.ethz.ch/ watch.php?v=R01
and http://reticah.ethz.ch/watch.php?v=R02).
The first example shows a situation in March 2008, when northeastern Switzerland was affected by
medium-scale floods. Streamflow is represented by a flow map; observations are interpolated between
gauges and they are visualized as a proportional band stretching along the river course (Lienert et al.,
2008). The band, the square symbols of the streamflow gauges and the time-series graphs of three
gauges are animated. Situated at the upper (Jonschwil gauge), middle (Halden gauge) and lower
(Andelfingen gauge) reaches of the river, the graphs nicely complement the river band and reveal the
spatio-temporal shift of the flood wave. The second example shows what happened in Switzerland
and neighbouring countries during the extreme flooding of 21–24 August 2005. The weather situation
on these days was characterized by exceptionally large and enduring precipitation fields over the Alps
(Bezzola & Hegg, 2007). The radar image sequence impressively reflects this stable cloud formation.
The animated time-series graph represents the 24-h precipitation sum of an alpine gauge in central
Switzerland. Analogous to streamflow, precipitation sums are represented by a quantitative symbol.
The larger and darker the circles, the greater the sums and the higher are the recurrence intervals of
these sums. The severity of the August 2005 event becomes clearly evident from these animated maps,
time-series graphs and legends.

5.5 Additional visualizations in the auxiliary window
When working with the interactive maps, additional visualizations may be displayed in the auxiliary
window. Some of the visualization examples have already been shown in the above figures and
animations. The window is a helpful instrument to analyse real-time, historical or forecast data in
more detail. Up to four items may be viewed simultaneously, displaying the same or different
locations. In Fig. 7, a selection of additional examples is shown. From left to right and top to bottom,
the visualization examples include the following information:
a) legends, attributes and a combination of the 24-h real-time hydrograph of observed and
modeled data;
b) legends, attributes and the 6-h real-time series graph of lake levels, along with the flood level
(red line);
c) key figures and an interactive box plot of long-term annual maximum streamflow, along with
the observed real-time value;
d) real-time web camera image of the gauge;
e) legends, attributes and 24-h real-time series graph of 24-h precipitation sums;
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f) attributes and combination of the 48-h real-time series graph of temperature (red dots), 1-h
precipitation sums (blue bars) and cumulative curve (blue line);
g) legends, attributes and a combination of 24-h time-series graph of forecast runoff (green dots)
and forecast precipitation for the entire basin;
h) key forecast figures and an interactive graphic of forecast saturation level for the entire basin;
and
i) attributes and a combination of a 24-h real time-series graph of observation and model data,
extended by the 24-h time-series graph of two hydrological forecast models.

Fig. 7 Nine real-time data visualization examples in the auxiliary window.
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6 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, the development of a web-based, real-time map information system for hydrological
expert users has been presented. The complete real-time cartography workflow, from conversion of
raw hydro-meteorological data to the generation of interactive, animated and web-based maps,
proved to be feasible. Meanwhile, the system is operable and tests with regional hydrological
authorities in Switzerland have been successfully carried out.
From a technical point of view, the separation of data and their presentation by a central hydrological
real-time database and a cartographic user interface proved advantageous, since it enables more
targeted design, implementation and debugging of either sys915 tem part. Data integration and
harmonization tasks are indispensable for generating visualizations originating from different sources
and having various formats and temporal properties. The main conclusions concerning the
hydrological database and the cartographic user interface are as follows:

o In the real-time hydrological database, spatial, temporal, attribute data and individual
hydrological variables are stored separately, but internally linked for fast, combined retrieval.
Temporal data are uniquely defined by their time of measurement. Due to its modular set-up,
extension and integration of additional data is ensured. The concept may be used for other
domains characterized by strong temporal constraints.
o The web-based cartographic user interface pursues three visualization approaches: data can be
monitored, compared or retraced. Real-time data are visualized by maps; thus, they are
spatially referenced. Until now, the spatial dimension of such data was often neglected and
visualizations were mostly limited to graphs and diagrams. A high degree of user interactivity
is provided by the interface. Layout and content of maps are modifiable to better meet the
users’ needs.

From a hydrological and user viewpoint, the real-time map information system presented is a shared,
database-driven platform that makes available relevant hydrological data from decentralized sources.
It processes and visualizes data on national, regional and basin levels. The main additional values for
hydrologists of the real-time map information system are as follows:
o Real-time data can be combined with forecast and historical data in a single system. Specific
questions on the similarities with past events, the evolution, the current state and the forecast
situation can be answered from the same source.
o The user wields a flexible, interactive tool in which hydrological variables, data attributes,
regions and time points are freely selectable. Interactive functionalities are geared towards
letting users conduct data analysis and exploration themselves, according to their own
expertise.
o Various users at different locations may share the system, according to their individual needs.
o The system is applicable not only to flood management, but also for other hydrological and
water resources management questions (e.g. water quality, seasonal forecasting). The high
degree of flexibility regarding its applicability is what distinguishes this real-time
hydrological map information system.
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Further work steps may include the full integration of map animations (i.e. automatic build,
interactive controls) in order to complete the retracing concept. System tests with hydrological users
will be continued to further facilitate the use of the cartographic interface. Also, the missing snow
data (snowline, water equivalent) have to be included. Further research questions may include the
identification and definition of flood patterns to automatically find similar flood events in the
database by means of more complex queries. With a structure that allows access to data via values,
location, temporal properties and topics, the database is well-suited for this purpose.
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APPENDIX
Two additional map examples for real-time monitoring are appended. The real-time map in Fig. A1
shows the interpolated snow depths in combination with the 0ƕC isotherm. This information allows
the assessment of the contribution of snowmelt to runoff. Streamflow is depicted by arrow symbols,
which indicate whether the actual value is greater than, equal to or smaller than the previous one.

Fig. A1 Map example showing real-time monitoring of snow depth distribution, 0 C-isotherms, lake levels,
groundwater levels, air humidity, 24-h precipitation sums and streamflow (as arrows; see text for explanation).
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In Fig. A2, on top of hypsometric background map, real-time streamflow is represented in three
different ways: (1) as square point symbols; (2) as a flow map along the river course; and (3) as
specific discharge where streamflow is related to the basin area upstream. The latter, in particular,
allows for a quick areal overview. Additionally, air humidity, air pressure and air temperature are
represented by framed rectangle symbols.

Fig. A2 Map example showing real-time monitoring of streamflow (depicted by squares), by an interpolated
band along the river course and by specific discharge areas (L s-1 km-2) for selected hydrological sub-basins. Air
humidity, air temperature and air pressure are shown as framed rectangles.
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Abstract: Early warning and monitoring activities in the field of natural hazard management are
crucial in order to limit damage to life and property from extreme natural events. Decision makers in
these fields, such as operational hydrologists, must be enabled to quickly and comprehensively assess
an on-going situation, examine its details, and then take further actions based on the most current
information available. The cartographic challenge is to deliver automated, real-time visualizations
from distributed raw measurement data while applying sound cartographic rules and standards. In
this research, a web-based, cartographic, real-time information system is presented. True real-time
data of Swiss hydro-meteorological measuring networks were used, and a prototype application was
tested that integrates the acquisition, processing, and visualizations in different ways, depending on
the chosen timeframe and level of detail. Besides monitoring visualizations, data are retraceable using
visualizations that clearly stress the course of a hydrological event and the data’s spatio-temporal
character. Further visualizations and functionalities are provided that allow for relating real-time data
to a broader historical context, facilitating learning from former experiences. Data for past events are
immediately retrievable from a data archive, then classified and visualized for comparisons.

Introduction
Motivation
Due to global climate change and the accompanying rise of air temperature, the intensity of
precipitation events and their consequent natural hazards—such as flooding—are increasing while
their recurrence intervals are decreasing. New research shows that in reality, extreme events in
precipitation-rich regions tend to exceed the scenarios previously predicted by models (Allan and
Soden 2008). Breaking down from the global to the regional level confirms such findings. Recent
studies associated with the post-event analysis of the August 2005 event in Switzerland, for example,
conclude that these floods have not paralleled other observed events since 1972. Continuing
precipitation over large areas led to exceptionally large river discharges and high lake levels.
Classified in a much longer time span, however, the 2005 flood intensities and discharge quantities
were far from extraordinary and must be termed rare rather than extraordinary (Bezzola and Hegg
2007). If societies are to anticipate similar rare events it is imperative to improve methods and
measures aimed at managing flood events at an early stage, and as they evolve, in order to control and
reduce the damage and its costs. An overview of increasing damage costs in Switzerland due to
flooding and associated landslides is shown in Figure 1. The floods of 2005 amounted to 3 billion
Swiss Francs.
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Figure 1. Flooding and landslide damages in Switzerland since 1972, price basis of 2007 (Bezzola and Hegg 2007,
p. 211).

Importance of Monitoring
Enhancing monitoring capabilities for the operational hydrology sector, and others, improves the
preparedness to anticipate and counter potential flooding. An efficient real-time monitoring
infrastructure will enable users to observe ongoing events and take further appropriate actions based
on the information that is instantly available. Data are no longer analyzed just for their spatial and
temporal fluctuation but also for their meaning and lifespan. Moreover, to become and remain a costeffective and sustainable strategy in operational hydrology, the opportunities and challenges of hydrometeorological early warning and monitoring systems must encompass the exploitation of new
technologies, cooperation among public bodies, the supply of free, rapidly available, unrestricted data
exchange, and partnerships with the media (Laurini et al. 2001; Zillman 2003).

Current Activities and the Need for Cartographic Action
Much effort in operational hydrology is made by governmental agencies and research institutes in
various flood hazard related domains, particularly in the field of forecasting. The coupling of various
forecast models, such as the output of meteorological models with hydrological and hydraulic models
has improved forecasts (see, e.g., USGS 2002; Bartholmes and Todini 2005; D-PHASE 2007; Reggiani
and Weerts 2008). In flood risk management, applications are being tested, or are already in use, that
let users analyze flood hazards and flood loss estimation models, while also supporting emergency
management (see, e.g., Foraci et al. 2005; FEMA HAZUS 2008). Supplementary to analyzing forecast
data, monitoring and constant checking of observed real time data are also important. Classifying,
assessing, and documenting upcoming or on-going flood events against a database of archived data
with the most current data available can help to see the bigger picture. Given an appropriate technical
and visual environment, operational hydrologists can instantly compare current data with historical
data sets, linking them with other past thematic data and learning from former events and
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experiences. Needless to say, such comparison with historical data may also be carried out using
forecast data, but for the time being, tests in this paper are limited to true real-time data.
Bringing real-time requirements of operational hydrology into cartography means extending existing
user interfaces and visualization applications. Graphical outputs of monitoring and forecasting
systems do not always observe cartographic rules. Also, they often fail to offer user interaction, and
they are not easy to use and interpret (Salewicz and Nakayama 2004). New cartographic concepts
need to be examined as traditional cartographic map production work was mostly accomplished offline, with considerable editorial work involved. Handling real-time data in real time implies that the
processes of acquisition, storage, processing, visualization, and archiving of data are achieved on-line,
preferably error-free, using mostly or entirely automated methods. A robust system is needed, which
is capable of displaying real-time data in different ways and on different spatially and temporally
related levels of detail. Time-sensitive data have to be represented dynamically, and the system must
be able to classify data for which the accuracy, range, and absolute values are not known in advance.
In addition to these requirements, it must be possible to deliver the maps to any computer, regardless
of the user’s location, implying that cartographic products have to be compiled centrally and
distributed over the web, therefore complying with current web standards.
The focus of the research presented in this paper is on interactive and intuitive methods of presenting
hydrological and meteorological real-time and archived data in a web-based graphical user interface.
These methods will be demonstrated and tested using a prototype application. In emergency
situations, operational hydrologists have to gather information as quickly as possible, and they should
not have to deal with underlying workflows and visualization models. This paper presents an
overview of such a system; however, the theoretical and technical aspects of the prototype’s
development will not be examined.

Table 1. Overview of the automated real-time data collection.

General Approach
This project crosses research fields ranging from real-time applications in geosciences, web-based GIS
and decision support systems, web cartography, and web services in general. More specific aspects of
current research in these fields is given in Lienert et al. (2007). In the next section, the quantity and
quality of the data used, as well as their management are addressed. By considering the basic data, the
overall design and the various components of the prototype application were derived. The
methodology and the technologies used for implementation are discussed next, followed by several
examples and discussion.
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Basic Data, Data Sources, and Data Management
Data Requirements
The prototype was designed to visualize observed real-time and manually collected archive data. Both
types of data are stored in a database and managed by a database management system. Real-time data
are automatically collected using routines that are run at certain intervals. Archived data have been
preprocessed and inserted into the database manually. Tables 1 and 2 provide an overview of these
two kinds of data. Not only must the parameters of the real-time and archive data correspond, but
also must their temporal resolution. This is important so that river discharge, meteorological
parameters, radar images, and groundwater data from different dates can be correctly linked and
compared. For the prototype, it was required that data reside on a local or remote server, accessible
through a network. Another initial criterion was to incorporate data having a delivery interval less
than or equal to two hours. Later, data with lower temporal resolutions (such as groundwater and
additional precipitation gauges), were also included.

Table 2. Overview of the archive data collection.

Data Suppliers and Measurement Networks
Data are provided by the Swiss Federal Offices and cover the whole country. In addition, data have
been collected from particular Swiss State Offices whose territories are partly covered by our study’s
focus area, the Thur basin in northeastern Switzerland (see Figure 2). The number of measuring gauges
involved in the project was over 300.
The length of the archive time series varies depending on the individual dataset or attribute and the
data supplier. With a total of 23 years of data (Table 2), river discharges at most of the gauging
stations constitute the longest time series, while radar images are available only since 1991. The
programmed routines used for inserting data into the archive are reusable so that additional data can
be inserted into the archive as it becomes available. This is especially useful after data suppliers have
officially approved the accuracy of their data and published them to third parties such as this project.
Various sets of static topographic and land-use data have been collected and processed such as multiresolution relief, hypsometric distribution, forest, and settlement areas. Political data cover Canton
and community boundaries. Static hydrological data in the application includes lakes, groundwater
areas, the complete Swiss 1:200000 and 1:25000 river network, and hydrological balance area
geometry. Needless to say, in the course of the project huge amounts of data have to be handled. For
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this purpose, an object-relational database management system has been installed on a separate,
physical project server. The database contains numerical data, vector data, and links to raster data
(though not raster data itself, these are stored elsewhere). An overview of the technologies used in the
project is given below.

Geographical Focus Area
The project’s focus is on the Thur basin in northeastern Switzerland (see Figure 2). The basin has an
area of 1700 km2, and the altitude ranges from 336 m to 2501 m above sea level. From a monitoring
point of view, the basin’s size is adequate for testing real-time cartographic concepts as lead times for
warnings still allow for reasonable counter measures. From a hydrological point of view, the basin has
a pre-alpine character, with snow melts contributing considerably to the river discharge in spring
time. Heavy thunderstorms in summer characterize the meteorological regimen. Storms or a
combination of snow melt and precipitation often lead to floods. In addition, the Thur basin is the
largest contributing basin to the Rhine in Switzerland and does not contain a lake or a dam that could
retain or attenuate flood waves.

Figure 2. Overview of the location of the Thur basin in northeastern Switzerland.

Design Considerations and Methodology
Central Issues: Monitoring, Retracing and Comparing Data
The overall concept, the subsequent data modeling, and the prototype implementation were guided
by feedback obtained from users by asking: What visualizations and functionalities are needed, in
order that operational hydrologists may:
1.

Quickly and comprehensively capture and monitor the overall situation in real-time.

2.

Retrace short-term developments of the hydrological situation.

3.

Learn from past events by comparing real-time data with historical data.
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The first option leads to visualizations for monitoring and exploring the current situation. Workflows
have been developed that combine measurement data with spatial data resulting in cartographic
objects. These objects are visualized so that users can quickly grasp and explore the data and the
overall picture of the hydrological situation in real time. The user interface needs to display the data
with a high level of detail and with dynamic legends. Map navigation tools are an integral part of the
user interface. Depending on the data, visualizations are made for points, lines, and areas resembling
standard hydrological map depictions. They follow the graphic semiology developed by Bertin (1967)
with the graphical variables color, shape, pattern, size, brightness and direction. Graphs play an
important role to show how values at certain places vary over time. Automatic ordering and
classification of these huge amounts of data are performed. In a next step, functions apply meaningful
algebraic-to-graphic transformations for sound cartographic displays on the computer screen.
The second option concerning the retraceability of a flood event aims at underlining the temporal
character of the data and, therefore, animated map visualizations are applied. Single, chronologically
ordered maps are sequenced to become visualizations that allow for the quick viewing of how an
event has evolved from a chosen moment up to the present. Such visualizations help to document a
flood event and to communicate among crisis management groups. Theoretically, the graphic
semiology must be extended by the term ”change,” and for that purpose, variables are introduced such
as display rate, duration, order or frequency of the change (DiBiase et al. 1992; Peuquet 2000). While
technically, this part proves to be the most complex to implement, preliminary testing with users
shows that it is worth integrating such visualizations into the user interface.
The third option deals with the effects of learning from past events and comparing real-time data with
historical data (i.e., back to the past few years). A user is able to input via the interface a timestamp
that represents a specific point in time. The application retrieves the data associated with this
timestamp from all tables of the database and applies the same workflows and functions as for realtime data. The result is a map showing the hydrological situation of that time using the same
symbolizations that are applied for real-time data. Placing the maps together makes the current and
past situations easy to compare. Operational hydrologists may instantaneously relate real-time data to
the historical context by contrasting the map containing the current situation with the one
containing historical data. When further exploring the data in the user interface on a higher level of
detail, the development pattern of the historic flood can be quickly conveyed (see later in Figure 8). At
the time of writing, the comparison of current and historical data was accomplished by taking
advantage of browsers with tabbed views: one tab shows the current situation while the other
displays the historical situation. In the future, we plan to include tools to allow switching between
these maps on the user interface.

Conceptual Workflow and General Data Model
In a conceptual workflow (Figure 3), the three options outlined above have each been assigned to a
visualization approach. The cartographic prototype is modular and consists of eight main
components. Most of these are currently fully functional. The visible part of the prototype (1) is
represented by one single user interface, conceptually split into three visualization approaches
(monitored, retraced and compared data). Other components are the incoming real-time data (2) that
are being retrieved on a regular basis and inserted into the real-time database schema (3) which stores
these newly measured data in tables separated by individual gauge. These real-time data tables are
linked to the database schema tables that store the static data (4) such as river networks, gauging
networks, and other topographic vector data. They also link to the tables of the archive database
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schema (5) which store short-interval measurement data and to the metadata database. Additional
interfaces are planned. The first of these interfaces (7) allows a user to connect other models (e.g.,
cartographic or hydrological). The second interface (8) will allow (super)users to enrich the historical
data by adding additional measured and attribute data to the archive. These two interfaces are
currently at the development stage.

Figure 3. Conceptual framework of the real-time cartographic prototype (see text for explanations).

To create visualizations for monitoring, retracing, and comparing as envisioned above, any data record
containing measurement data (real-time or archive) needs to be modeled along with its related time of
measurement. This way, the time inherent to such a measurement record has been represented by
time stamping where time information is itself treated as a relational entity (Maidment et al. 2002;
Valpreda 2004) and chosen to be the unique identifier for a specific record. Adding time to the
database implies that the various measurement data and their spatial distributions are necessarily
linked to a certain point in time. They are therefore not only distinguishable by their attribute value
or spatial distribution, but also by their time of occurrence. The joining of data records is
accomplished using these unique timestamps and foreign keys.

Technical Infrastructure and Used Technologies
All programs and data are stored on a Linux RedHat AS4 server. The heart of the system is a database
containing data schemas (see Figure 4, cylinder-shaped box). The schemas are combinations of tables
storing real-time measurement data, static topographic vector data, archive measurement data, and
metadata. The database is managed by a PostGreSQL system; an object-relational extension, PostGIS, is
used to store geometries. PostGIS has in-built functions that allow for spatial querying of geometries
within a desired bounding box. When requesting data through the user interface, a spatio–temporal
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query string is iteratively concatenated and sent to the database. The result is a code that can be read
by web browsers to produce a map with the appropriate symbolizations.

Figure 4. System architecture and used technologies.

Because the “time of measurement” timestamp is used as the unique key, the database management
system only allows insertions into the database when this timestamp is different from the other, i.e.,
when new data have arrived. UNIX-based control jobs drive the data insertion scripts at an arbitrary
small-time interval. When no new data sets are available and the script fails to insert any new data,
the resulting error message is deleted. This method ensures that each new point in time associated
with new measurement data is treated uniquely and stored in the database. Additional rules and
function triggers on the database server enable correct allocation of real time data into the respective
tables.
Archive data are first preprocessed off-line using UNIX tools and GIS software or other suitable
external software. PostGIS-based and other scripts are used to read measurement and vector data into
the database. These scripts are reused each year when data suppliers publish their updated data.
The interpreter shown in the middle of Figure 4 is a set of modular programs, mostly based on
Hypertext Preprocessor (PHP), which are usually run on the command line interface or by browsers.
Such scripts can also be run automatically by just calling them together with the respective
executable. Running on a regular basis, the scripts take care of the data insertions, the data’s
consecutive processing, and the archiving of data in the correct location on the server. While vector
data, measurement data, and the file path of raster data are stored in the database, raster and grid files
are stored directly on the file system.

Data Processing Methods
For the automatic processing of data, a range of tools have been put in place, as shown in Figure 4:
GDAL and OGR can convert various data formats. PostGIS functions are used to fit vector data into the
correct spatial reference system, to convert spatial query results into scalable vector graphic (SVG), or
to limit the spatial queries to the bounding box of the user interface. PHP is an excellent tool to
automatically apply fundamental cartographic abstractions and rules to measurement data before
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they are output in SVG code and then displayed on the screen as map symbols. PHP is characterized by
its straightforward syntax, its integration into Internet protocols, its inclusion of function libraries,
and its ability to connect to various database management systems. The latter proves to be
particularly helpful for selecting data out of the database and filtering them. Data selection, ordering,
classification, and symbolization are accomplished in a first step followed by the application of
techniques for quantitative mapping, such as creating dot, flow, and choropleth maps (Dent 1996). RProject is an open-source statistical software. Linked with its database connectivity and spatial
libraries, precipitation and temperature point data are interpolated to the area (Hothorn et al. 2001).
The output raster files are then integrated in the user interface. JAVA is used for handling radar data:
first, in order to convert byte input streams into a web-readable raster format and second, for
recoloring the original data (Figure 6d).
Also among the tools is the hydrological model PREVAH (“Precipitation Runoff Evapotrans-piration
Hydrotope”) (Verbunt et al. 2006; Viviroli et al. 2008) which may become an integral part of whole
system architecture and the real-time cartographic application. However, more programming efforts
and tests are necessary in order to have this separate rainfall-runoff model integrated up on the
project server and running in real-time. If applicable, the output of PREVAH would allow for
contrasting modeled and observed discharge and the visualization of water volumes of subsurface
storage for complete hydrological balance areas. It is assumed that once PREVAH runs in real-time
mode with real-time data, the ability to run it in real-time with forecast data would not be far-off.

Data Visualization Methods
Visualizations, as shown in Figure 4, are prepared after the employment of data processing tools. In
the case of raster data, the UMN MapServer’s web mapping service is called to display the appropriate
raster data over the Internet, based on the map scale and the bounding box requested by the viewer.
Measurement and vector data are combined and eventually sent over the Internet as SVG code. Not
only are all maps encoded in SVG, so is the web-based prototype with its functionality tools. SVG is
the web standard for two-dimensional graphics and meets the needs of most web cartography
projects (Neumann and Winter 2003). The index SVG file that gathers all the information and data to
be viewed by the user is supplemented by the inclusion of PHP code, making the file more dynamic.
For instance, it can be signaled when new SVG elements are to be created or when variables have to be
passed to the application. JavaScript is a well known scripting language for web applications, which is
used to provide interactivity within the graphical user interface. JavaScript is used to handle intrinsic
user events such as clicks or mouse-overs. AJAX is used for asynchronous transfer of data between the
server and the browser so that only the necessary parts of the index site are reloaded. This is
especially advantageous when organizing thematic data in layers that can be turned on and off
independently.

Results
Graphical User Interface
The outcome of implementing these methods is a graphical user interface, as shown in Figure 5. It
displays a simple form of a topographic map, with the country boundaries, lakes, and river networks
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on top of a hypsography raster image and shaded relief. The development state includes provisions so
that start settings (such as the map clipping or the loaded real-time data) match a specific user
profile. On the top left in Figure 5, denoted by (1), a clickable window can be opened, featuring
different tabs such as one containing groups of data layers that can be added to the map. Other tabs
allow users to see a reference map and adjust settings on the graphical interface. In addition to static
base, political, and hydrological data, the available dynamic real-time data are provided here. Various
map navigation tools (2) allow for map zooming, panning, re-centering, and tracking the history of
viewed maps. The status bar on the bottom left of the interface (3) informs the user about the loading
progress of the data and shows the time of the most recently available real-time data. At the time of
writing, available real-time data comprise river discharge, groundwater, lake levels, air temperatures,
air humidity, air pressure and radar images. Some are visualized differently but are based on the same
numerical data. Air temperatures, for example, are shown as point and areal symbols (the latter in
terms of the zero degree Celsius line). River discharge is visualized by point symbols, flow and
choropleth maps (as shown in the following figures).

Figure 5. Default settings of the real-time application with shaded relief, hypsometric tinting, boundaries, lakes
and river network.

Real-time Data Symbolizations
Meaningful and easy-to-understand cartographic objects are created both in real-time and out-of realtime data and then set onto the topographic map in the graphical user interface. As all of the data
measured by hydro-meteorological gauges are quantitative, cartographic rules for mapping these
kinds of data have been applied (see, e.g., Slocum 2005). For point data, varieties of different shapes,
sizes, and colors have been tested. In Figure 6a (left), river discharge at the gauging location is
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depicted by a square, while right on the figure, 24-hr precipitation sums are represented by circles.
These two shapes for discharge and precipitation sums were chosen arbitrarily and they could have
been used conversely. The classification that determines the two shapes’ sizes is partly taken from
atlas systems (AOS 2004). The legend for these sizes is created and depicted on-the-fly, as is the color
legend. The color legend has been developed using the ColorBrewer software (Brewer 2008). Colors are
used to denote the recurrence interval of the value under consideration (currently available for river
discharge and 24-hr precipitation sums only). The unit of the recurrence interval is indicated by the
unit of years. These intervals are important as they allow for assessing the severity of the event. The
darker the color, the higher is the annuality and thus the more seldom is the occurrence of the value.
Other symbolizations have been tested, such as those shown in Figure 6b. Here, precipitation is
symbolized by a raindrop combining a whole set of meteorological parameters. The main advantage of
this form of symbolization is that it saves space on the map as it stands for multiple parameters that
are measured at the same location. When clicking on such a symbol, graphs may contain a second
parameter (Figure 6b), but displaying more than two parameters in a graph may quickly become
confusing. Disadvantages, however, outweigh such pictorial point presentations: on a map, only the
position of the gauging locations can be shown because variations in scales are not recommendable.
Colors of these raindrops may be varied, in turn, but alternative symbolization is deemed more
suitable for visualizing meteorological parameters—framed rectangles, introduced by Cleveland and
McGill (1984). In reality, precipitation, air pressure, air humidity, and air temperature are measured in
columnar devices. Thus, a rectangle is a suitable symbol for showing absolute values at one location
and for comparing with values at other locations. As shown for air humidity in Figure 6b, the values
between 0 percent and 100 percent humidity are classified into three equal classes and symbolized
using varying color saturation. Positioned close to each other, the framed-rectangles allow for a
separate depiction of different meteorological parameters at the same location.
For a more dynamic representation of river discharge, a line-scaling algorithm has been developed
which creates a flow map using real-time data. In Figure 6c (top), a highlighted section of the river is
shown. Its width is proportional to the measured discharge at gauging locations and to the
interpolated discharge between gauges, respectively. A horizontal bar representing an arbitrary total
of 400 m3/sec contains the river width one-to-one, while the modeled discharge quantity is displayed
below. The algorithm works well for the Thur basin for normal flow conditions or on large scales. Yet,
improvements are necessary when the flow map is viewed at a small scale and when river discharge
quantities are high, as visualizations look unpleasantly “bloated” (Lienert et al. 2008). In Figure 6c
and in Figure 7, choropleth maps of river discharge are shown. Discharges are assigned to each
hydrological balance area previously defined by hydrologists. This combination results in a map
showing the specific discharge (liter / sec * km2) and helps the operational hydrologist to better
identify complete areas that are substantially contributing to a flood.
The examples shown in Figure 6d illustrate the symbolization of raster radar images. The images
depicting areal distribution of precipitation intensities are usually in a color-coded format based on a
classification that is unsuitable for quantitative data from a cartographic point of view (Figure 6d,
top). The use of automated processing tools can improve symbolization quality (Figure 6d, bottom).
In order to more genuinely represent the cloudy character of precipitation fields, the data are served
via the UMN MapServer where raster images pass a bilinear sampling process which gives them a
smoother appearance in the graphical user interface. When a new raster image is delivered by the data
supplier, several additional tools and functions are invoked to enable interactive exploration of the
data. When a user moves the mouse over the image, the dynamic legend is updated to show the new
value at that location.
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Figure 6. Map symbolization created in real time. Figure 6a) For river discharge gauges, rectangles are used
(top) and for 24-hr precipitation sums, circles are used (bottom). Depending on the quantity of the measured
values, different sizes of these symbols are used, according to a predefined classification. The symbols’ colors
refer to the recurrence interval of the actual measured value. When moving over the values in the graph, values
are highlighted and legends automatically adjust. Figure 6b) Additional point data symbolization: pictographic
symbolization in the form of a raindrop for meteorological data (top) and framed-rectangle symbols (bottom)
for any of these meteorological parameters (air humidity, air pressure, air temperature and 10-min
precipitation). In the figure on the bottom, the bar symbol, legend and graph for air humidity is highlighted.
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Figure 6. Map symbolization created in real time. Figure 6c) Flow map symbolization (top) and choropleth
symbolization (bottom) of river discharge. The width of the river section highlighted in the top figure
represents a discharge of 23.85 m3/sec. The bar to the right represents the legend for this symbolization.
Presently, the bar represents an amount of 180 m3/sec. This value is arbitrarily chosen and can be adapted.
Figure 6d) Original radar symbolization (top) and modified symbolization (bottom) after the use of automated
processing tools.
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Maps for Monitoring Real-time Data
Figure 7 shows an example of the available real-time data with the bounding box focused on the Thur
basin in northeastern Switzerland. This map presents the first and coarsest level of detail available. If
the intent is to remain on this level, the user can look up, by the use of tooltip, the values behind the
map object. When clicking on such a symbol, a higher level of detail is shown and time series graphs
are displayed on an output window. This output window is both resizable and movable, allowing for
optimization of the available map space. Graphs can easily be added or removed from this window.
The data shown in the graphs are dynamically loaded
out of the database and passed through several functions before they are rendered in the graphs.
Functions automatically check for the accuracy of the data, making use of predefined classifications
and adequate thresholds. To anticipate the problem of missing data, linear interpolation functions
were put in place. In case the most recent value is missing, no function is applied and the most recent
available value is taken from the database. Another feature in Figure 7 is the possibility of compiling
and visualizing different data parameters from different locations during the same time period. Such
displays provide comparative and composites views of the relevant data.

Figure 7. Comparison of different parameters within identical time windows. Here, three graphs are shown on
the output window representing actual data from different measuring gauges. Moving the mouse over the map
symbols reveals the name of the gauge, the actual measuring value and the time of the measurement. Clicking
with the mouse on any of these symbols results in a graph representation on the output window.

Maps for Comparing Real-time Data
In contrast to Figure 7, Figure 8 shows graph visualizations of the same parameter at the same
gauging location, but with varying time windows. This is an example of the “comparing” goal
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discussed above (see Figure 3). Via the graphical user interface, the cartographic application has been
passed the timestamp of a point in time during a known, past flood event in the Thur basin (August
08, 2007 at 07:10 a.m.). Although the sizes and colors of the gauging station do not indicate a critical
situation at this point in time, the situation changes dramatically in subsequent hours. When the user
clicks on a desired gauging station, the graphs are rendered with the data centered around this
timestamp (i.e., the data are used for 12 hours before and after). The river in the graph on top suggests
a continuous increase of discharge to over 300 m3/sec. When increasing the time span to 36 hours, the
graph in the middle shows the discharge increasing to over 400 m3/sec, with a successive decrease and
an unimpressive, minor new increase. The time period of 72 hours shows that this small increase was
the start of the main flood peak still to come: about 24 hours after the input timestamp, discharge
reached about 800 m3/sec.

Figure 8. Comparison of the same parameter (river discharge) from the same gauge (city of Andelfingen) within
3 different time windows (24 hr, 36 hr, 72 hr). The data of the three graphs are centered around the values
measured on August 08, 2007 at 07:10 a.m.

The flexibility for data exploration of past events should enable operational hydrologists to examine
real-time data in a historical context and to learn how similar events in the past turned out. Together
with the symbolization and legends provided, past data are instantly statistically classified in its
statistical context. An improved early warning efficiency based on this knowledge and with these
visualizations will be facilitated.
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Maps for Retracing Real-time and Historical Data
An overall map view of Switzerland depicting river discharge with rectangles and 24-hr precipitation
sums with circles is shown in Figure 9 (for the legend, refer to Figure 6a). The left map shows the
situation on August 08, 2007 at 11 p.m., while on the right, the situation represents August 09, 2007 at
08 a.m. The shifting of the flood wave from central Switzerland toward the outlet of the Rhine in
Basle is easy to see as is the increase of the 24-hr precipitation sums recorded at many gauging
stations. Placing the remaining 36 frames for every 10 min in between the start and end times of a
temporal animation to better accentuate the dynamics of this flood event is not possible here due to
space constraints. In the cartographic online application, however, developments are made to
interactively control and view the pictures in an animated sequence, along with additional data
parameters such as radar imagery or the river flow map. The “retracing” concept discussed in Figure 3
is realized this way. Professionals in operational hydrology are supported in their decision-making by
having available visualizations that display the tremendous temporal dynamics of floods. Animated
views help to understand the spatio-temporal patterns of flood events among operational
hydrologists. Animated views of severe floods, packaged in exportable software, are also a very useful
resource to communicate among various stakeholders such as crisis management groups, politicians,
or the press.

Figure 9. Two frames of a flood event. The situation left is from 2007-08-08 23:00:00. Right, the situation dates
from 2007-08-09 08:00:00. The arrow indicates the outlet of the Rhine river in Basle. (See Figure 6a for an
explanation of the map symbols).

Conclusion
This paper discusses the conceptual, technical, and visualization framework of a real-time
cartographic application. Visualizations produced by the prototype and using true real-time data
were presented. They were delivered to the user group – operational hydrologists – over the web and
placed in a graphical interface, which allowed for three different ways of looking at the data: by
monitoring them, by retracing them, and by comparing them with an existing data archive. On
different levels of detail, various parameters can be compiled interactively and explored at different
spatial and temporal scales. Such composite map and graph products, as well as the ability to examine
real-time data in a historical context, were in high demand by the user group. So was the “single-tool”
approach that allows for time-saving situational analysis and offers user-friendly visualizations.
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Beside huge amounts of data, a considerable technical infrastructure coupled with robust data
processing workflows are needed to achieve what was once done off-line and with significant manual
editorial work: collecting, processing, visualizing and archiving the ever-increasing amount of
measurement data. Results show that it is possible to present real-time data from various sources and
formats with sound cartographic principles. Data filtering, ordering, classifying, symbolizing,
positioning as well as other cartographic activities can be accomplished automatically and in realtime. It is not surprising, however, that missing or faulty data constitute the main problem in such an
application, whether data are used to render cartographic objects or to drive an entire hydrological
model. Automatic and particularly error-free adjustment of inaccurate data still remains a difficult
task. Simple check and interpolation functions may anticipate parts of the problem, but data
suppliers and network operators may also need to work on these problems to enhance data quality.
Cartographers and scientists in the field of early warning and crisis management will continue to
deepen and advance their cooperation with network operators. Cooperation is necessary especially
for those operators working in regions where few real-time data are available, but damages occur
frequently. The installation of fixed or mobile gauging stations or the extension of existing networks
at key locations will be most effective. Needless to say, the availability and accessibility of real-time
data—and related products based on them such as the online cartographic application presented in
this paper—are indispensable for efficient work in operational hydrology and for similar professional
groups in natural hazard management.
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Abstract Most private or public weather service providers deliver their precipitation radar data on
the web in form of ill-colored, static raster images. Applied coloring, contrast levels and the number of
data classes disallow easy legibility of precipitation quantities. Hardly any interaction between users
and data is provided, which could partly derestrict these shortcomings. Temperature data, in turn, are
often confined to point data representations without spatial distribution. Or they are represented as
non-interactive, interpolated raster images with too many class numbers. In this paper, methods are
proposed that tackle these problems in real-time, using true real-time data from network operators.
Automated work flows are proposed to improve legibility of precipitation radar images. Also,
automations are shown that result in temperature maps covering comparable point, interpolated line
and area map symbolizations. Within these work flows, radar and temperature maps are further
provided with interactive functionalities to facilitate data exploration. The results are built into an
operational, web-based cartographic application.

1.

Introduction

1.1. Users and needs
Real-time and automatically updated precipitation and temperature data are two main indispensable
parameters in flood management and early warning. Temperature data, particularly the position of the
0°C isotherm combined with the areal distribution of precipitation is crucial to distinguish the area
on which precipitation either falls in liquid or frozen form. As snow delays runoff and melt water may
considerably contribute to flooding, the temperature distribution critically determines a basin’s
runoff disposition. By combining precipitation radar and areal temperature distribution in form of
well-readable, interactive real-time web map composites, flood specialists are supported in their
decision making before and during severe flood events.

1.2 Background on precipitation radar and temperature interpolation
First generation weather radars in the 1960s used to be qualitative, stand-alone products, geared
towards one single user. With the advancement of technology and user-oriented research, the
monitoring aspect has become more important. Since the 1990s weather radars have been refined to
generate integrated, quantitative products to a wide range of users. Today, various hydrometeorological parameters are analyzed, processed and dispatched in sophisticated end-to-end
systems (see examples in Fig. 1). Information extractable from weather radars encompass the
identification of the precipitation’s consistency (ice, snow, sleet, rain), thunderstorm nowcasting,
storm tracking, wind monitoring and quantitative precipitation estimation. Latter is – either in
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combination with, or separate from, ground precipitation gauges – used as input of hydrological
models (e.g., Fang et al. 2008; Germann et al. 2009). Estimation of precipitation amounts, however, is
fraught with substantial uncertainties. Several instrumental and meteorological factors affect the
accuracy of radar estimates (Chumchean et al. 2006; Germann et al. 2006). When measuring
precipitation, the radar uses its own wave’s backscatter signals caused by hydrometeors in the
atmosphere. Owing to this indirect measurement method and other related difficulties, the main
advantage of radar still remains its capability to indicate, in real-time and high-resolution, the extent
of a precipitation field over a large area (rather than measuring precise quantities).
For air temperature, different interpolation methods exist to estimate those values that are
intermediate to observations made at single points. The methods’ accuracy is depending on the
accuracy of the observations themselves, the density of both observation and validation points, and
the spatial variability of the terrain’s surface (e.g., MacEachren und Davidson 1987; Szentimrey et al.
2007). The choice of the used interpolation scheme determines the quality of the results, particularly
in mountainous regions. Here, observation sites are sparse and temperature changes are substantial
due to small-scale changes in elevation. Yet, not only spatial but also temporal resolution of
temperature data has an impact on the interpolation model performance. Hourly temperatures tend to
show increased variability as opposed to daily or even monthly means. The inclusion of solar radiance
data to common lapse rate-corrected inverse distance weighting interpolation models seems to be a
promising approach to better explain the temporal variability of temperature (e.g., Chung und Yun
2004; Huang et al. 2008; Wratt et al. 2006).

1.3 Related Developments in real-time Web-cartography
Presenting data in web maps requires an effective design that balances form and function of the map.
Incorporated in a graphical user interface and linked to different functionalities, users may make the
most out the map if they are enabled to modify its content and symbolization. In contrast to printed
maps, web maps provide for a more comprehensive information communication and enhanced
cartographic exploration and analysis (Cartwright 2003). But graphical design of digital web maps
must imperatively be geared towards straightforward legibility. This, in turn, requires the
consideration of basic cartographic design principles (e.g., avoidance of information ambiguities).
Several other research projects in the domain of natural hazard and forecasting increasingly tend to
focus on the rapid mapping and real-time visualization part of their real-time and archived data (e.g.,
Haubrock et al. 2008; Hegg und Rhyner 2007). Therefore, aspects of online and fully-automated
accomplishment of cartographic work steps become more and more important. Works steps may
include the acquisition, storage, processing, visual abstraction, front-end visualization and archiving
of raw real-time data (Lienert et al. 2007).

1.4 Outline of the paper
A comprehensive concept to generate cartographic real-time products for operational hydrology has
been designed prior to the partial project presented here. Various proofs of this concept have been
discussed (Lienert et al. 2009). Based on a fully-fledged technical framework, emphasis of this paper is
on the methodology to visually improve and interactively enhance exploration of real-time radar and
temperature data. The objectives of the work are stated in the following section, with respect to the
above mentioned user needs. Use cases of web-based radar images and temperature maps are
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discussed in view of their visual and data exploration shortcomings. The methodology section refers
to a conceptual workflow (Fig. 3) and highlights each processing step that is passed through in realtime. The output maps are discussed in the result section. Their advantages over existing solutions, as
well as remaining improvement options, are taken up in the discussion and conclusion section.

2. Objectives
2.1 Improving the display and access of real-time precipitation radar data
Coloring of radar image products is not standardized and radar images on the web are often difficult
to read as they fail to observe basic cartographic rules: coloring is unsuitable for quantitative data and
data class numbers are often too large. Users are overwhelmed and are likely to miss out on seeing
possible trends or spatial patterns (see, e.g., Slocum 2009). Fig. 1 shows four examples of online
published radar maps.

Fig. 1 Examples of online precipitation radar maps (Sources: sma.ch, sf.tv, weather.gov, meteox.com, clockwise
from top left)

Merely the one on top left was made with a suitable, albeit maximal, class number. All other
examples, especially the one on the bottom right, are equipped with too many classes, making them
difficult to read. Also, the used color schemes of all examples rather resemble qualitative than
quantitative data. Since we deal with precipitation depths ([mm] or [in] within a given time interval),
a sequential color scheme with varying lightness and unchanged hue is more applicable (Brewer et al.
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2003). Although partly applied in the examples top right and bottom left of Fig. 1, these schemes use
different hues from a certain threshold. In addition to color related problems, the radar images,
especially the one on bottom left, appear much too coarse. Some visual smoothing would more
genuinely represent the cloudy character of the precipitation fields.
As a consequence, the objective for precipitation radar data is to develop processes that reclassify and
recolor each grid cell from the original data according to a quantitative color scheme with reduced
data classes.

2.2 Offering additional visualization from real-time point temperature data
Temperature data is measured and sent to the network operator’s central databases with advanced
sensor-logger-telecommunication technology. They are measured at particular locations. Wellreadable point symbolizations, combined with quick numerical display may effectively communicate
temperature data. When mapping areal temperature distributions, adequate cartographic design is
needed that allows the display of additional data (such as precipitation radar). Examples of
temperature maps are given in Fig. 2. On the left, measured values are located at the gauging sites and
mapped on top of the interpolated temperature surface. This temperature map provides a goodlooking overview of the temperature situation. Yet, it lacks a corresponding legend and the feasibility
of overlapping additional area symbolizations is problematic. In the right example of Fig. 2,
temperature is represented by simple, uniform dots along with the numerical indication of the
measured values. In this case, the map might be complemented by a radar raster image without
compromising legibility, but areal temperature distribution representation is missing. Besides, no
interaction with the user is provided for both examples.

Fig. 2 Examples of online temperature maps (weather.com, sma.ch, left to right)

The objective for temperature data is to offer more, easily switchable visualizations. These should be
combinable with the radar, but not affect its legibility. To this end, three different visualizations are
needed: First, suitable point symbolization must be designed. Next, functions must be developed,
capable of interpolating real-time point data to a temperature surface raster. A diverging color scheme
will be applied to this surface. Lastly, the 0°C isotherm must be extracted from the interpolated
surface. The isotherm allows for distinguishing areas below and above the freezing point. It will also
facilitate the combination of radar and temperature data without adversely affecting map legibility.
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2.3 Improving data exploration of generated radar and temperature maps
Many radar and temperature maps published on private or public weather service sites are presented
in form of static images. Interaction between users and maps is hardly provided, though this could
substantially facilitate data exploration and ensure that all information is conveyed to the user. The
objective is to improve data exploration by developing functions that retrieve the values of the
generated raster image. Each pixel of the image should therefore be associated with its underlying
value and linked to an appertaining legend.

3. Methodology
3.1 Used data
In the presented project, workflows are tested with true real-time data provided by the Swiss Federal
Office of Meteorology and Climatology. Results are accessible in a web-based graphical user interface. The
raw data is read out from files transferred by the network operator. The operator receives
measurements in real-time from the sensors and caches them on its own servers before passing them
on to the server of this project.

3.2 Real-time workflow and functions for precipitation radar data
Schematic real-time workflows including processing, visualization and exploration functions were
devised and implemented. The workflow and resulting output for both radar and temperature data is
shown in Fig. 3. In this section, those processes relevant for radar data are discussed:
Box A: Radar data arrives hourly via FTP in a supplier-specific binary format. Essentially, it is a GIF
file with header information and therefore not web-enabled.
Box B: Initial image processing functions handle the bit input streaming and read out the radar’s time
of measurement at an invariant position in the file (function named readFromRadar). The more
complex radarConverter function is the core of the radar image processing. As from the invariant date
position of the buffered stream, each pixel is looped through and checked for its actual RGB value.
These RGB values are replaced by new ones and complemented by an alpha channel. The original
black background of the radar image, for example, is replaced by a color with the alpha channel set to
zero (and made transparent, respectively). The modified file is then resized and converted to a GIF as
well as a PNG format. Both files are each named after the associated timestamp and as “actual”. This
way, the most actual file is overwritten and easily addressable by this name, while a copy of it is saved
in the archive. The full path of the archive copy is stored in the radar table of the database, using the
writePath2DB function. The path is later used for other purposes.
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Fig. 3 Schematic real-time workflow for precipitation radar and temperature data

Box C: Grid functions create grid files that contain the indexed color values of the above generated
PNG. To achieve this, the function gdal_translate uses the auxiliary created GIF file and translates it
into an ASC file. This file now contains the indexed colors of the GIF (GDAL 2009). Using the PNG
for this translation instead may seem more practical. It is possible but problematic since the
gdal_translate function requires one, specified color band of the PNG. Regardless of which band of the
radar PNG is passed to the function, the resulting grid will not contain unique values (i.e., assignment
of a value to a single color is not possible). Applying the hierarchicalGrid function removes the GIF and
processes the ASC further to a binary file containing the same indexed color information. Again, two
copies of this BIN file are stored: one named after the timestamp and one called “actual”. The gridLayer
function passes the actual BIN to an in-built web-service that returns the indexed color in an XMLformat. These index values are later used to generate the legend when the mouse is moved over the
pixels of the raster image. The intermediate creation of the BIN file and the invocation of the webservice within the workflow is essential. This way, all indexed values can be addressed and flexibly
handled, regardless of the map scale and the raster data’s resolution (HIGRID 2008). Other text-
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based solutions might be feasible to achieve the same effects (see, e.g., Antoniou und Tsoulos 2006),
but have not been tested.
Box D: After the creation of the image and the underlying grid (a process of approx. 1 second), the
rasterLayers function fetches the raster image by building a URL. Raster data are served over the
internet by an in-built web-map server and integrated in the document object model (DOM) of the
web map. The PNG image benefits from additional visualization-enhancing web-map server functions,
such as transparency controlling or bilinear resampling (UMN 2009). Simultaneously, the gridLayer
function binds the output of the above mentioned grid web-service into the web application in form
of an array object (i.e., not into the DOM). The corresponding x- and y-coordinates of the visualized
raster data are directly associated with the position and the value in the array and, when the mouse is
moved, passed to the showGridValues function. In this function, so called legend strings are built. They
consist of the data class number, the RGB values for each class, and the absolute class interval limits.
The grid value determined by the position of the mouse is concatenated to the legend strings and the
function addOrRemoveLegend is called. This function creates the dynamic legend on the screen by
processing the full, concatenated legend string.

3.3 Real-time workflow and functions for temperature data
In this section, all associated functions of the workflow concerning the data from temperature gauges
are discussed (see Fig. 3).
Box E: Unlike radar data, temperature data arrive via FTP in a human readable text format, containing
the time and location of their measurement, and the measured value.
Box F: The timed function writeValues2DB inserts measurement values into a database. For every
temperature gauge, a table exists to which new data records are appended. The process is complex,
but the setup of the whole database and its schemas is part of another, planned paper. In order that no
duplicates occur, the time of measurement itself is defined as the unique identifier (Lienert et al. 2009;
Valpreda 2004). Rudimentary quality checks are performed on this level (data type, data sign, data
range, conversion into placeholder value when no data are delivered). The point geometry
representing all the gauging locations of the measurement network is stored in a separate table.
Network data is joined with the real-time data, directly resulting in a point map with temperature
symbols. These symbols are dynamically generated and their appearance depends on the absolute
real-time value (see Fig. 4).
Box G: The interpolate function queries real-time (i.e., the most recent) values from each table in the
database. Gauges with invalid values are automatically left out for the consecutive steps. Real-time
data are joined to the respective gauge location coordinates of the network table. Temperature is then
interpolated to all the points intermediate to gauging stations using an inverse distance weighted
algorithm on the 0°C level. This level is pre-calculated from the normal, time-independent
0.65°C/100m lapse rate. The lapse rate and a 100x100m elevation grid are then used to calculate back
and determine the final interpolated temperature surface. To speed up the process, the interpolation
is performed on over 90 individual tiles which are then merged to one large grid. Before it is saved to
an ASC file, it is projected. In the plotGeoreferenced function, the coloring of the data takes place by
creating RGBA bands and applying the new color scheme. After the assignments of colors to each grid
value, the file is saved as a high resolution TIFF file (not as a compressed GIF that contains only one
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color band). The workflow continues with grid creation functions already described above for Box C.
Then, a PNG is created out of the TIFF. The PNG is then converted into an ASC file by passing the Bband to the gdal_translate function. The resulting ASC merely stores the color information of this single
B-band. It does not contain indexed color values, as is the case when translating the one-color band
radar GIF in to an ASC file. But yet, the B-band values are unambiguously distinguishable and
consecutive functions in Box C and Box D can be applied. Executing all functions in this Box G takes
well over one minute.
Box H: The resulting ASC file is further processed by the function gdal_contour. The complete
interpolated ASC is passed to this function along with the elevation for which 0°C is modeled. The
contour line of this elevation results in the desired 0°C isotherm vector geometry. The real-time
calculation of the 0°C elevation is done with the lapse-rate formula, using an arbitrarily chosen cell on
the elevation grid and its associated cell on the temperature grid. The function writeGeometry2DB loads
the resulting isotherm vector into the spatial database along with its corresponding timestamp and
determined 0°C elevation. Executing functions in this Box H consume a few seconds.
Box I: Geometry and corresponding attributes (such as the corresponding timestamps) are transferred
asynchronously from the server to the browser. The task is accomplished by the vectorLayer function.
When the data from both Box H and Box F are fetched from the database, they are printed as Scalable
Vector Graphic (SVG) by the printSVG function. The printed code is then immediately appended to its
designated location within the DOM, and thus visualized in the web browser. Framed rectangles are
used to depict the temperature data from Box F (see Fig. 4). A rectangle denotes the temperature range
from 0°C to 30°C (or 0°C to minus 30°C, respectively) and frames the colored temperature column.
The height of the colored column is proportional to the framing rectangle and is rendered in real-time,
using the real-time value fetched from the database. The printSVG function also adds the stroke width
and stroke color to the 0°C isotherm. Beside visualization of the geometry and map symbols, data
attributes are interactively presented to the user by the showAttributes function. When the mouse is
moved over a framed rectangle or the 0°C isotherm, textual and numerical information is directly
worked up from the data supplied by the printSVG function. The data are then arranged and displayed
either in form of tool tips or in an additional movable and resizeable window. As for raster data, the
addOrRemoveLegend automatically displays legend information for vector data, using the same
procedures as described for Box D.
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Fig. 4 Real-time map showing the modified precipitation radar image, temperature point data as framedrectangle symbolization and the 0°C isotherm

4. Results
The cartographic results of the presented methods are accessible and visualized in an operational,
web-based graphical user interface. Several examples are discussed in the following. In Fig. 4, a map is
shown that contains the modified precipitation radar image, the framed rectangles for point
temperature data and the 0°C isotherm. The sequential color scheme and the reduced class number
greatly facilitate the legibility of the quantitative data in the radar image. The framed rectangles of the
various temperature gauges allow for a quick comparison of the data. When moving the mouse over
such a rectangle, the precise gauge location name, temperature value and measurement time appear in
tool tips next to the symbol. When moving the mouse over the radar image, the measurement time
and the precipitation values appear in the ancillary window on top left. The mouse movement also
triggers the display of the legend. Each time, the very class is being highlighted to which the actual
mouse over value belongs. The map in Fig. 4 also points out that using isotherms is a sound way of
overlapping temperature data with radar data. The spatial distribution of the area below 0°C
overlapped by precipitation fields is presented to the user without compromising legibility.
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Fig. 5 Real-time interpolated temperature surface. Gauges left out for the interpolation are marked by a yellow
dot.

The map of the automated real-time interpolation of temperature is shown in Fig. 5. The interpolation
is performed on those tiles that cover Switzerland, omitting areas of bordering countries. A distinct
diverging color scheme is applied to the interpolated data. The class intervals are irregular and smaller
around the decisive 0°C. Again, data exploration of this raster image is facilitated when moving the
mouse over it. The temperature value and the adjusted legend are directly displayed in the window on
the top left. The interpolated image is created in real-time using all available gauging locations (see
location of the framed rectangles in Fig. 4). The interpolation function skips those gauges that fail to
supply valid real-time data. Those gauges are marked with a yellow dot on the map.
The two maps in Figs. 6 and 7 show more clearly the smoothing effect of the bilinear resampling
process of the precipitation radar image. The two examples also illustrate the facilitated, interactive
data exploration. In the map in Fig. 6, the mouse is moved over a temperature gauge. Attribute and
legend information are directly displayed in the additional window. The information disappears when
moving away from the temperature symbol. Instead, the 0°C isotherm is highlighted and additional
information on elevation and area are displayed in a tooltip while the precipitation radar legend is
shown in the window (Fig. 7).
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Fig. 6 Interactive exploration of temperature data.

Fig. 7 Interactive exploration of the 0°C-isotherm and precipitation radar.
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5. Discussion and conclusion
Precipitation radar images on private or public weather service websites frequently fail to observe
cartographic design rules. Results of the developed methods show that the shortcomings of
inappropriate class numbers, illegible coloring or coarse resolution data can be visually addressed and
improved in a real-time environment. Further working methods are introduced that improve the
legibility of point temperature data. Complementary to point symbolization, automated real-time
interpolation functions were successfully tested. They are capable of producing line and area
temperature symbolization based on point data.
Both the radar and the interpolated temperature image are created and displayed using discrete color
schemes, i.e., classified data. It might be argued that these parameters could be visualized just as well
using color ramps and unclassified data. The decision in favor of the classified maps was made to
allow for better and faster legibility and to test interactive functions that link the maps symbols to
highlighted legends. The developed interactive methods prove to facilitate exploration of both raster
and vector data.
The presented real-time visualization and exploration improvements require fully automated and
error-free processing. The main difficulty arises from the complexity of the workflows and – in case of
temperature data – the data quality which is unknown in the first place. The latter problem is solved
by checking the validity of the real-time values prior to their visualization. Gauges with faulty data
are left out for subsequent work steps (i.e., visualization or interpolation).
The temperature interpolation is accomplished using an inverse distance weighted algorithm
combined with an altitudinal lapse rate. It does not claim absolute accuracy as obvious problems arise
when, for example, atmospheric inversion occurs, or when longitudinal lapse rates should be
considered. This is often the case in Switzerland during Foehn winds, when 0°C levels in the north and
south alpine part substantially differ. The accuracy of the interpolation model might be improved by
the inclusion of daytime and season-dependent or even location-dependent lapse-rates. Integrating
solar radiance may improve interpolation as well (see introduction). In this project, real-time
radiation data are also collected, allowing for further possible research in this field.
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Abstract
To assist for ﬂood managers and operational hydrologists and to
monitor a current situation of the river network, various data
visualizations are required in real-time. Flow maps may be one
of such helpful visualizations. By representing the quantities of
river discharge using the line width of a speciﬁc river stretch,
quick overviews of the river network are possible. The present
paper discusses ideas and concepts of such a ﬂow map for parts
of the Swiss 1:200,000 river network. Additionally, remarks
are made, and examples are presented, as to the pre-processing,
processing and presentation of the data in a web-based ﬂow
map.

1. Introduction
The technique of ﬂow maps are appropriate when the movement of goods or ideas between places are to be shown.
Particularly, ﬂow maps intend to show interaction between
places. More speciﬁcally, network ﬂow maps, to which river
ﬂow maps are counted, attempt to reveal the interconnectivity of places (DENT 1999). Lines seem to be the most logical network elements (by being the medium of a movement
or not, or by being directed or undirected). However, aside
from lines, also points or polygons may constitute network
elements as RUGGELS and ARMSTRONG (1997) discuss. Points for example must be further diﬀerentiated into
origin or destination points and polygons such as the basin

area may be a factor that inﬂuences the network’s extent.
Most of the examples of network ﬂow maps found in literature deal with transportation and various forms of traﬃc as
well as with international trade volumes. Only few realizations of hydrographical ﬂow maps exist, predominantly in
national atlas systems as shown in Fig. 1 (a and b). In such
atlases, however, the short-term or even real-time dynamics
are not shown, because the river discharge data is averaged
over a considerable long-time span.
In the present paper and in the on-going project “Realtime Cartography in Operational Hydrology” (RETICAH)
ﬂow maps are developed for the purpose of monitoring the
dynamics of the hydrographical network and to anticipate
potential hazards at an early stage. Additionally, the prototype application will also feature visualizations to retrace
short-term an ongoing event and in order to compare ongoing events with high-resolution archive data. In this paper,
we stick to three layers of the monitoring component. The
overall concept is further described in LIENERT et al.
(2007).
Aside from point, graph and areal symbolization, the realization of the real-time ﬂow map is an attempt to visualize
line symbols dynamically. Moreover, it can also be stated
that virtually no application exists so far that deals with
dynamic real-time river visualizations. Nonetheless, several
cartographic research projects deal with real-time thematic
content. The following undertakings – limited to those in

Fig. 1a and 1b: Flow maps of mean annual river discharge (HADES 1992-2007; HAD 2000).
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the natural hazard domain – are worth mentioning: In Switzerland, a national information system for avalanches exists
which is fed by an automatic network measuring meteorological and snow parameters. This information is stored in
a central database and is available to safety services over the
internet in form of overview maps with bulletins and measurement graphs (BRÜNDL et al. 2004). A similar system
for avalanches has been implemented and tested in Austria (KINBERGER et al. 2007). In hydrology, eﬀorts were
made by AL-SABHAN et al. (2003), to interface hydrological models in a GIS combined with real-time rainfall data
to users. The authors developed a Java-Applet interface that
mostly uses raster visualizations for interpolated parameters
(soil-moisture, rainfall) and time-series data. Other projects in the hydrological hazard and risk management focus
rather on integration of real-time data into now-casting and
forecasting models (e.g., TODINI 2004; FORACI et al.
2005; D-PHASE 2007; ROMANG et al. 2007) than on
cartographic visualizations models. Thus, despite the availability of huge amounts of hydro-meteorological measurement and modeled data, the current situation is not fully
satisfying as more can be done in order to suitably interface
these data with the user in a sound cartographic, interactive
and more usable way.

2. Goals
Consequently, two major goals are set for this paper: 1) Presenting real-time river discharge data in an interface and 2)
ﬁnd appropriate, quickly legible cartographic visualization
for this purpose, with emphasis on a dynamically

generated ﬂow map that represents real-time discharge values of selected parts of the 1:200,000 river networks.

3. Methods
Theoretically, natural hazard management nowadays is
viewed as a cyclic activity. Four main activities are centered
on the hazardous event: After it, regeneration activities takes
place which are then replaced by a new risk assessment of
the given situation. The following prevention activities
comprise taking measures and enhancing the preparedness.
The hazardous event takes place and event management
must put in place both as the event evolves and as it ceases
(KIENHOLZ 2005). Diﬀerent methods exist and are used
to enhance prevention and event management. Focusing on
ﬂood events, a few options, its advantages and disadvantages are brieﬂy outlined.
3.1. Radar and satellite techniques
Areas indicate the extent of an inundation. Imagery of such
areas is created during the ﬂood event and then overlaid by
a high-resolution digital elevation model (DEM). Advantage: the areal extent of the inundation can be very well captured this way. Using software such as e-cognition (www.
deﬁniens.com), a classiﬁcation of these images may be carried out and certain areas may be automatically segregated.
Disadvantage: The water quantities can merely be estimated
and ﬂying over the inundated area several times is a ﬁnancial
and logistic strain. An example of this technique is shown in
DLR-ZKI (2006).

Fig. 2: Point location map representing real-time discharge (own representation).
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3.2. Measurement networks on the ground (the approach pursued in this paper).

etation, settlements) due to the diﬃculty interpreting such
maps.

Point location maps: point sizes indicate real-time discharge
quantities. Advantage: in general, such maps are easy and
quickly readable and comprehendible. Disadvantage: the
map may become diﬃcult to read. Also, points may not be
appropriate symbolizations of lines structures such as river
networks but they might act as a supplementary visualization option.

In Fig. 2 and 3, realizations of a point location and choropleth map representation are shown. In Fig. 2, a classiﬁcation has ﬁrst been created. Then the sizes of each of the
rectangles are assigned on-the-ﬂy according to the real-time
value of the data. This provides a very quick look of where
values are high in absolute terms. To know what the data at
each respective station means in relative terms, colors are
used to classify the real-time value into a pre-deﬁned classiﬁcation scheme denoting annualities of discharge. In case
the actual discharge value is in the range of high annualities (i.e., within rare recurrence intervals), an eye-catching
color is used in the map. This information is shown on the
map without user interaction. However, if a user moves
the mouse over a point location, additional information is
shown in the monitoring window such as the name of the
location, the exact measurement value and measurement
time. If the point location is clicked, a hydrograph is shown,
rendered on the ﬂy with the data of the past 24 hours. The
hydrograph itself has interactive features. For example, each
measurement point on the graph can be queried for its value
and each gradient between these points may also be queried.
If a user clicks on another point symbol, an additional graph
is shown. Up to four graphs may be added to the monitoring window. In this way, users can also instantly compare
the situation at diﬀerent gauging locations.

3.3. Flow maps
The line width stands for the real-time discharge quantities
between two measurement points. Advantage: sound readability, especially interesting as animated sequence which
may allow observing the ﬂood wave moving downstream.
Disadvantage: the generation of such real-time maps is
quite diﬃcult and data intensive. Those rivers of which no
measurements exist must be left with a standard line width
on the map.
3.4. Choropleth maps of the speciﬁc discharges
[liter/sec*km2]
The basin area above a river outlet is colored according to
a pre-deﬁned classiﬁcation of the speciﬁc discharge. Advantage: such maps can be depicted well and are easy to read.
They also integrate those rivers of which no measurement
is available. Disadvantage: Having said that, they integrate
unmeasured tributaries and geographical in-situ knowledge
of the basin might be needed (i.e., about the geology, veg-

Fig. 3 shows an example of areal discharge data. The amount
of outﬂow of a certain balance area is related to the area

Fig. 3: Choropleth map representing real-time speciﬁc discharge (own representation)
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itself, preparing the ground for a choropleth map showing
the speciﬁc discharge [liter/sec*km2]. Creating this map
requires real-time data at or reasonably close to the outlet
of a balance area. However, creating this map also involves a
data model that accounts for the dependency of the diﬀerent balance areas. The outﬂow generated from balance area
A is a sum of the discharge generated by A itself and the discharge generated from the upstream areas B and C (unless
A is headwater). Thus, the data model contains for each
balance area not only the foreign key of the representative
real-time discharge station but also the foreign key of the
real-time discharge stations representing areas B and C. The
discharge values for these two upstream areas have to be processed before the speciﬁc discharge and the respective color
of the area A are determined. The outﬂow of value of area
A must be subtracted from the sum of these two upstream
values. Only this way, the correct speciﬁc discharge for area
A can be calculated and correctly colored. For both maps in
Fig. 2 and 3, the legends are created on-the-ﬂy.
The real-time measurement data is stored in, or loaded from,
a huge spatial database. Presently, new hydro-meteorological measurement data is acquired hourly from remote servers of various data providers, among them the Swiss Federal
Oﬃce of the Environment (BAFU). These data are joined
together with static spatial data sets, such as the river gauge
network or the balance areas in the two examples above.
Both the real-time measurement data tables and the static
network tables share the same foreign keys in order that the
joining can be accomplished. In most cases, station numbers
act as foreign keys. These have already been determined by
the data provider. Vigorously simpliﬁed, the following work
steps are passed through when real-time data are visualized:
- Clicking on a map layers checkbox in the Scalable Vector
Graphic (SVG) map viewer releases a uniform resource
locator (URL) string concatenation
- To this URL various GET parameters are passed (such as
the speciﬁc layer name, the current width and height of
the view box, the time stamp of the request, etc.)
- Using the prepared URL string, either a XMLHttpRequest() for standard conform browsers such as Firefox
and Opera browser, or a getURL() for Internet Explorer
is released.
- The URL string locates to a ﬁle that retrieves the desired
data out of the database and does the desired preprocessing of the data and the data formatting.
- The requested data is pre-processed using PHP and returned as SVG-readable XML format and then appended
to, and rendered in, the SVG application
It should be noted that this workﬂow only applies to vector
data stored in the database. For raster data visualizations,
the procedure is entirely diﬀerent and involves geo-processing tools and services such as UMN Mapserver, GDAL
and R-spatial. The raster data processing is not part of this
paper.

4. Data and materials
The data for mapping discharge data involves river network
data, data about the gauging locations and measured river
discharge data. Scripting programs were written that fetch
real-time discharge data from remote servers to our own
server infrastructure and that read these data automatically
into a database. By now, the database contains several thousand data records of hourly discharge for each of the 200
gauges in Switzerland. Each gauge is combined in a database
schema. Within this schema, each gauge is represented as a
table. Using schemas proved to be very helpful for managing the huge amount of data in the database.
The river network origins from Federal Oﬃce of Topography (swisstopo) and is suited for maps of the scale of
1:200,000. The gauging location data has been compiled
independently. Although the data is available for whole of
Switzerland, the geographical focus will be on the Thur
basin in north-eastern Switzerland. It is the largest Swiss
basin contributing to the Rhine and does not contain lakes
that could retain or attenuate ﬂood waves.
The technical environment is built around the database
which is managed by a PostGreSQL/PostGIS database management system. It stores all vector and measurement data
(either real-time or archived). Incoming data are inserted
into the database only, if the data’s timestamp is diﬀerent
from the previous timestamp. Technically speaking, the
timestamp is chosen as the unique identiﬁer. This way,
data can be fetched from remote servers at an arbitrary
small interval, but only if new data is available will they
be inserted into the database. Archived measurement data
and topographic vector data (as the above mentioned river
network or gauging locations) are inserted into the database
as well. Various PHP scripts act as the interpreter of the
system. These scripts run periodically and either pre-process
the data themselves (such as the width of the river sections
of the ﬂow map; see below) or release additional tools that
further process the data. After processing, visualizations are
accomplished using the UMN MapServer (raster data) or
SVG technology (vector). Both kinds of visualizations are
distributed over the internet and sent to the browser. The
data interface itself is developed entirely with SVG, making use of additional PHP and JavaScript/AJAX technology.
Further details are given in LIENERT et al. (2007).

5. Approaches, questions and problems
The remainder of this paper deals with realization of the
real-time ﬂow map integrated in the web-based project
prototype. However, it should be noted, that there is also
a variant to produce ﬂow maps oﬄine (e.g., for printed
maps), making use of in-house Adobe Illustrator plug-ins
developed at the Institute of Cartography, ETH Zurich (see
www.ika.ethz.ch/plugins/).
For the sake of clarity, the following two deﬁnitions are
made: (1) river sections are paths between two data points
and are the smallest unit of the 1:200,000 river network.
They are not modiﬁed when creating the ﬂow map. (2) A
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river leg is the stretch of a river between two gauges. The
rendered width of the river sections between these legs are
determined by the upper and the lower gauge.
Stored in the spatial database, the river geometries and certain attributes can be selected using Structured Query Language (SQL). Out of over 10,000 river section records, the
main SQL statement selects the geometries, the SVG code
of the rivers, the river name, and a so-called code200 attribute. The selection is limited to river name Thur and seven
of its tributaries. The resulting data set is sorted in descending order by the code200. The sorting is important because
this way, objects with low code200 numbers denote the end
section of a river while high code200 number stands for the
river’s source section. The sorting also assures that we can
fetch the resulting data set – for each river separately – row
by row and build an algorithm that adds for each river sections a supplementary rendering width and discharge quantity. For each river leg, a “discharge per section” is calculated
using the diﬀerence of the real-time value (“rt_val”) of the
downstream gauge and the upstream gauge divided by the
number of sections in that leg, like so:
disch_per_section = (rt_val_downstream
rt_val_upstream) / num_of_sections;

–

If the river leg is the ﬁrst from the source, the real-time value
at the upstream gauge is set to zero or any other arbitrary
starting value. The discharge values within gauges are interpolated linearly. The starting discharge value is the one measured by the gauge upstream. A newly established counter
starting from zero adds the “discharge per section” to each
river section. The pseudo code looks like this:
rt_val_modeled = rt_val_upstream + (count *
disch_per_section)

The starting rendering width value is the width that has
been calculated for the upstream gauge. It is the maximum
width of all the river sections belonging to the river leg
above. The same counter just mentioned adds for the new
river section the supplementary width. The width is directly
calculated from the “discharge per section” value. Eventually, the width is rendered in accordance with the map scale
(i.e., with its inverse value). Expressed in pseudo code, the
line may look like this:
width_modeled = max_width_upstream + (count
* disch_per_section * mapscale)

For the river leg between source and the ﬁrst downstream
gauge, the starting rendering width and discharge values
are set to zero (although other values could be set here,
see below). In Fig. 4, an implementation of the discussed
ideas and of the pseudo-codes is shown. The application is
extended so that when the user clicks over a river section the
modeled discharge is shown (and so is the discussed “discharge per section” value). Two dynamically created legends
are displayed when moving the mouse over these sections.
The upper of the two legends shows river width unclassiﬁed,
related to an arbitrary set upper bound of 400 m3/sec. The
overall bar represents 400 m3/sec while the ﬁlled bar is the

absolute discharge value. The legend below relates the colors
of the river network to whether data is supported by two
gauges (i.e., interpolated) or if the data for the (inexistent)
gauge has been estimated. At the moment, such estimations are based on the long-term data provided in HADES
(1992-2007). Estimating such missing values in real-time is
a problematic challenge (see below). The current solution is
to color estimated river legs with a weaker color than those
of interpolated river legs.
Undoubtedly, many questions and associating problems
remain to be discussed and solved: They can roughly be
divided into points such as (1) cartographic visualization
problems and (2) hydrological/data-related problems. In the
following, a non-exhaustive list for each point is discussed.
(1.1) The river sections of a main river, just after a conﬂuence of a tributary, is visually not considered. It is logic
that these sections should appear wider than the upstream
sections. Hard-coding the program using estimated discharge quantities for unmeasured river legs could do this
job. Doing this for the complete 1:200,000 river network is
both laborious and will inevitably lead to wrong results in
real-time mode.
(1.2) Depending on the “discharge per section” value that is
being dynamically calculated, the visibility of the rendered
width of a starting river might be very poor or not even
existing. For rivers that start with considerable quantity of
discharge (such as rivers that appear out of karst areas), the
starting width and starting discharge quantity can adjusted
(though manually if no measurement exist).
(1.3) Given the fact that the rendering width of the network is depending on the scale, the ﬂow map may look
very bloated if both the map scale is small and the real-time
discharges are high. This means that other map objects are
wrongfully overlaid by the ﬂow map and that topographical conﬂicts occur (even with the same river). This problem
may be encountered by multiplying the scale with a certain
factor. The better option, however, is to zoom into the map
which results in a more clear layout of the ﬂow map.
(1.4) The river network that is not considered for the ﬂow
map due to the lack of measurement data is visualized in
form of paths with a constant width. This may be confusing
for the map reader but can be diminished or even avoided
if the separate map layer for the overall river network
1:200,000 is clicked oﬀ.
(2.1) The distribution of river gauge stations delivering realtime data are in most of the cases not located at key locations (= location where a river ends or starts or where two
rivers join; see also point 1.1). The only option may be to
integrate missing data from a hydrological model output.
Work is in progress that deals with the integration of nowcasting data generated by a semi-distributed hydrological
model.
(2.2) In the existing model shown in Figure 4, interpolation
of discharge within a river leg is solely depending on the
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Fig. 4: Flow map representing real-time discharge by line width (own representation).
number of river sections within that leg. The river sections
are predeﬁned but often exhibit varying length. This means
that interpolated values should not be considered accurate
but an approximation to the real, unmeasured value of this
river section.
(2.3) The term „Real-time“ in our project means „near realtime“. The gauges providing data for the ﬂow map have a
temporal oﬀset between 10 minutes and several hours. This
must be considered when viewing the map.

Unsurprisingly, the existence and the availability of realtime data, i.e., the density of the measuring network, is
decisive for the map quality. Due to the lack of data at key
locations of the river network, many parts of the workﬂow
from raw data to the usable map have to be hard-coded.
Many aspects, some have been mentioned above, remain to
be researched. From a hydrologist’ perspective, ﬂow maps
certainly hold the potential to support ﬂood risk management for quick overviews. However, they can hardly be the
sole means but must be complemented by additional maps
such as point location or choropleth maps.

6. Conclusion
First attempts show that rendering a real-time ﬂow map
with real-time discharge data fetched from a database is feasible. Based on the existing 1:200,000 river network data
model, it is demonstrative view of river discharge data for
the purpose of monitoring in ﬂood management. The generated ﬂow map, however, is simpliﬁed as it does not take
into account all rivers. Also, from a cartographic and hydrological point of view it is still objectionable at some points.
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Abstract As decision support in flood warning, experts within crisis management groups need
readily available real-time data, and real-time visualization derived from them. Up until now, work
steps including acquisition, harmonization, storage, processing, visualization and archiving of data
have been accomplished manually or semi-automated. In a cartographic real-time application, these
worksteps have to be achieved online and error free. The presented web application and the generated
real-time visualization products are based on a viable data model which is extendable by additional
measurement or model ouput data. By means of a graphical user interface, users may overview the
most current hydrological situation in the form of automatically processed real-time maps. In
addition, these maps may be interactively compiled, depending on users’ needs, on different levels of
detail, and in various thematic combinations. In order to classify the most current hydrological
situation in the historical context, i.e., to eventually learn from the past, the application also allows to
easily create visualizations of past flood events. Data from a long-term, high-resolution archive
undergo the same cartographic rules and abstraction as real-time data for the purpose of direct
comparisons.

1.

Introduction

1.1. Motivation
Climate models suggest that extreme precipitation events will become more prevalent and future
changes of such events, in response to global warming, may even be under predicted (Allan and Soden
2008). As a ramification of an anthropogenic warmed climate and increased rainfall events, recurrence
intervals of natural hazards – such as flooding – are decreasing. Depending on the time period under
investigation, flood events, such as the devastating one of 2005 in Switzerland, must rather be termed
rare than extraordinary. Post-event analyses of this and other extreme events in Switzerland clearly
indicate that it is imperative to prepare and adapt to more intense natural hazard events (Bezzola and
Hegg 2007).
In order to be better prepared for future floods, methods aimed at detecting flood events at an early
stage must inevitably be improved and refined. Flood monitoring can significantly contribute to the
reduction of flood-induced damages as any time saving is crucial when preparing counter-measures in
flood-prone areas. This primarily includes the provision of a place-independent access to real-time
data. Flood specialists need such real-time data, ideally visualized in the form of interpreted and wellreadable visualizations, in order to be capable of optimally advising crisis committees in emergency
situations.
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Fig. 1 Integral risk management circle (Kienholz et al. 2004)

1.2. Early warning context and application specifications
The ultimate goal of any monitoring infrastructure is to aid in detecting at an early stage a potential
flooding. From the viewpoint of integral risk management (Fig. 1), a monitoring system is positioned
in the domain of preparedness, in which availability and accessibility of time-critical information is
eminently important to revaluate the most current hydrological situation. In consequence of including
most modern hydro-meteorological forecasting to the integral risk management, the domain of coping
shifts much closer to the domain of preparedness, or even ahead of the event (Bezzola and Hegg
2007).
Currently, a lot of efforts are made in real-time data assimilation for hydrometeorological nowcasting
and forecasting purposes (the former denotes shortest-term forecasting). Forecast models are run as
ensembles and the combined output is used to feed hydrological models (i.e., Bartholmes and Todini
2005; Jaun et al. 2008). There are applications dealing with the use of water resources that facilitate
flood risk and emergency management (i.e., Foraci et al. 2005; Jha and Das Gupta 2003), but
regardless of whether we deal with real-time data or with real-time forecast data, methods to
visualize real-time data are essentially the same. Still, they often fail to meet today’s user needs and
have to be improved. In order to observe cartographic rules when handling real-time data, work steps
such as data acquisition, storage, processing, visualization and archiving must be achieved on-line,
error-free and entirely automated. A robust system is needed, capable of displaying real-time data on
different spatially and temporally related levels of detail. Time-sensitive data have to be represented
dynamically and the system must be able to classify data for which the accuracy, range and absolute
values are not known in advance. In addition to these requirements, maps are to be delivered to any
computer and displayed in different web browsers. In order that the generated cartographic products
look as intended in the map users’ preferred browsers, they necessarily have to comply with current
web standards.
Compared to other existing cartographic solutions, supplementary value is added by presenting data
interactively as well as by providing efficient analysis tools in a graphical user interface (GUI). The
GUI should permit to retrieve processed and adjusted data of past flood events in a user-friendly
manner. This way, users (i.e., operational hydrologists) may instantly draw on the experiences and
knowledge from past floods and may better assess the current situation. Finding comparable data is
time-consuming and disadvantageous in emergency situations. Making available historical data
archives in the application itself is certainly more efficient.
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1.3. Monitoring and comparing – similar approaches
This chapter takes up this idea of comparing real-time hydrological data with historical data. The
presented results are based on the ongoing project ‘Real-Time Cartography in Operational
Hydrology’, supported by the Swiss National Science Foundation. Besides flood hydrology this
project apparently crosses various other research fields such as web cartography, real-time
applications in geosciences or decision support systems (Lienert et al. 2007).
Merely few similar approaches exist that allow for simultaneous visualization of real-time and
historical data. The Swiss Federal Office for the Environment, for example, publishes raster-based
maps on its website on which the most actual river discharges at gauging locations are related to their
extreme value statistics. Gauging locations are symbolized by a coloured dot representing a
predefined recurrence interval. This idea has been included in the application described here (Fig. 3).
The new project Swissrivers (http://www.swissrivers.ch) may serve as an additional cartographic
example with which real-time data from dozens of Swiss catchments are shown. Historical data
merely cover the past couple of hours back from the actual time. The application presents graphical
forecast information at numerous river gauges, located on an interactive Google map mash-up. The
conveyed information is of great importance to experts. The cartographic implementation of the
application is yet expandable as to legibility and discriminability of the map symbolization and in
terms of interaction between the user and certain map elements and forecast graphs.
Decision support systems employed as operational and strategic components in decision making are
widespread to address a variety of hydrological questions. Yet, some of these systems are built upon
historical, averaged data and do not contain real-time data at all (e.g., Berlekamp et al. 2007; de Kort
and Booij 2007). Other systems handle real-time and historical data for the purpose of real-time data
assimilation, calibration and validation of forecast models (e.g., Todini 1999; Vrugt et al. 2006). A rare
example of a database that contains a chronology of hydrological extreme events is discussed in Black
and Law (2004). The system stores hydrological information that dates from times when no
measurements were made. The database, however, solely contains textual information about water
levels and extents of past flooding. As a result, queries are neither being georeferenced nor
cartographically displayed.

2. Basic data and spatial extent
2.1 Qualified and used data
The overall project was designed to visualize observed real-time data as well as manually collected
archive data and records. Both types of data are stored in a database and managed by a database
management system. The difference between the two types is their accuracy. Real-time data are
automatically collected from the data supplier’s data servers using routines that are run at certain
intervals. Before insertion into the database takes place, data are rudimentarily checked for their
integrity (i.e., duplicate measurement times, data type such as text or number, data range or sign). If
data fails to meet such conditions, either no data or predefined substitute values standing for
unavailable data are inserted. These integrity checks, however, do not entirely free real-time data from
inherent uncertainties. Expert users should therefore consider varying degrees of confidence of realtime data when using them for comparing with archived data.
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Table 1 Overview of the archive data collection

Archived data, in turn, are delivered annually by network operators after having passed quality
controls. Such control activities may involve the homogenization of data, the adjustment of faulty
outliers or the adaptation of the rating curve (on which the real-time river discharges used in this
project are based). Archived data have been inserted into the project data base manually. To draw
comparisons, data have to be available at any gauging location in form of long, high-resolution time
series as well as in real-time. Apart from being accessible through a network, the criteria for real-time
data were that they had to have a temporal resolution of  1hour and a delivery interval of  2 hours.
All data are measured and provided by the Swiss Federal Offices and State Offices. Spatially, they
cover all of Switzerland with some densification in the north-eastern part of the country, where the
basin of the Thur river is located. In Table 1, an overview of the archive data collection is shown. Realtime data, in contrast, feature coarser temporal resolutions but are identical to archive data as to the
number of parameters and spatial extent.
Data are assigned to the metric ratio scale, with the exception of air temperature data (which have
metric interval scale properties). Apart from radar images, all data stem from individual point gauging
stations. Different real-time point symbolizations have been developed for these quantitative data.
Additional automated processing and visualization functions were developed for more sophisticated
depiction of precipitation radar, point temperature and point river discharge (Lienert et al. 2008;
Lienert et al. 2009b). In addition to the thematic data mentioned above, different sets of static
topographic and land use data have been collected and processed, including a multiresolution relief,
hypsometric distribution, forest, and settlement areas. These data are used for the base map and are
pre-loaded in the application by default. Static hydrological data in the application covers lakes,
groundwater areas, the complete 1:200000 and 1:25000 river network, and hydrological balance area
geometry. Since the amount of data is continuously increasing an object-relational database
management system has been installed on a separate server from the project start. The database stores
numerical and vector data. Raster data, in turn, are not stored in the database but in web-enabled
formats on the server’s file management system.
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2.2 Geographical focus
As shown in Table 1, data are collected from all parts of Switzerland, though the project’s
geographical focus is on the Thur basin in the north-eastern part of the country (Fig. 2). The basin has
an area of 1700 km2 and the altitude ranges from 336 to 2501 m above sea level. With regard to early
warning and monitoring activities, the basin’s size is adequate for testing real-time cartographic
concepts as lead times for warnings still allow for counter measures. From a hydrological point of
view, the basin’s upper part is dominated by snowmelt in spring time and thus attributed nivo-pluvial
(Weingartner and Aschwanden 1992). Climate change studies on the Thur basin’s hydrology suggest
– even when examining past decades – a substantial reduction of the extent and duration of the snow
cover. Therefore, the seasonal runoff pattern is reckoned to shift, with earlier peaks due to snowmelt
(Jasper et al. 2004).

Fig. 2 Location of the Thur basin in north-eastern Switzerland (left) and enlarged view (right)

3. Design and methodology
3.1 Conceptual considerations
The visualization system consists of eight main, modular components (Fig. 3): the prototypical, webbased GUI (#1) that accesses data based on three different visualization approaches (see below).
Real-time data are treated as a self-contained component (#2) and are either delivered to the project
server infrastructure or picked up on the data supplier’s server. Data are delivered in various formats
and inserted into the real-time partition (#3) of the overall database by individual program routines.
Elementary quality checks, as noted above, are performed at this stage. The most actual and preprocessed data is stored in the database, ready to be used for further processing or immediate
visualization. Additional database partitions store static topographic and landuse vector data (#4) as
well as archive measurement data (#5) which have previously been quality-checked by the network
operator and delivered once a year (see above). The combination of data in this partition and data in
the real-time partition form the basis for comparing these two types of data. A fourth distinct
database partition contains the metadata (#6) which store information about the overall data
collection. Two interfaces are connected to the database: the first (#7) aims at interconnecting
additional real-time data processing steps prior to visualization (e.g., point-to-area interpolations,
inclusion of statistical or hydrological models). The second interface serves the purpose of importing
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new measurement data (#8) in order to annually update the archive with the network operator’s
quality-checked data. This interface may also be used to store qualitative data in the database such as
textual data (e.g., media products and written eye-witness accounts) of past flood events.

Fig. 3 Conceptual framework of the real-time visualization application

The overall concept of the project and the data visualization in the GUI is also based on results
obtained from discussion with potential expert users working as advisors in relevant federal or state
administration offices. It illustrates what visualizations and functionalities are needed in order that
these specialists may
1.

quickly and comprehensively overview the current (flood) situation (‘monitoring’, Fig. 3)

2.

retrace short-term developments of the current or any past situation (‘retracing’)

3.

learn from past extreme events and relate them to the current situation (‘comparing’).

In the following, emphasis is put on methodological aspects of ‘comparing’ real-time hydrological data
with historical flood data.
3.2 Comparing real-time data with historical data – how and what can we learn from the past?
To generate maps and graphical representations of historical floods, an arbitrary point in time (in
form of a timestamp) is input to the application via the GUI. Subsequently, all user-preset data
associated with this time stamp are retrieved. In doing so, each table of the database (Fig. 3, #5) is
searched for the very record containing the timestamp that matches the input timestamp (see below).
The result of this filtering operation is a thematic map showing the hydrological situation of the time
that has previously been passed to the application. It is generated using identical cartographic
abstractions and symbolizations that are applied to real-time data. In order to visually compare real-
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time and historical data, the respective maps are arranged in different tabs of the web browser. Users
may then toggle between these two maps or they may decide to toggle between real-time and
historical visualizations within the GUI itself. When exploring the data in the GUI, particularly on
higher levels of detail, the configuration and the development patterns of past flood events are quickly
conveyed (Figs. 4, 5 and 6). Comparing may include contrasting spatio-temporal relations of different
parameters or interactive exploration of time series at various gauging locations (i.e., displaying of
additional information when moving the mouse over such time series graphs). Such interactive
methods facilitate the access to historical data and contribute to generation of knowledge about past
events which, in turn, may again be incorporated in the current decision-making process. Two ways
of making accessible and representing such knowledge are conceivable:
o quantitative (logical data level)
o qualitative (descriptive-textual, multi-media level)
Further interactive methods have to be developed in order to support straightforward navigation (i.e.,
shifting, toggling, resizing, contrasting, overlaying, etc.) of the two above mentioned types of data.
Ultimately, the main questions are how to make relevant information intuitively available and how to
present it in a clear and space-saving way.
In addition to these interactive methods incorporated in the GUI, comparing real-time data with
similar, historical data call for algorithm-based search methods on the application’s logical level,
taking into account uncertainty ranges of the data parameters in question. Looking up similar
historical situations via one particular measuring point must result in the formation of multidimensional search terms linking locations, time points and value ranges of data measured at several
adjacent gauges.

3.3 Data model and visualization methods
Generating real-time maps means to apply automated working steps to an underlying, consistent data
model. To achieve this, both measured data and automatically delivered real-time data are modelled in
the database along with their related time of measurement. Measured values are therefore not only
distinguishable by their value and location but also by their temporal occurrence. In doing so, the time
itself is treated as an attribute of the measurement data (e.g., Valpreda 2004) and, in terms of
timestamps, defined as a unique identifier for every single measurement record. Joining of data
records is accomplished using these unique timestamps and additional foreign keys. Beside the spatial
database management system, all involved technologies for data processing and cartographic data
representation are based on free open-source software (Lienert et al. 2009b).
Visualizations are produced at the end of a processing chain. Functions of an in-built webmap server
are used when displaying raster data. Raster data are made available over the internet subject to map
scale and actual map section requested by the GUI. Measurement and static, topographic base data
are combined by scripts and then sent over the internet as Scalable Vector Graphic (SVG) code. SVG is the
web standard for two-dimensional graphics and is suitable for most web-cartography projects
(Neumann and Winter 2003). The index SVG file that gathers all the data to be viewed by the user is
further supplemented by including a server-side software module, making the index file more
dynamic. It is able to add newly created graphical elements or handle conditions when variables –
such as timestamps related to past floods – are passed to the application. JavaScript is a well-known
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scripting language for web applications and is used to provide interactivity. By means of these scripts
intrinsic user events such as clicks or mouseovers can be handled in order to release additional work
steps. Data is transferred asynchronously between the server and the browser so that merely the
necessary parts of the index file have to be reloaded instead of the complete file. This mechanism
proves to be advantageous as the application organizes thematic data in layers that can be turned on
and off independently.

4. Exemplary results
The GUI with its default data is accessible by typing a uniform resource locator (URL) in the
browser. The automated creation of web-based real-time maps using true real-time data was one
major project specification. Another specification was to offer interactive and user-friendly data
access so that users do not have to deal with underlying workflows. Further data for visualization,
processes and functionalities are automatically loaded on the project server after the URL has been
typed in.

Fig. 4 Graphical user interface with comparing functionality and a map showing river discharge
(square point symbols) and 24-hours precipitation sums (circle point symbols) of August 23, 2005 (see text
for explanations)
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By means of the Map Manipulation button (Fig. 4, top left), a window opens up containing four tabs.
One of them is called Comparing (#1 in Fig. 4) and comprises two different settings to choose from. The
Time Point Selection Setting (#2) allows for visualizing an arbitrarily chosen point in time, accurate to 10
minutes. To make comparing activities simpler and faster, the Event Selection Setting (#3) lets a user
directly retrieve data of a pre-selected extreme event. Eleven preselected significant extreme flood
events since 1977 that affected large parts of Switzerland are part of this list: April 2008, August 2007,
August 2005, October 2000, May 1999 (beginning), May 1999 (middle), September 1993, July 1987,
August 1987, August 1978 and August 1977.
Information about a map object on a higher level of detail is obtained using an output window which
can be opened, closed or shifted (#4a and b). It contains the map legend and the time series graphs of
measurements. Such additional information is directly generated when moving or clicking over the
symbolization (#4b). Additional map navigation controls allow for activities such as map zooming,
panning or re-centering (#5). In order to know which point in time a map refers to, the time of the
data along with the map mode is indicated in the status bar (#6). The map mode is either set to
monitoring or comparing. The map presented in Figure 4 shows the hydro-meteorological situation on
August 23, 2005 at 00:40:00. This is when a considerable number of both rain and discharge gauges
measured their maximum during the devastating 2005 event in Switzerland. The square and circle
sizes represent classified discharge quantities, and 24-hour precipitation sums respectively. The
colours, for both parameters, denote the recurrence intervals, expressed in years. The darker the
colour is, the smaller is the occurrence probability of the shown value. The occurrence probability is
obtained from the long-term extreme value statistics, available for each gauge.
In Fig. 5, two maps are shown that cover the Thur basin and its surroundings. Lake levels and 10-min
precipitation sums are represented as bars, 24-hour precipitation sums are represented as circles and
river discharges are depicted as rectangles. The map on the bottom shows the real-time situation
while the one on top represents the situation of August 08, 2007 at 23:00:00. In case the map is set to
the monitoring mode and a map symbol is clicked, time series graphs with data of the past 24 hours are
displayed. If the comparing mode is on, the previous and the following 12 hours of the input timestamp
are displayed. Users may interactively increase or decrease this 24 hours time span via a dropdown
list so that another time span is immediately displayed (Fig. 5, top, graph in the middle).
Another example of comparing real-time maps with historical maps is shown in Fig. 6. The layer that
contains hypsometric data is switched off and the precipitation radar layer is on instead. To some
original data – like these raster-based radar images or point temperature data – complex, automated
processing functions are applied in real time. The radar image shown in Fig. 6 is re-coloured for better
readability and underlain by a grid, specifically created for that reason. This grid contains indexed
colours of each radar image pixel. Functions in the GUI let users explore the values and the new
colour legend when the mouse is being moved over the image. In addition to the radar image, the map
in Fig. 6 contains the 0°C isotherm which is a valuable indicator as to whether and to what extent
precipitation falls in fluid or solid form. This line symbolization of temperature is based on the
integration of automated interpolation of measured data from ground gauges and the extraction of the
contour line for which 0°C was modelled. The workflows and functions that eventually result in
improved precipitation radar and temperature visualizations are discussed in Lienert et al. (2009a).
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Fig. 5 Comparison of two maps showing the real-time situation (bottom) and the situation at 2007-0808 23:00:00 (top) in and around the Thur basin (see text for explanations)
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Fig. 6 Comparison of two maps showing the real-time situation (bottom) and the situation at 2007-0808 23:00:00 (top) with the 0°C isotherm and the radar image
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5. Conclusion and outlook
One approach to minimize devastating damages caused by natural hazards is to enhance monitoring
and early warning capabilities. By means of legible and well interpretable hydrological real-time data
decision makers are able to continuously revaluate impending hydrological floods and take targeted
action. A complementary approach to offer additional decision support in an emergency is to provide
immediate visual comparisons with historical flood data. Quick availability of such visually processed
archive data allow for ‘learning from the past’. Analysis of past floods can contribute to a better
assessment of an ongoing flood. By collecting and maintaining quantitative, high-resolution
measurement data as well as qualitative, descriptive data past events are both captured and
documented. Both types of information provide invaluable help in flood hazard management,
planning and the realization of protective measures.
In this chapter, a conceptual and technical framework has been discussed that generates web-based,
real-time visualizations of hydro-meteorological data from Swiss measurement networks. Experts
within flood crisis management groups are enabled to interactively compile and explore relevant data
parameters. Automated cartographic workflows are based on a flexible and extendable data model
capable of visualizing both real-time and historical data. The integration of data from additional
observation networks is achieved with little effort. Unsurprisingly, the quality of the presented online
application strongly depends on the existence and accuracy of the delivered data. Network operators
are addressed to improve the data quality and data availability aspect of flood hazard management,
especially at key locations where no or few data exist but detrimental flooding frequently occurs.
Apart from consolidating a couple of technical aspects, an outlook on next activities could include, as
discussed above, the integration of qualitative and multimedia data (i.e., text, photographs, video) and
research on quantifiable similarity measures to detect historical floods. Latter includes the
consideration of measurement data uncertainties and multi-dimensional data queries (adjacent
locations, different parameters, varying time and data value ranges). Also, data of hydrometeorological
forecasts may be integrated in the automated workflows and prepended to visualization functions. In
all, the presented application aims at meeting the increased time-critical information needs of flood
management experts.
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Abstract The information and data demand to hydrological data in education, administration and
research is increasing due to various emerging challenges, such as long-term spatial planning, flood
protection and water resources management. Up to now, such information is primarily held in
national hydrological atlas systems and obtainable in printed or partly digital form. Hydrological
atlases have so far focused on the presentation of offline pre-processed data, averaged over longer time
periods. Temporal or time-critical data have generally played a minor role in hydrological atlases. Yet,
value to hydrological and other atlases can be added by including real time data within (or alongside)
existing atlas frameworks, e.g., by offering specific temporal navigation controls, temporally
aggregated data representations and interactive methods to query temporal data attributes, and to
draw comparisons between visualizations generated with real time data and visualizations generated
with averaged data. In the presented paper, various aspects of a temporal data in hydrological atlas are
discussed and application cases of an implemented real time system are presented.

1. INTRODUCTION
Atlases can be considered a well defined and maintained collection of spatial, topic-related
knowledge. They are further classifiable into the type of delivery media (print or digital) and their
purpose (e.g., education, professional). The demand of hydrological data and knowledge in education,
administration and research is increasing due to various emerging challenges, such as long-term
spatial planning, flood protection and water resources management. Such hydrological information is
primarily held in national hydrological atlas systems and obtainable in printed or partly digital form.
Hydrological atlases have so far focused on the presentation of offline pre-processed data, averaged
over longer time periods. Temporal or time-critical data have generally played a minor role in
hydrological atlases. Also, static cartographic visualizations are in most cases preferred to dynamic or
real time cartographic visualizations.
In this paper, we aim at discussing the incorporation of the temporal dimension in hydrological and
other atlases, its implications for the overall design and additional value.

2. ATLASES AND THE TEMPORAL DIMENSION
Specific temporal representation necessitates appropriate temporal data sets. Since by far not all data
in atlases are suitable for visualizing temporal changes, we start with a listing of data sets that are
qualified for temporal visualizations. We then move on to discuss various types of representations of
temporal changes. The main classification comprises types of representation, types of data and
associated tools for temporal navigation.
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2.1 Suitable Data
Time defines our everyday life. Our whole life is based on time. Days, months and years pass by while
things are happening. In multimedia applications, time is important as well. The question ‘what
happened when’ is inevitably coupled with a topic. In order to keep track of the various topics that
change in time, temporal navigation methods and tools are required.
Temporal data may be classified into temporal primitives and temporal structure (Aigner et al. 2007; Frank
1998). Two main temporal primitives are identified: (1) time points, which is an instant in time; and
(2) time intervals which is a time point with an extent or (two time points or a time point plus a
certain duration). The temporal structure of data may be described by the associated time axis and
the temporal primitives mentioned above. The structure is said to be linear when time corresponds to
our natural perception of time, i.e., when temporal primitives occur sequentially, from the past to the
future. The structure of time is said to be cyclic, when temporal primitives recur on a cyclic time axis,
e.g., over the seasons of the year. The structure of time has branching properties, when the time axis is
split into alternative scenarios, e.g., in planning and prediction.
Data meeting these prerequisites comprise road, railroad, and air traffic data; weather information on
precipitation or hurricanes; hydrologic events and processes like runoff, water temperature, and
others to mention just a few. But also long term temporal processes have to be considered such as date
originating from the domains of climatology, geology and glaciology. Ideally, temporal data fulfill the
affordance of continuity or seamless information and every time point or time sequence is entirely
available. For perceptional reasons, the data should be pre-harmonized on a specific time point or a
distinct spatial domain (e.g., basins, communes). Now, not only preprocessed, averaged data are
suitable for depicting the time component in atlases, but also instantaneous real time data, as it is
shown in Figs. 4, 5, and 6.

2.2 Tools for temporal navigation
In temporal atlas systems and related time-critical map information systems, interactive tools to
navigate in time obviously play a vital role. Different interactive methods have been proposed for
navigating in temporal data. Examples are time sliders, clickable calendars, or zoomable time series
graphs (e.g. Hornsby 2001; Jarke & Edward 1999; Oberholzer & Hurni 2000). In Table 1, a list of
temporal navigation elements is shown, subdivided into their shapes.

Table 1: temporal navigation controls (e-Cartouche 2009).

Interactive time lines are particularly useful as they can be linked to both visualization and
navigation. Time lines can be used to show events, processes and the distribution of attribute values
along time. Top left in Fig. 1, such a time line with small multiples is shown. It is taken from an
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interactive map application that tells the story of Pearl Harbour during the WWII. An additional
clock reveals the time in a more known, human readable format. In the bottom left of Fig. 1, an
airplane track application is shown which can be manipulated by a calendar tool. Flight activities are
displayed, depending on the chosen date in the calendar. A similar approach is pursued in the example
bottom right in Fig. 1, where selection lists are used to put together arbitrary dates, or to choose predefined dates of known events.

Figure 1. Temporal navigation controls: time line with multiples (top), calendar (bottom left), and selection list
(bottom right). Map sources: www.nationalgeographic.com, http://oak.webtrak-lochard.com, and Lienert et al.
(2010).

There are numerous other examples of temporal navigation tools. Particularly in the field of scientific
visualization (see Dykes et al. 2005 for a definition), advanced multimodal tools are introduced to
facilitate multi-dimensional data analysis through visual analysis. The tools allow for temporal
navigation as well as simultaneous temporal and spatial navigation. More specifically, methods are
suggested for temporal aggregation, finding spatial patterns of similar temporal changes and directmanipulation metaphors on 3D objects for temporal navigation (Andrienko & Andrienko 2007;
Wolter et al. 2009).

2.3 Representation of temporal changes
Temporal visualization can be achieved by means of static or dynamic graphical representations. In
this chapter, we will mainly focus on visualization techniques rather than on animation techniques
(see Buziek et al. 2008). For grasping and understanding temporal processes in depth, graphical
representations are more important than animations.
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Figure 2. Static temporal map illustrating the crusade of Napoleon 1st against Russia (Minard 1862).

A striking example of temporal change by means of a static graphic is shown in Fig. 2. The change is
illustrated by a flow diagram of the crusade of Napoleon 1st against Russia between 1812 and 1813
(Minard 1862). Using the thickness of the grey line, the dramatic loss of soldiers on their march to
Moscow is noticeable at a glance. On their retreat, low temperature claimed even more victims, which
can be easily observed by connecting the black line and the temperature curve below.

Figure 3. Dynamic representation of temporal changes: real time traffic jam map (left) and flight traffic map
(right). Map sources: www.zueritraffic.ch and http://radar.zhwin.ch.

Static representations like Minard's map in Fig. 2 offer synoptic views. They allow for analytical
comparison and because of its static nature they may have a more complex composition, adding the
temperature component for instance. Graphical means for depicting time change are multivariate
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symbols like bar charts, pie charts (Huber et al. 2007), flow diagrams and, generally speaking,
graphical variables (color, size, form, orientation).
Dynamic representations have a more volatile character and therefore work best with either slightly
changing variations, or distinct steps. In both cases, the user should be able to follow the variation
and perceive a direction or a quantity of change. Graphical means for dynamic temporal data could be
flow maps and arrows, color and intensity transitions, fading and dissolving. Nice examples
incorporating real time data on traffic jam and on airplane routes are shown in Fig. 3.

3. REALIZATIONS IN HYDROLOGICAL ATLASES
Hydrological atlases can be looked at as platform to the topic water. Many countries administer such
hydrological atlases (e.g., www.hades.unibe.ch in Switzerland, http://had.bafg.de in Germany, or
www.boku.ac.at/iwhw/hao/ in Austria) and their content is primarily distributed in analogous form.
On the websites, entire data sets can be downloaded for further analysis, queries and incorporation in
individual applications. However, as yet, no fully digital, web-based atlas version with interactive
tools is available in the three mentioned countries, although the need for action has been identified
(e.g. Fuhrmann 2000). Real time data are not incorporated at all in these three works.
In this chapter, we discuss how temporal data and temporal changes have been visualized in
hydrological atlases, particularly in the printed version of the Hydrological Atlas of Switzerland
HADES (see more details on this atlas in the next chapter). The methods involve specific cartographic
symbolization, temporal aggregation and, in some cases, the inclusion of real time data.

3.1 Temporal changes in hydrological atlases
Temporal changes in the Hydrological Atlas of Switzerland are in many cases represented by
cartographic and graphic symbols. In Fig. 4, a clipping of map and the associated symbol legend are
shown which represent the temperature changes of streams between 1976 and 2005. The 30-years
time period is split into six 5-years intervals. For each interval, a bar chart was created that represents
the number of hours during which temperatures above 15 °C were measured. The chart is further
divided into temperature classes. This symbolization lets users easily see the changes of the
hydrological parameter.
Further methods to visualize temporal change include the placing of additional time series graphs on
the plate (not on the map), or to arrange various small maps in succession. Latter method is applied in
the atlas plate containing seasonal precipitation data (Plate 2.7). Here, four maps representing the
four seasons are arranged prominently on one page. On another page, maps representing all 12 month
are arranged in succession – similar to a film strip – to better draw inter-annual comparisons.
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Figure 4. Temperature changes of streams 1976-2005 and associated legend (HADES 1992-2010, modified).

3.2 Temporal aggregation and departures from reference periods
Atlas plates typically aggregate the temporal information of the presented topics and show one
averaged state. The temporal scales considered in the Hydrological Atlas of Switzerland include the
following temporal aggregation levels:
o multi-annual trends (e.g. postglacial glacier variations, Plate 3.8)
o multi-annual means (e.g. components of the hydrological cycle, Plate 6.3)
o seasonal and monthly means (e.g. precipitation, Plate 2.7)
o daily means during selected years (e.g. low flows, Plate 5.11)
o daily extremes (e.g. snow depths, Plate 3.2)
Using the example of precipitation or temperature data, long reference periods are drawn on to
calculate the mean value of long-term annual or seasonal or monthly values. These averaged values of
such reference periods are used to compare with subsequent years or periods in order to detect trends
and anomalies (e.g. Founda & Giannakopoulos 2009). The departures from reference periods
constitute the basis for additional maps, as planned in the newest delivery of the Hydrological Atlas of
Switzerland, to be released in the middle of 2010.

3.3 Inclusion of real time data
A prominent example of an online atlas that includes real time hydrological data is the Atlas of
Canada (http://atlas.nrcan.gc.ca/) and the National Atlas of the US (www.nationatlas.gov). These
atlases, however, are not exclusively hydrological atlases, as they incorporate various topics other
than hydrology. Apart from gauge locations and hydrographs in separate browser windows, no
further real time information is included and visualized.
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4. APPLICATION CASES
Different existing research projects deal with hydrological data visualizations. The three main
projects are shortly discussed hereafter: firstly, the Atlas of Switzerland (AoS) at the Institute of
Cartography, ETH Zurich; secondly, the mentioned Hydrological Atlas of Switzerland (HADES) at
the Geographical Institute of the University of Berne; and thirdly, the project “Real-Time Cartography
in Operational Hydrology” (RETICAH), which is a joint research projects between the two institutes.
At the Institute of Cartography, ETH Zurich, the renowned project Atlas of Switzerland is carried out
and the release of the third version is expected by the end of 2010. It is a highly interactive DVD-based
National atlas and contains more than 1650 map themes, from the field of Nature and Environment,
Society, Economics, State and Politics, Traffic, Energy, and Communication. Thematic data are
represented in both 2D maps and 3D visualizations, like panoramas, block diagrams, and statistical
surfaces (AoS3 2010).
The group for hydrology at the Geographical Institute of Berne is responsible for the whole scientific
and cartographic editing of the Hydrological Atlas of Switzerland (HADES 1992-2010). HADES is an
atlas collection of hydrological knowledge researched and gathered by experts from national research
institutes. It covers the topics precipitation, snow and ice, evaporation, rivers and lakes, water
balance, balance of matter as well as soil water and groundwater.
Another research project deals with the methodology and scientific question involved in real time
cartography in the domain of early warning and operational hydrology (RETICAH). This joint project
investigates automated cartographic workflows applied to raw real time measurement data from
sensors. Various relevant aspects that need to be automated – such as data acquisition,
harmonization, storage, cartographic modeling, cartographic visualization, and archiving – are
investigated. In order to serve as a proof-of-concept and for demonstration purposes, a hydrological
real time map information system was set up. It consists of a real time spatial database and a webbased cartographic user interface (Lienert et al. submitted).

4.1 Static, interactive cases
Temporal changes might be visualized by map symbolizations that show the difference between the
starting and the end states of a phenomenon. Thus, the changes themselves are visualized by
cartographic symbols on static maps. Symbols might represent a variety of changes:
o the absolute or relative quantities of change of the map item in question
o the rates of changes over time
o the duration of change
o the location displacement
An example of a static map representing temporal changes is shown in Fig. 5. The bar chart symbols
represent the mean monthly runoff per decade. Any of the decades between 1901 and 1999 can be
selected interactively.
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Figure 5. Static map of temporal change of runoff (AoS3 2010).

4.2 Dynamic, interactive real-time cases
Including real time data in atlas information systems allows users to easily compare instantaneous
data at different locations with those data that have been statistically inferred and processed. Real
time, or even forecast data, can be contextualized and related to long-term time series. The temporal
navigation between the different temporal aggregation levels needs to be adapted to each application.
Some methods have been proposed above. In order to demonstrate the direct comparison between
real time maps and atlas maps compiled by averaged data, three selected examples are discussed in
the following using the hydrological parameters (1) snow depths, (2) precipitation, and (3) specific
discharge.
The map shown left in Fig. 6 represents the averaged, long-term snow depths in central Switzerland.
The data have been gathered and modeled by a third-party research institute, i.e., the WSL Institute
for Snow and Avalanche Research SLF which is specialized in snow research. Afterwards, the data
have been edited cartographically, visualized and integrated into an existing atlas framework by
cartographic professionals (AoS2 2004). In contrast, the map right in Fig. 6 shows the snow depths
distribution in real time within the cartographic framework RETICAH. The identical spatial extent is
shown, but somewhat different symbol colorization and legend classifications are used. The snow
data are delivered over the internet by the third-party research institute in real time, already provided
in form of a web-enabled raster image format. In the RETICAH framework, raster images are
integrated through separate mapserver software in order to clip and tile data. Further automatic
processing on the raster data is applied so that the edges of image pixels are smoothed for a more
genuine appearance. Also, dynamic legend functions are applied in order that the map can be explored
interactively using the computer mouse. The values of the map are returned when the map is being
moved over with the mouse, and piped to functions that automatically create legends in which the
specific value is highlighted (see also Lienert et al. 2009a).
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Figure 6. Mean annual snow depths between 1982 and 2001(left) and real time snow depths (right). Sources:
AoS2 (2004), with data from WSL Institute for Snow and Avalanche Research SLF.

A more complex example in terms of data format and processing workflow is provided in the two
maps in Fig. 7. Both maps represent precipitation that has been interpolated from point gauges, which
are also depicted on the maps. The map left is taken from the Atlas of Switzerland 2. Again, the data of
the period 1971-90 has been modeled by a third-party research institute using state-of-the-art
interpolation methods, suited for long-term averaged precipitation data. Additionally, precipitation
gauges are indicated by bar charts of varying height. The lighter the bar’s color, and the higher the bar
itself, the higher are the annual means.

Figure 7. Mean annual precipitation between 1971 and 1990 (left) and real time precipitation forecast (right).
Sources: AoS2 (2004), with data from Federal Office for Meteorology and Climatology MeteoSwiss.
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The map right in Fig. 7 has been extracted from the RETICAH framework. It also shows precipitation
interpolated to the area, along with real time 10 minutes precipitation sums at ground gauging
locations depicted by framed rectangles. Both the forecast precipitation data and the real time data
are part of a data set delivered in real time by the Federal Office for Meteorology and Climatology. The
forecast is delivered every three hours as an interpolated grid. Upon its arrival at our project server, it
must additionally be geo-referenced and provided in a coordinate system. Furthermore, the grid data
have to be automatically classified, colored and converted to a web-enabled image file. Unlike the map
left in Fig 7, a color scheme has been chosen which uses darker colors for higher precipitation
amounts. The classification is, of course, adjusted to instantaneous real time values, thus has a smaller
overall range. As mentioned, the symbols for precipitation gauges are represented by framed
rectangles. Unlike the map from the atlas, left in Fig. 7, the bars are confined to a fixed height. Such a
symbolization approach was chosen, in order to consistently manage unexpectedly high, outlier, or
erroneous real time values.
In order to demonstrate another typical hydrological visualization example, plate 5.4 of HADES has
been digitized and incorporated in the RETICAH framework. The plate contains the specific
discharge of hydrological balance basins. Specific discharge is discharge per unit area of an upstream
basin, and thus, it is “normalized” discharge for better comparison. Choropleth maps are the most
suitable method to cartographically visualize these data. They offer a comprehensive and spatially
differentiating view of the long term discharge situation. The darker the colors of the basins, the
higher are the discharges. Mountainous or alpine basins generally tend to have higher specific
discharges due to their higher precipitation, fewer vegetation and soil cover for water storage, as well
as higher slopes.

Figure 8. Specific discharge 1961-1980 means (left), in real time (middle,) and forecast runoff of entire basins.
Sources: Lienert et al. (2009b), HADES (1992-2010), with data from Canton of St.Gallen, the Swiss Federal
Institute for the Environment, and the Swiss Federal Institute for Forest, Snow and Landscape Research.

In the map left in Fig. 8, the averaged atlas version is shown, with data classification according to
HADES. In the middle, the real time map of specific discharge is shown, with a slightly different
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classification and a different color scheme. In the map right in Fig. 8, entire selected basins have
experimentally been attributed the hydrological forecast data provided by the Swiss Federal Institute
for Forest, Snow and Landscape Research. The map goes one step further as it classifies the forecast
runoff automatically into long-term extreme runoff statistics (in terms of recurrence intervals). The
darker the coloring of the basin, the rarer are the forecast runoff values. This map also acts as an
example how to advance even further with temporal atlases. It does not only include real time data,
but forecast data delivered in real time which are automatically classified into long-term historical
values.

5. DISCUSSION AND OUTLOOK
5.1 Outlook on RETICAH and general benefit for other applications
Nearly all of the required features, data sets and temporal aggregation levels for improved flood
monitoring are implemented in the RETICAH system. A continuous dialogue with potential users
(hydrologists in crisis management groups) has to be kept up, and further improvements –
particularly on the cartographic user interface of RETICAH –must be made. First tests with
hydrologists showed the usefulness of data visualization not primarily based on tables and graphics,
but also represented on interactive maps. The main development activities in the RETICAH
framework include improving (or complementing) temporal navigation and to translate other timecritical themes (such as natural hazards, traffic information, flight data, etc.) into the RETICAH
framework.
In cartography, there is a strong tendency to combine spatiotemporal issues. Tools for easy
navigation, information retrieval and data analysis in 2D and 3D geographic space are still scarce.
Scientific experiments have been carried out to translate the 2D graphics of Joseph Minard, shown
above in Fig. 2, into 3D visualization. Fig. 9 shows one of the results of these attempts. Applications
like RETICAH could further contribute to this space-time-theme problem by continuously
developing new data handling and visualization methods.

5.2 Outlook on atlases
As interactive atlas systems are moving from off-line to modular on-line applications, both preprocessed and real-time data are increasingly visualized and handled in form of interactive maps. In
the near future, atlas systems will be conceptually designed and implemented within atlas platforms.
In other words, internal and even external program extensions from third-parties will be interfaced
and be allowed. By then, specific tools or system components handling real time data may then be
attached or even incorporated by just sticking them together (piping). The concept of Atlas platforms
will be of collaborative nature where everyone contributes contents. Consequently, hydrological data
could be gathered and integrated not only be experts, but also by laymen and school classes. However,
open access to such a powerful visualization system requires strict quality control mechanisms, for
example in terms of a cartographic editor team. Only high-quality data and visualizations should be
permanently retained in such atlas platforms.
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Figure 9. Alternative 3D-visualization of Minard’s map using the space-time cube (Kraak 2003).
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Fig. 1. Color-coded real time temperatures draped onto the terrain and an overlaid statistical surface showing annual run-off heights.
Abstract—Hydrological decision support systems are essential for early warning and real time management of flood events.
Hydrologists require an integrated system that provides all temporal information and tools relevant for decision making. Current
hydrological decision support systems predominantly visualize data by charts and tables, and do not take advantage of digital
cartography. Furthermore, information is often dispersed on various analogous and digital media, and their non-automated
compilation is time-consuming. This paper presents a real time decision support system for flood monitoring and water resources
management that (1) automates the collection and archiving of a multitude of real time data; (2) uses an interactive and animated
map as a central node for data access and visualization; (3) visualizes and filters statistical surfaces in 3D for the quick localization
extreme values; and (4) provides temporal navigation for comparing the momentary hydrological situation with archived events, in
order to estimate the further development. The described system for hydrological decision support has been developed in close
collaboration with hydrologists working in operational flood management, and has received encouraging feedback.
Index Terms—real time, database, cartography, 3D statistical surface, hydrology, decision support system.

1

I NTRO DUCTION

The presented decision support system intends to help hydrologists
in early warning and real time management of flood events. It
provides these specialists with information that is most recently
available.
Current practice-oriented decision support systems for flood
monitoring or water resources management are self-updating and
work with real time and forecast data. These time-critical data are
highly relevant to hydrologists, as they allow iterative revaluation of
the momentary situation. Availability of real time data in decision
support systems is just the basic requirement of hydrologists. Other
requirements include:
(a) The spatial representation of real time data in form of maps is
decisive for monitoring upcoming hotspots and to detect spatial
interrelations between measured values. Yet, today’s decision
support systems visualize data mostly by charts, tables and diagrams,
neglecting the spatial dimension of data [e.g., 1]. There are systems
explicitly using maps for data access and visualization [e.g., 2, 3],
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but their cartographic interfaces sometimes lag behind the high
quality of their databases. Maps for time-critical decision making
must be readable quickly and unambiguously. This requirement is
met by adhering to proven cartographic design principles, and by
providing maps with customizable symbolization and content.
(b) Data collection and subsequent processing must be achieved
automatically. An automatic procedure increases lead times of flood
peaks and allows for improved intervention planning prior to peaks.
(c) Data often still are accessed in a serial, non-integrated
manner, since the relevant pieces of information are dispersed on
various analogous and digital media. In addition, their nonautomated compilation is time-consuming. Hence, a single tool that
integrates and combines all relevant real time data is required.
(d) To monitor real time data and compare real time data with
historical data, a comprehensive, modular spatiotemporal data model
is needed, which may be extended by other data parameters and
types of data. The data model must support temporality to
unambiguously reference each measurement in time. The inclusion
of historical data in the decision support system allows hydrologists
to see how peers have decided during similar situations in the past,
and what the consequences of these decisions were. Particularly
significant, when comparing real time with historical data, is how
current events may develop, and how they can be classified in
statistical recurrence intervals.

2

C O NCEPT AND I MPL EMENT ATIO N
D ECISIO N S UPPO RT S YSTEM

OF A

H YDROLOGIC AL

Data workflows for the integration and storage of real time data are
vitally important and will be discussed next, but they are not directly
relevant to the user in the decision making process. Relevant from a
hydrologist’s perspective is the possibility to visually analyze both
real time and archive data in a single system, integrating all relevant
data and tools. Hence, the complete workflow – from raw
measurements to cartographic visualization – must be automated.
This section tackles selected innovative aspects of this automated
chain of real time data collection, storage, visualization and analysis.
2.1
Real time data integration and storage
A large set of data parameters are collected in real time in the
described decision support system. They are delivered by official
network operators and research institutes in an hourly interval, cover
the entire area of Switzerland, and stem, among others, from several
hundred ground gauges. See Table 1 for an overview. Data is stored
in the object-relational database PostGreSQL with its spatial
extension PostGIS and updated periodically [4].
Table 1. Data overview (FC = forecast, H = horizon)
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2.1.1
Modeling time with unique timestamps
Considering this vast amount of temporal information, a data model
with emphasis on time is required. In the proposed data model, time
and space is separated, and each measurement station is represented
as an individual table. Records in tables with time-dependent data are
assigned timestamps as unique IDs. IDs of measurement stations
(determined by data suppliers) act as foreign keys. Each table with
temporal data contains a “time of measurement” column storing the
timestamps. A unique constraint is applied on each new timestamp,
in order to ensure that no two measurements originating from the
same station have the same “time of measurement”. With this
approach, database updating can take place at very short intervals.
Tables containing non-temporal information about measurement
stations use the stations’ IDs as unique identifier, and no foreign key
is needed. Tables with spatial data, such as point geometry of
individual gauges, itemized as table row, are stored separately from
the temporal data, and use sequential indices as unique IDs. The
name of the measurement station acts as foreign key linking spatial
data with data in temporal tables. Querying and joining
spatiotemporal data for subsequent visualization use these foreign
keys [4].
2.1.2
Custom web-based database wizard
To set up and extend the database frame, a versatile tool is
needed. Both the temporal, non-temporal and spatial parts of the
database are implemented in an interactive process using a selfdeveloped, web-based administration wizard. The wizard is also used
when extending the database with new gauge networks providing
real time measurements. The wizard features the ability to implement
the inheritance structure and further insertion and update rules on
parent tables. Commands describing the database structure or its

extension are expressed in structured query language (SQL) and
piped to the data base management system.
2.2
Visual analysis of temporal hydrology data
The map is the central node in the proposed hydrological decision
support system and has the following characteristics:
x
It is interactive and contains links to complementary and
more detailed representations.
x
It integrates and displays all parameters relevant in decision
making, including real time, historical and forecast data.
x
It is linked to a user interface for the navigation in time, and
updates its content accordingly.
x
It contains time-animated features to illustrate past
developments.
2.2.1
2D real time maps linked to ancillary visualizations
The central map needs to be of high visual quality and straightforward readability. Map visualizations potentially prone to
ambiguous interpretations must be avoided, since misinterpretations
may be fatal in emergency situations. A layer-based map structure
was adopted, enabling the user to selectively combine information.
The data layers can show real time data, and they update
autonomously when new data becomes available. Symbolizations of
each layer are pre-defined, but may be adjusted by the user (Fig. 2).
The map links to further types of visualizations and
complementary data (e.g. scatter plots, box plots and other types of
charts). This information is not immediately visible in the map, in
order to avoid overcharging or cluttering the display. The charts
update in real time and they are, together with the map, synchronized
in time. Dedicated tools are provided to navigate in time within
charts and the map.
The entire system is executed in a web browser, where SVG is
used to create the map and its surrounding user interface. SVG is a
web standard for describing two-dimensional interactive vector
graphics, both static and dynamic. Its graphical rendering quality is
very high, since it supports advanced geometric shapes (e.g., Bézier
curves) and symbolization (e.g., color gradients, raster effects,
clipping, or compositing) [5]. Only with vector-based techniques,
such as SVG or its commercial alternative Adobe Flash, can clients
generate maps and diagrams in real time from vector and attribute
data streamed from a server.

Fig. 2. 2D real time map with interactive controls and real time graphs.

When a user requests a map layer or time series graph, data is
loaded and converted to map symbols by the client. Fig. 2 shows an
example, with the interpolated real time air temperature, and
meteorological parameters (air humidity as framed rectangles and
24h precipitation sums as quantitative circle symbols). Pictorial map
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symbols indicate real time snow depth (snow flake symbols), and the
current streamflow in relation to the previous observation (arrow
symbols). The map symbols may be modified interactively, using the
surrounding map interface (top left in Fig. 2). Additionally, the
aggregation level of data, as shown here for precipitation sums, may
be modified (10min, 1h, 24h or 21d sums). The movable and
resizable output window in the bottom displays interactive time
series graphs.
Various examples of interactive (temporal) visualizations on
ancillary windows are shown in Fig 3. They appear when clicking on
map symbols: Time series graphs of observed (blue) and a modeled
(green) streamflows along with dynamic legend highlighting (A in
Fig. 3); bar charts indicating the relation of a basin’s forecast storage
capacity to the its maximum storage capacity (B); box plot of the
annual maximum streamflow values with the actual real time value
(C); real time web-camera image of a gauging site (D); real time
series graph with forecasts of two hydrological models (E).

Three-dimensional rendering is an alternative for representing
and analyzing statistical surfaces. Indeed, many variables relevant
for a hydrological decision support system share the notion of
“height”, and hydrologists may mentally consider them an additional
stratum lying on top of the terrain’s surface (for example, run-off
heights, snow heights, or precipitation heights). Such statistical
“heights” can be immediately interpreted when represented as
elevations in three dimensions [6].
An intrinsic characteristic of nearly all variables of interest in a
hydrological decision support system is their connection to the
terrain elevation (e.g., air temperature or precipitation varies with
elevation). A correct interpretation of these variables requires the
simultaneous representation of the third dimension of the terrain.
Two alternative methods exist for displaying both the terrain and
statistical surfaces: the statistical surface is draped onto the terrain as
a color-coded texture – or the surface is placed as three-dimensional
object on top of the terrain. If the two methods are applied, two
thematic variables are combined with the terrain. One is represented
as color-coded texture and one as three-dimensional object (Fig. 1).
Quick detection and localization of extreme values during flood
events is the main application of 3D visualizations in hydrological
decision support systems. Entire basins need to be displayed at small
scales, which is achieved using virtual block diagrams. With block
diagrams, the user may rotate the terrain around its vertical axis,
adjust the pitch angle, and zoom onto an area of interest. We found
that block diagrams excel at providing a quick overview and that
spatial navigation is very simple to learn even for users without
experience with 3D software [7].
Provided a series of optimization techniques are applied, modern
graphics cards render relatively large grids at interactive frame rates.
With shader programs executing on the graphics card, the amount of
required memory is reduced considerably. Our shader-based
implementation uses OpenGL/JOGL in combination with the Java
environment. This allows the three-dimensional block diagrams to be
integrated with the web-based 2D visualizations.
3D block diagrams are generated from the database that is also
used by the 2D system. Terrain models, statistical surfaces and
texture images are loaded over the Internet and rendered on the client
computer. The user can adjust visualization parameters, such as color
grades, and define the limit of a threshold filter applied to statistical
surfaces. This threshold filter is required to increase the readability
of three-dimensional statistical surfaces placed on top of the terrain
model: a continuous surface (i.e. covering the area without any
“holes”) would be difficult to interpret, as it would cover the
underlying terrain completely, and estimating the thickness of the
surface would be impossible. The interactive threshold filter removes
values below the threshold, generating “holes” where the terrain
becomes visible. For hydrological variables, such as run-off heights
or precipitation, this simplification helps identifying large values,
which are of main interest for hydrologists (Fig. 4).

Fig. 3. Additional interactive data visualizations rendered in real time.

2.2.2
Three-dimensional real time mapping in hydrology
Hydrological decision support systems require a multitude of
data, which are commonly captured by a large number of devices
installed in the field (e.g. water level gauges or meteorological
stations). The raw point samples are converted to statistical surfaces,
and usually mapped using cartographic 2D techniques, such as color
grades or contour lines.
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Fig. 4. 3D block diagram with forecast real time precipitation heights.

2.2.3
Navigating in time
An important application of hydrological monitoring systems is the
detection and evaluation of critical events at an early stage. Hence, it
is important to compare the real time situation with archived events.
An automatic detection of similar hydrological events in archived
data would be highly desirable, but is currently still a field of active
research [e.g., 8]. The current alternative solution is an explorative
navigation in time, where past events are visually compared with the
current situation. Users of the system then “jump” to a time point,
and observe the outcome of the historical event.
The map shows the momentary situation – displaying real time
data – or it reconstructs a historical situation from archive data. It
may also include both historical data aggregated over a certain
period of time, and forecast data [9]. The result of forecast models
(e.g. rainfall, or streamflow) can alternatively be visualized as
supplementary time series graphs separated from the map.

The developed system is based on a modular architecture, and is
transferable to other study areas. Although it is able to handle any
real time data, the desired countermeasures taken by the decision
maker are effective only for hydrological basins having runoff
response times in the range of hours.
Two aspects are of particular significance for operational
hydrologist: real time data must be comparable with historical data,
in order to assess how current events may develop; and all relevant
data and tools must be automatically integrated in a single system.
Regrettably, automated matching of current hydrological situations
with similar events from the past is not available yet. More research
is required in this area, possibly based on data collected in this
project. The described decision support system, however, aggregates
historical, real time and forecast data, and offers maps, graphs and
other visualizations for betrter analysis and integrated decision
making.
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5 CONCLUSIONS

Conclusions of the papers
This thesis is structured according to the three chapters ‘concept & spatial real-time data model’
(chapter 2), ‘data access & real-time hydrological visualization’ (chapter 3), and ‘further data access
& visualization approaches’ (chapter 4). A total of eight scientific papers are dedicated to these
problems. Each of the following paragraphs discusses the results of the respective paper and
summarizes the main conclusions. Detailed descriptions and bibliographic references are provided in
the original papers included in the chapters 2 to 4. They have to be looked at as independent, selfcontained articles. Their contents may therefore contain overlapping information. An overall
conclusion in form of a synopsis is made after the eight individual paper conclusions in the light of the
main research questions formulated in the introduction (chapter 1), and against the background of the
applicability in practice. The thesis concludes with an outlook on further research.

Paper title

Real-Time Cartography in Operational Hydrology

Paper number

1

Start page

7

Page of conclusion

14

Number of pages

9

Reference

Lienert et al. (2007)

Short summary

Paper 1 gives an overview of the current literature, introduces the
concepts of the envisaged real-time processes, the modular system
design and the involved graphics software.

The need for instant processing of ground sensor and remote sensing data is clearly identified,
particularly in user situations that are characterized by time constraints. It is found that methods are
needed to handle large amounts of data and to take into account the temporal dimension of data in a
very dynamic fashion. It is also found that current geo-information systems still do not fully integrate
time in their models, and updating large time series still proves to be a problem. A first draft of the
overall system architecture and its software components is presented. The decision is made to keep
data and presentation separate in order tackle respective problems individually. The main focus is on
the choice of appropriate graphic software for the planned Web-maps. At this time of the
development, different softwares and technologies are studied, but no choice is made at that time.
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Paper title

An interactive, web-based, real-time hydrological map information
system

Paper number

2

Start page

17

Page of conclusion

35

Number of pages

23

Reference

Lienert et al. (2011)

Short summary

Paper 2 addresses the hydrological user needs and describes in detail the
applied spatiotemporal data model which is able to store real-time,
forecast, and historical data.

In numerous personal conversations, current needs and deficiencies were identified and the entire
thesis – concept and implementation – are therefore guided by the following specifications: (1)
integration of all flood-relevant information in one system; (2) up-to-dateness of all information; (3)
possibility to modify all information as to content and layout, according to individual needs; (4)
representation of all information by cartographic visualizations and additional graphics which are all
captivating and unambiguous to read; and (5) access of maps, graphics and associated functionalities
on any online computer.
The spatial real-time data model is implemented using an object-relational database, capable of
handling alpha-numerical, binary, vector, and raster-based data. Raster-based data is integrated in the
data model by storing the file paths in the database. The files themselves are physically stored
elsewhere on the server. A high operational performance is achieved by storing temporal, attribute
and spatial data for each hydrological variable separate. Data can thus be accessed either via their
value, their topic, and their temporal or spatial property. Data can also be ordered, sorted, filtered and
updated much more effective thanks to this separation. However, it is of paramount importance to
explicitly model the relationships between these properties. Every data set has to be relatable to its
measuring time. Likewise, every real-time gauge has to be relatable to its position in space and its
measured values. Explicit relationship modeling is absolutely necessary to join data sets for geo- and
time-referencing in the subsequent visualization process. The integration of time is accomplished by
differentiating time into several time instances (e.g. measuring time of data, updating time of the
database, etc.). For every static location, or raster data supplier, from which data is originating, a
database table is created in which time instances are treated as a discrete timestamp attributes. In
addition, the timestamps are indexed for fast searching and constrained in order to avoid data
duplicates. That way, the insertion of datasets having same timestamps is avoided, and only new data
sets are inserted. The spatiotemporal database acts as a uniform ‘data format’ for the interactive
Web-maps, since it is the basis to create the underlying Web-graphics code. Complementary to this
syntactical data harmonization, semantic data harmonization is achieved by applying rules deduced
from descriptive statistics. The rules define plausible and valid dispersion ranges and mark faulty or
missing data as such, so that specific map symbolization may be applied to erroneous data. Reading
from the database is provided by the maps and functionalities in the Web-based cartographic user
interface (see below). Writing to the database, in turn, is either done automatically or is confined to
administrator users.
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Short summary

Paper 3 discusses suitable variants of automatically generated map
symbolizations, and the three interactive access and visualization modes
in the Web-based cartographic user interface: monitoring, comparing
and retracing.

Automatic visualization functions turns data from the database into a series of interactive maps and
graphics, which are then incorporated in the cartographic user interface. Due to mismatching
computer screen resolution and map scales, purely raster-based Web-maps tend to look coarse and
contain often image artefacts. To overcome this problem, a hybrid approach is applied to create Webmaps and its surrounding cartographic user interface: raster-based Web-map server technology
(server-side) and vector-based Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG, client-side). Web-map servers are
ideal to dynamically load and clip prepared multi-resolution raster data sets, as a function of the
current map scale. In case where no better raster data resolutions are available, Web-map server
technology is also used to enhance low-resolution raster data by smoothing edges of single pixels.
SVG, in turn, is an XML-based dialect and a Web-standard to describe two-dimensional vector
graphics. Its graphical rendering quality is very high, as it supports advanced geometric shapes (e.g.
Bézier curves) and symbolization (e.g. color gradients, raster effects, clipping, or compositing). SVG
objects can be linked to interactive functions and, since visualization with SVG is entirely
accomplished client-side, the work load between server and client is better balanced.
The automatic map creation process starts with providing a uniform coordinate system to the data.
Existing programs, both for raster and for vector data, are re-used for this task. Better and faster
readability is ensured by classifying data into less than, or a maximum of, seven classes. Classification
either follows existing schemes applied by the data supplier, or it is done using equal intervals, and in
some selected cases, natural breaks. With the exception of temperature data, all used data belong to
the metric ratio scale. Therefore, sequential color schemes are applied with varying brightness for
predetermined hues. A diverging color scheme is chosen for air temperature (measured in degree
Celsius), with two contrasting hues and a varying brightness for each of them. In the next
cartographic work step, map symbols are created and placed on top of the static base, according to
the spatial information that was related to the real-time data value in the database. Two kinds of
symbols are deemed suitable: Geometric symbols (for point, line, and area data) and pictographic
symbols (only for point data).
Pictographic point symbols are developed for a small subset of data, mainly for the purpose of
experimenting with the rendering and scaling of more complex graphics. For these symbols, only the
colors are dynamically adjusted while the sizes are left unchanged. The chosen Web-graphics
software proves to be very suitable when working with complex pictographic symbols.
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Geometric point symbols generated in real time include squares, circles, framed rectangles and
equilateral triangles. All geometric point symbols are range-graded, i.e., the legend symbols are a
function of the classes displayed on the map. The retrieved data values are instantly adjusted to
predefined data classification and color schemes so that the respective symbol size and color can
instantly be calculated and visualized. In most cases, dark colors are applied to large quantities, i.e.,
colors are used the same way as the symbol sizes to better discern the data classification and to stress
absolute quantities. In case of streamflow and daily precipitation sums, colors are used to emphasize
the infrequency of the current value. Infrequencies are derived from extreme-value statistics which
are produced by the data supplier on the basis of annual maxima. Such statistical and attributive data
sets are also incorporated in the database and related to real-time data. The feasibility of instant
combinations of temporal and attributive data to enhance map symbolizations may open further,
exciting opportunities (see below).
Geometric line symbols are generated by automatic interpolation from point data. One example is the
real-time flow map created from streamflow gauge, described in paper five (Lienert et al., 2008),
another is the real-time isometric map created from point air temperature gauges discussed in paper
four (Lienert et al., 2009b).
Geometric area symbols are also generated from point data. Real-time and forecast streamflows, for
example, are visualized in a choropleth map, where streamflows are automatically related to their
contributing upstream areas. This real-time visualization is also promising, since hotspots are
represented as areas and can therefore be perceived very easily. Unfortunately, not all outlets of
hydrological balance areas are equipped with real-time streamflow gauges. Another automatically
generated area symbol is a raster-based real-time map of the temperature distribution, which is
derived from a temperature surface raster. The raster is interpolated in real time from point air
temperature gages (Lienert et al., 2009b). Still another example of raster-based area symbolization is a
real-time map of the precipitation radar. These data are enhanced in an automated way by applying
new data classification and colorization (Lienert et al., 2009b).
Accessing real-time data is envisaged by three different modes: the monitoring, comparing, and
retracing mode. Each of them draws on the same underlying database. Monitoring aims at providing
small-scale overview maps, with options to zoom into areas of interest, load or unload data layers,
modify map layout and symbolizations, load details of chosen map elements, configure temporal
aggregation levels, or set forecast horizons. Comparing intends to provide data, from which
knowledge and experiences were gained during past extreme events, in the easiest way possible.
Historical data are therefore incorporated in the database and made available in the cartographical
user interface. Visual comparisons between real-time, forecast, and historical data are greatly
facilitated, letting users skip over the time-consuming task of collecting historical data on external
sources. Retracing aims at providing animated map elements which are coupled with associated
graphics (e.g., time series graphs, box plots) for simulating and revealing spatial distributions and
response times of flood-causing hydrological factors. The Web-links in paper two (Lienert et al. 2011),
serve as online demonstration.
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Short summary

Paper 4 focuses, on the one hand, on the automated point interpolation
of temperature gauges and the visual improvement of precipitation radar
images; on the other hand, a raster data exploration method is
introduced that allows querying raster cells with the computer mouse.

The course and distribution of temperature, particularly the position of the 0°-Celsius isotherm is
intimately connected with the form of precipitation (liquid or frozen) and the area on which
precipitation falls. Precipitation in form of snow may delay runoff and melt water can heavily
superimpose a river’s base flow. Consequently, temperature crucially determines the runoff
disposition of a hydrological basin. Similar to precipitation, temperature may be mapped by isolines
(i.e., isotherms) which are derived by point interpolation methods. Yet, temperature distribution is
unequally better correlated with altitude than precipitation. Real-time interpolation of temperature
based on point measurements achieves plausible results. For precipitation, more accurate area-related
precipitation data is obtained from the precipitation radar, thus no interpolation method is applied
for real-time precipitation gauges. Temperature ground gauges are interpolated by an inverse distance
weighted interpolation method and are then transferred to a digital elevation model using a fix lapse
rate. The interpolated raster is further processed in terms of classification, colorization and
conversion into a Web-enabled, geo-referenced image. After this, the altitude of the 0°-Celsius
isotherm is extracted from the grid by an existing contour line algorithm, at hourly intervals. Then the
isotherm is converted into a vector format, and inserted to the real-time database for visualization.
Although highly complex, this workflow works well and may be applied to other point gauges. The
downside of the method, however, is that he used interpolation method may not always reproduce the
true temperature situation (especially during inverted atmospheric conditions),
Also in this paper, a methodology is introduced to modify existing raster data sets in real time. Every
single raster cell is re-colored according to the desired classification. The methodology was
thoroughly tested with precipitation radar data. This data set is originally delivered with a qualitative
color scheme. The readability is considerably improved by replacing the original radar image with a
new one which is based on a quantitative color scheme and a smaller number of class groups. The
developed program parts may be applied to other real-time raster data sets that require this kind of
cartographic improvement. Another interactive method is presented in this paper for querying raster
images (e.g., PNG or JPG) and for visualizing their values and legends when moving over them with
the computer mouse. Auxiliary, invisible grid files generated by an existing program achieve this
interaction as a function of the current map scale.
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Short summary

Paper 5 addresses the real-time geometric line symbolization of
streamflow. Such flow map visualizations prove to be a suitable basis for
cartographic animation.

Observed real-time streamflow is interpolated between gauges and visualized as a proportional band
stretching along the river course. For this purpose, the river course is subdivided into sections.
Existing sections of the original river network data are used, originally determined by the official data
provider. The following main identified problems are solved and the solution is implemented for a
mid-sized test basin (1000 km2): The association of individual river sections to the interpolated values
and the automatic adjustment of the band width downstream of tributaries so as to indicate the
inflow of those tributaries. However, no generic method is presented in order to detect and process
interpolation points. This is why most of the preparation is complex, with a lot of hard-coded
programming involved. Extending the developed flow map visualization method to greater
downstream basins is laborious work, and more time should be invested in finding generic solutions.
Other unsolved problems involve the ‘bloating’ of the flow map in case of floods. When viewed at
small map scales, large streamflow quantities lead to an illegible map. This may be avoided by defining
a scale-dependent resizing factor at the end of the interpolation process.
Representing a point in time, the flow map allows users to identify individual river sections with their
associated streamflow quantity. The true power of the developed flow map visualization becomes
apparent when it is temporally animated in the retracing mode of the cartographic user interface. The
Web-links in paper two (Lienert et al. 2011) provide an online demonstration. When the flow map is
coupled with additional information, such as precipitation radar images, or time series graphs of
gauges lying at various locations in the basin, the spatiotemporal dynamic of floods is conveyed even
more convincingly: The spatial distribution as well as the response times of flood waves can be shown
very well by this approach.
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Short summary

Paper 6 goes into details on the monitoring mode of the cartographic
user interface. It shows the spatial real-time data model’s ability to
integrate high-resolution historical and multimedia datasets. The
visualization methods applied to real-time data are re-used for these
historical data sets and made available in the cartographic user interface
for comparison purposes.

The use of appropriate real-time hydrological maps for improved early warning and monitoring
activities is undisputed. Yet, after flood events, the gained knowledge and expertise must be retained,
fostered, and made available in the decision-making process. The developed spatiotemporal data
model is therefore used to also store such formalized knowledge in form of data collected during past
extreme events. A lot of efforts were spent on historical data collection and integration into the
database. Not only is it important to store historical data the same way as real-time data. It is also
highly important to use the same interactive methods and visualization functions to provide access to
historical data in the same cartographic user interface in order to compare data in a coherent and easy
way. Temporal navigation tools enable users to retrieve historical maps and graphs within a few steps.
Different time states may be placed next to each other (e.g. using two computer screens) or one after
another (e.g. by toggling). Experiments are also made to compare different time states in the same
map. Through the availability of the comparing mode in the cartographic user interface, a variety of
interesting maps of extreme flood events are retrieved and presented in this and other papers.
The relational data model and the above described timestamp indexing also prove to be successful to
store and manipulate historical data at a high performance. Unlike the real-time partition of the
database, the historical partition is not updated continuously. Although both partitions are logically
integrated in the same database, it was decided to not automatically move expired real-time data to
the historical database partition. Since the quality of real-time data is sometimes affected by missing
or faulty values, such erroneous data would be placed in the historical partition. In order to maintain
the highest data quality as possible, major updates on the historical database partition are therefore
not carried out in a fully automated real-time mode, but in a semi-automatic mode when data
suppliers publish their approved, quality-controlled data in yearbooks. Those expired real-time data
no longer needed are then removed.
Hence, in principle, the visualization of historical flood events is identical with the visualization of
real-time data. This, however, requires adjusted and validated historical data.
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Short summary

Paper 7 discusses the role of traditional, digital atlas information systems
as a means to access real-time data. As the temporal aspect of data
generally gains in importance, the significance of temporal navigation
tools and generic atlas platform increases.

The information held in national hydrological atlases is used by a wide variety of users groups. Users
in academia, private companies or administration draw on this information when dealing with
problems related to spatial planning, flood protection or water resources management. Hydrological
atlases act as long-term knowledge repositories whereby time is integrated in such works over several
years. This is reflected by maps produced with data which is aggregated over a long period of time, in
form of annual or monthly means. It is also reflected by the map contents that show the results of the
most modern available methodologies at the time of atlas publishing.
The atlas metaphor was the guidance for real-time data access in this presented thesis with maps
acting as the starting point to real-time data. Fully developed atlas information systems (AIS),
however, provide extended functionalities which could further enhance the handling of real-time
data. Among the various groups of AIS functionalities, advanced temporal navigation and map
manipulation functionalities are identified to be advantageous, such as moving back and forth in time,
aggregating temporal data, and comparing real-time data with long-term averaged data. Since some of
these concepts are successfully realized with real-time data in the course of this thesis, they may be
integrated into the environments of existing national or school atlas information systems. The paper
therefore also addresses the need for an overarching, collaborative AIS architecture in terms of a
platform. A platform approach might result in some sort of overarching interoperability standard
when exchanging any kind of atlas contents, or even when merging, for example, this real-time
hydrological ‘module’ developed in this presented thesis with existing AIS.
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Short summary

Paper 8 recapitulates some features of the visualizations generated by
the cartographic system, and introduces real-time 3D-visualization of
hydrological data. The specific purpose and suitable data for this
additional form of visualization are discussed.

Many data parameters used in flood management are physically connected to the terrain elevation and
share the notion of height. It is assumed that operational hydrologists look at them as an additional
stratum lying on top of the terrain’s surface. Data with height units, such as run-off, snow depths, or
precipitation, are therefore deemed suitable to test additional three-dimensional visualization
methods. It is further assumed that when represented as elevations in three dimensions, such
statistical heights may be interpreted immediately. In order to display both the terrain and the
statistical surfaces, two methods for visualization are proposed: draping the statistical surface onto
the terrain as a color-coded texture – and placing the surface as a 3D-object on top of the terrain. For
demonstration purposes, block diagrams are generated using data from the real-time data database.
Terrain models, statistical surfaces, and texture images are loaded over the Internet and are rendered
on an external, non Web-based cartographic client application. Although no specific user survey was
made, 3D-representations of statistical surfaces may be particularly useful for quick localization of
extreme values, such as heavy precipitation cells. Extreme values show up as salient pointy peaks. The
representation of three-dimensional data seems to be a viable alternative for representing and
analyzing statistical surfaces.

Synopsis of the Results and Applicability in Practice
The scientific novelty of the presented thesis is a comprehensive methodology for the fully automated
cartographic visualization of multi-thematic hydrological real-time data, supplemented by interactive
map symbolization for customizable use. The primary means for the successful proof of this concept is
a spatiotemporal data model, in terms of an entirely realized relational database, that is able to
manage vast amounts of real-time, forecast and historical data – vector, raster, as well as text and
binary data. The feasibility of a fully-automated cartographic workflow, which converts raw real-time
data into interactive Web-maps, is shown. The results are demonstrated in an available, quasioperational cartographic on-line system, customized for operational hydrologists.
The methodology applied to the data management indicates that: (1) time can be treated as an
attribute of static entities, e.g., of gauging locations; (2) temporal, spatial and attribute data are ideally
stored separate for easier management, to achieve high operational performance, and to allow for
access to data via the four properties time, space, topic, and values; (3) relationships between these
properties must be modeled explicitly to join them upon retrieval; (4) a modular approach keeping
supplier-related data separate ensures the extensibility of the database. A complete separation of data
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from presentation proves to be the right approach to more flexibly develop and refine the
methodology, both on the data management and on the data visualization side. The automated realtime visualization methods that are developed to true real-time hydrological data shows that (1) a
sound, harmonized data basis is indispensible to minimize errors during the visualization process; (2)
cartographic objects can be automatically deduced in real time from the databases; (3) vector and
raster data can be produced out of point data; (4) existing raster data can be modified and be
improved according to cartographic design principles; (5) real-time vector and raster data can be
further enhanced by interactive query methods; and (6) delivering maps on the Internet requires the
adherence to Web-standards.
Summarizing and referring to the initial research questions in chapter 1, a synopsis of the results can
be made in consideration of the created added values: (1) a ‘single-tool’ approach that federates all
relevant data in one single, Web-based cartographic user interface is the main method to provide
time-saving information retrieval; (2) the use of a relational database structures large amounts of
previously unstructured data; (3) the access to, and representation of, data in form of well-designed
maps (instead of tables and graphs) are the vehicles to immediately transform real-time data into
useful information; (4) three main modes (monitoring, comparing, retracing), and interactive methods
to query map symbols make real-time data accessible to operational hydrologists; (5) automatically
generated geometric and pictographic symbols in the style of existing hydrological atlases visualize
quantitative hydrological data, while temporal animation visualize spatiotemporal dynamics of floods.
Visualizations can also be adjusted when reaching warning or alerting levels; and (6) automated
access of the database, strict error-handling, and the formalization of fundamental quantitative
mapping techniques transforming primary data into cartographic objects achieve the automated
cartographic production process.
The scope of applicability of the presented methodology in practice has yet to be evaluated by
granting users access to the cartographic real-time system (thus, in the remainder of this section,
‘cartographic system’, or just ‘system’, are synonymous with ‘methodology’). Informal discussions
following live demonstrations indicated that the potential of the system is its ability to handle
complex automatisms, involving GIS and hydrological models, while presenting results in attractive,
processed form. Such automatisms are needed because manual model management in time-critical
situations is too time-consuming, or often just too complex. Another general potential was recognized
in terms of an improved exploitation of accruing real-time and historical data. Due to the expansion of
measuring networks, as well as advancing automatic data measurement and transmission technology,
it can be assumed that more and more data will be accrued in the future. Further potential was
discerned regarding the system’s high degree of interactivity. Interactive functionalities are intendedly
less geared towards guiding users, but letting users conduct data analysis and exploration themselves,
according to their own expertise and according to what the current hydrological situation demands.
In addition to drawing comparisons and reconstructing past extreme floods, the availability of highquality and high-resolution historical data sets was also regarded an asset to potentially calibrate and
validate hydrological rainfall-runoff models.
It should not go unmentioned, however, that the high degree of interactivity and a high rendering
quality of the maps in the cartographic user interface are gained at the expense of network
performance. Loading time and user-friendliness have to be traded-off, in favor of the latter. The
continuous expansion of Internet bandwidths will remedy this problem in the long run. Another
aspect that should not go unnoticed in the discussion of the system’s applicability in practice is the
contradiction of the automated-analytical system character to the idea that users load their own data
into the system. Due to security and system stability reasons, the overall system architecture
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envisages administrator users inserting additional data, but not regular users. Administrator wizards
that were developed to make global updates or to extend the database may possibly be made available
to more users, including advanced system users.

Outlook
Real-time data management and visualization methods for improved operational hydrology have been
developed in an own technical environment which remains an ideal test bed for further
methodological developments. Moreover, the cartographic user interface is an ideal instrument to
demonstrate the results of new approaches and prototypical applications for real-time hydrometeorological, or even completely different, data. The outlook on further research therefore includes
various aspects of the real-time database and the cartographic user interface:
First, however, from an overall perspective, the research questions of the feasibility to apply the entire
methodology to other (research) areas may be the most interesting one. Yet, the greatest difficulty
may constitute the availability of real-time data. If so, experiments could still be made using historical
data. But another intriguing option is to integrate data collected from real-time mobile gauges placed
at key locations in hydrological basis. The need for research arises from the question on how to model
hydrological events and occurrence times of these events with non-static measuring locations.
Presently, time is modeled in the database as attributes of static entities to which new temporal data
are continuously appended. When spatial data of the gauge location are changing, time itself could be
considered in the database a static entity – just as long as it is valid – and spatial data could be
appended to the time entity. Database tables would then not be named after gauging locations, but
after certain timestamps. This approach has already been applied to real-time isotherms when several
polylines had to be stored at the same time (see paper four, Lienert et al., 2009b). Since this approach
proved to be successful, it might be extended. Real-time snow depths or meteorological data
originating from handheld measurement devices operated by experts may also be included this way.
One research question concerning the database involves finding hydrological events that are as similar
as possible to the current one. The comparing mode in the cartographic user interface would be
considerably enhanced if data patterns were recognized automatically. Presently, a series of extreme
flood events is directly retrievable, without such proposed pattern matching mechanisms. Particularly
during floods (or likewise during low flow periods), hydrologists are interested to learn from similar
past situations. An adequate definition of ‘similar’, on various spatial scales is required, which is a
difficult task. While flood events are usually triggered by extensive, enduring precipitations, they
may, in small basins, also be triggered by intense, short thunderstorms. Also, antecedent soil moisture
and snow melting conditions may have to be included in a similarity measure definition. The main
idea behind finding similar events automatically is to allow users to choose one or several specific
real-time variables from the map and to issue a query which will find the most similar hydrological
situation. More research is required in this area, possibly based on the well-structured database
developed in this thesis.
Further research opportunities involving the database are presented by relating real-time and forecast
data to complementary data sets, and thereby add more value for the user. The coupling of statistical
data with real-time data showed how to enhance visualization (paper three). Additional natural
hazard related data may be considered, e.g., threshold levels for ground gauges or hazard zones along
river courses. In the sense of a traffic light system, specific actions may be released when thresholds
are reached, both in the cartographic user interface (e.g., salient map symbols) or externally (e.g.,
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dispatching of warning e-mails). Even data from private insurers may be linked to real-time data in
order to quickly see which customers are threatened, and what risks and damage potential are
involved.
From the perspective of the cartographic user interface, further research may relate to the user on the
one hand, and the visualization on the other hand. As for visualization, further research options are
the extension of the monitoring mode with 3D-visualizations, as discussed in paper eight (Lienert et
al., 2010b). Salient 3D visualization may generate a significant added value, since they allow to faster
detecting precipitation (and other data with height units) during extreme events. Advancing in the
direction of defining Web-standards for three-dimensional visualization is another important
research activity for this and other reasons. The retracing mode, which presently provides temporally
animated maps, could be expanded by non-temporal animations. Thereby, individual map images of
the same point in time are presented in a sequence. For example, several runs of the same hydrological
rainfall-runoff forecast model with different input data (i.e., ensemble forecasts) produce outputs for
the same forecast horizon. Non-temporal animation means to switch between these different, timeinvariant outputs. The same procedure could be applied to outputs of different hydrological forecast
models for an identical, given hydrological basin and given point in time. This approach may yield
new insights into hydrological modeling and better reveal model qualities. Further research on the
comparing mode may involve the automatic generation of captivating difference maps, representing
the quantified differences between the historical and the current map. Further, more general research
is also needed to assess advantages and disadvantages of visualization technologies other than SVG.
Purely raster-based (e.g. Web-map servers such as UMN Mapserver, QGIS Mapserver, Java-based
GeoServer), proprietary vector-based (e.g. Adobe Flash or Microsoft Silverlight), or open-source
vector-based (e.g. JavaFX) technologies must be examined in terms of scalability, loading time,
interactivity and graphical quality. For this purpose, the existing real-time database can be used.
As for the users, the far-reaching question of whether a public or restricted access to the system
should be granted raises the general issue on system security, which is an issue worth mentioning
here, but beyond the scope of this thesis. However, upon access to the cartographic user interface,
users may be associated to profiles in which the preferred map section and map contents are stored.
Information retrieval may be further accelerated this way, not only because of a more direct access,
but also in terms of losing less time when compiling the desired information. The existing
arrangement of map manipulation and navigation functionality in the cartographic user interface
might therefore be further scrutinized by user surveys, or, as was the case up to now, by a continuous
dialogue with the user group – experts in operational hydrology. Thanks to that dialogue, it might be
that this thesis was able to contribute to the improvement of flood management – and to the bridging
of the frequently-mentioned gap between science and practice.
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